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Miller Reelected
As County Judge
Incumbent County Judge
Robert 0. Miller outdistanced
independent
John
rival
Neubauer by a two-to-one
margin Tuesday in the general
election in Calloway County.
In the 'only other contested
race in the county, Charles
Tommy Bogard defeated
Jimmy Pritchett for Magistrate
of District One by a 756-102
edge.
Democratic nominee Miller
defeated Neubauer, an • independent by a 2,470 to 1,343
margin.

In other county races, several
write-in votes were recorded for
county
offices.
Ronald
Christopher received one absentee write-in for county attorney; Robert Day received
two write-in votes for county
attorney; Ted Alexander
received eight write-in votes for
sheriff; and Don Keller
received one absentee write-in
for magistrate of District
Three.
Other county offices in which
there was no contest confirmed
these nominations: Sid Easley,

county attorney, 2,294 votes;
Marvin Harris, county court
clerk, 2,384; Maurice Wilson,
sheriff, 2,316; Huel Jones,
jailer, 2,181; Charles Hale,
property
valuation
administrator, 2,219; Max Morris
county coroner, 2,277.
In addition to Tommy
Bogard, the other members of
the Fiscal Court which were
confirmed in the election were
Gil Hopson, district two
magistrate, 369 votes; Ralph
Bogard, district three, 633; and
Dan Bazzell, district four, 511.
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Democrats Win Seats
On Murray City Council
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Rex Alexander

Thomas Rushing

Fred Workman

William R. Furches

Brass Choir Concert To Open
Festivities Of Inauguration
An inaugural concert by the
Murray State University brass
choir and the 68-voice university choir will open festivities
Sunday, Nov. 11,
and
culminating the following afternoon with the inauguration of
L. Constantine W. Curtis as
the sixth president of the 51year-old institution.
The concert will be presented
in the University Theatre of the
Price Doyle Fine Arts Center,
beginning at 8:30 p.m. There is
no admission charge, and the
public is invited to attend.
The 25-piece brass choir,
under the direction of Dr. Carl
D. Mowery, Jr., and David G.
Elliott, will present eight
compositions. Among these will
be "Fanfare for The Common

Calloway Association
To Sell Christmas Cards
The
Calloway
County
Association of Retarded
Children now has special
designed Christmas cards for
sale as a part of their financial
projects for the year.
Mrs. John Williams is in
charge of the sale and the boxes
range in price from $2.50 to $4.50
per box. Many of the cards are
designed by the children
themselves, Mrs. Williams said.
Persons desiring to purchase
cards may call 753-5006 or 7539235 after five p.m., the
associational spokesman said.

PP'WEATHER
FORECAST
Considerable cloudiness and a
little warmer today, with a
slight chance of some rain.
Highs in the low 50s. Qoudy
Thursand wanner.tonigbt
day, with a chance of rain.
Low* tonight In. the .10w_40a.
Highs on Thursday In the mid
50e. Winds southerly 6 to 12
miles an hour today and
tonight. Precipitation probabilities are 20 per cent today, 40
per cent tonight and Thursday.

Man," by Aaron Copland, with
Dr. Mowery conducting, and
"La Luchesina from Canzonette
francese," by Gioaeppe Guam',
with Professor Elliott conducting the two antiphonal
choirs present the work.
A native of Shamokin, Pa.,
Dr. Mowery has been an
Reagent professor of music at
Murray State since 1969. He
received his undergraduate and
master's degrees at the
University of Denver, and his
doctorate at the University of
Oklahoma.
Professor Elliott, who also
has been at Murray State for the
past four years, is a native of
Toledo. He received his undergraduate degree at the
University of Michigan and his
master's at Catholic University
n Washington, D.C. He
currently is doing doctoral work
at the University of Cincinnati.
Under the direction of
Professor Robert Bear, the
university choir, which toured
Europe for two weeks last
spring, will present: "Now
Thank We All Our God," by
Johann Pachelbel; "All the
Ways of a Man," by Knut
Nystedt; and "Te Deum for the
Empress Maria Therese" by
Joseph Haydn.
A member of the Murray
State music faculty since 1951,
Professor Baer is widely known
as a choral conductor, and on
Monday of this week was the
principal conductor in the QuadState Choral Festival, working
with more than 350 selected
high school singers from the
See Ceacert,Page 12)
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Phillip
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Precinct
Yarbrough
Mansfield
Rushing
Koenen
Furches
Henley
Workman

Ward
1
51
97
124
95
114
105
127

B Totals
2
3
61 132
97 195
121 242
106 222
110 210
106 223
126 223

4
315
3e3
391
337
323
344
353

5
69
106
128
122
130
112
130

Five of the twelve persons
elected to the Murray City
Council Tuesday are incumbents and a sixth has
served a previous term on the
city governing body which will
be chaired by Mayor-elect John
E. Scott.
The only contested race in the
city found seven candidates
vying for SU seats on the
council from Ward B. The city
voters reelected incumbents
Paul Mansfield, William R.
Furches, Melvin Henley and
Fred Workman as well as
former councilman Howard
Koenen and newcomer,Thomas
Rushing.
The six unopposed council
canchdates who were elected
Tibbs
from Ward A are Ed Chrisman,
Phillip Tibbs, Art Lee, Dave
Willis, Rex Alexander and Jo
6 Abs Tot. Crass Willis and Alexander are
104 7 739 the only present councilmen in
137 8 943 Ward A that sought reelection.
Present councilmen who did
175 10 1191
159 10 1051 not seek reelection include Roy
158 8 1053 Starks, Prentice Lassiter,
168 9 1067 Haron West, James R.
178 12 1149 Allbritten and Baal Stalls, who
was defeated by Scott in a bid
for Mayor in the May primary
elections.
Top vote-getter in the Ward B
race was Rushing with 1,191
votes, followed by Workman,
1,149, Henley, 1,087, Furches,
1,063, Koenen, 1,061 and Mansfield, M.Jack Belote and Beth
Mote each received 2.

Waylon Rayburn, Former
County Judge Here Dies

Waylon Rayburn, former
county judge of Calloway
County and former executive
vice-president of the Woodmen
of the World, died Tuesday at
5:45 p.m. at the Methodist
Hospital, Memphis, Tenn. He
was 69 and a resident of 712
Olive Street, Murray.
Mr. Rayburn resigned his
position as executive vicepresident of the WOW Life
Insurance Society at Omaha,
Nebraska, on December 31,
1971, due to his health. He had
continued as a member of the
Board of Directors as National
Watchman for WOW and had
moved back to Murray.
The Murray man was first
elected to the Woodmen board
Wayless Raybura
In April 1960 after having been
active for the society in Ken- office of executive vicetucky and throughout the president on January 1, 1968.
nation. He was elected to the
(gee Rayburn,Page 12)

Steve Yarbrough, running on
the Republican ticket failed to
win election with 739 votes. Jack
Bekee and Beth I3elote each
received two write-in votes for
the positions.
Alexander led the ticket in the
Ward A race with 1,095 votes
followed by Jo Crass with 1,051,
Ed Chrisman, 1,035, Dave
Willis, 1,021, Phillip Tibbs, 1,001
and Art Lee, 903.
Scott, who polled 1,249 votes
in his unopposed race for
Mayor,and the rest of the newly
elected councilmen, will take
office in January. Scott will
replace Holmes Ellis who has
served the city as Mayor for the
past 16 years.
Other city officials elected
Tuesday, all unopposed were
Don Overbey, City Prosecuting
Attorney and Stephen C. Sanders, City Judge.

JOHN SCOTT
Mayor-Elect

ROBERT 0 MILLER
Reelected

Tabulation
1
"g
169
135
240
369
151
183
99
166
114
56
36
52
78
58
125
205
64
45

Precinct
No. 1
No. 2
No. 3
No. 4
No.5
No.6
Concord
Faxon
Alin°
Dexter
Jackson
Kirksey
Coldwater
Lynn Grove
Harris Grove
Hazel
Providence
Clayton Cr.
Calloway High
Absentee
Total

29
48
100
203
53
112
121
75
97
46
42
50
31
10
43
91
30

113

37
48

12
2.470

7
1270

Cy Miller Leads
Election In Hazel
Cy Miller was returned as
chairman of the Hazel Town
Council in Tuesday's election,
with a total of 109 votes.
Others elected were Glen
Barnett, 88 votes, Bobby
Holmes, 69, Morris Caldwell 64,
and Ralph Richardson, 65.
Preston Oliver, the sixth man in
the race, received 38 votes. The
council is made up of five
members.

Dr. Harvey Sloan Is
New Louisville Mayor
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Dr:.Harvey Sloane, who campaigned for "political leadership instead of political arrogance", easily captured the
mayor's race in a Democratic
weep which some interpreted
as voter rebellion against Watergate.
Sloane's victory Tuesday was
hailed by Gov. Wendell Ford as
an indication a backlash was
forming, and he predicted it
would spread.
"The voice of the Democratic
Party in Kentucky will be

heard a long way around the
country, "asserted Ford. "The
people are responding. They
want a change."
.
Ford, chairman of the Democratic caucus in the National
Governor's Conference,said the
polls show that Watergate has
hurt all political offices "but it
has hurt the Republicans the
While Sloane was outrunning
CHECKING RETURNS—James Johnson and deputy court
two opponents, other DemoJudith Ainley were busy checking election returns as they
clerk
crats, including Jefferson County Judge Todd Hollenbach, held came in to the courthouse last night following the close of the
polls.
(See Sloan.Page 12)
(Photo By Wilson Woolley,

Constitutional Amendments Are Rejected By Voters In Kentucky

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (API—
Kentucky voters have overwhelmingly rejected a proposed
constitutional amendment for
annual legislative sessions and,
by a lesser margin, the "cluster" amendment with three
Free TB Skin Tests To
sections.
It was the second defeat in
Be Given On Tuesday
four years for the annual NISFree TB
in tests vrW be dons proposal, which drew the
given by the nursing students of most attention.
with ft.4 per cote of EonMunly State tiieversity'et the
Student Health Center on tucky's 3,301 precincts reportTheilliy, November. 13, from.
' ing unofficially, the tally was
198,108 against and 172,858 to
one to six p.m.
This service is free to the favor of annual sessions. In
pub& and is sponsored by the 1989 the proposition loot by only
Kentucky Association of 13,009 votes.
The duster amendment count
Nu -sing Students in Murray.
4

was 177,441 against and 147,809 most other voting would be
in favor.
light.
Things did not quite work
Calloway County voters voted
in favor of amendment number that way. Every county turned
infavor of amendment number down annual sessions, some by
one by a 115 to 1106 margin, and as much as 6 to 1 Only in Faagainst amendment number yette and Boyd counties did it
receive as much as 49 per cent.
two by a 1104 to 996 margin.
The voter turnout was light—
House Speaker Norbert only about one-fifth of more
Blimie, D—Loulirville, was the than 1.4 million eligible.
most active proponent of an131ume commented afternual sere/one isiodieg .11 large .w&# that the people werteitit
group of legislators lied former ready yet for annual sessions—
lawmakers.
the Legislature now mega SO
He had predicted that urban days each two years—and that
areas, where the prepoidtion there was a mistrust of that
did rather well four years ago, body.
would tide it over against oppoHe also cited the "unusual alsition from rural areas where liance" of labor, industry and

rural interests in what he ers would tend to hack both in
called a well-financed cam- that event.
The second section of the unpaign to defeat the amendment.
However, proponents also successful cluster proposal
launched an active campaign, would have abolished the Kenconcentrating in Jefferson and tucky Railroad Commission,
Fayette counties where the vote which critics call archaic.
A third section would have
was heavy.
They hoped for indirect help made the state superintendent
from the supporters of the clus- appointive under an elected
ter amendment, especially seven-member state Board of
those who backed the section Education. Currently the superwhich would have allowed sher- inteudent is elected and the •
iffs to succeed themselves.' butted appoieded brit* pewThe idea was that in support- nce.
The best guess of observers
ing the Cluster amendment, the
sheriffs advocates would stay is that one or another of the
on the safe side by speaking cluster amendment provisions
well of the annual sessions drew voter negativism and,
amendment on the theory vot- since the entire proposition had

to be accepted or rejected, the
electorate chose to turn it all
down.
Had the annual sessions proposal passed, it would have taken effect in January, where the
1974 Legislature meets.
In substance the lawmakers
would have been able to meet
for 45 days for as much as a
six-month period annually.
They now convene for 60 days
every two years,
• Alse,-M the event tpassaga
there was talk among opponents of challenging the amendment on constitutional grounds,
a plan which some state officials said had strong legal
grounds.
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Mrs. Murray State To Be
Sponsored By Dames Club

Brenda Cypret Is
Speaker At Meet

Mrs. Sledd Speaker
At Group Meeting
At Bowden Home

Wagon
The Current Missions Group
Welcome
The
Wednesday, November 7
Club will meet in of the Baptist Women of the
s
meet
Newcomer
will
Club
Mothers
Faxon
of the First Memorial Baptist Church met
at the school at two p.m. A the basement
at 7:30 p.m. In the home of Mrs. Nola Lewis
speaker
Church
was
- Mrs. Betty Sledd
shower for the Max Dowdy Christian
The Murray State Dames Main, Murray. She is a Home at the meeting of the Afternoon
on Tuesday, October 23, at 7:30
held.
be
family will
old.
Club is again sponsoring the Ec. major. She is 21 years
p.m.
Memorial
the
Concert,
of
Group
Ensemble
Missions
Baroque
"Mrs. Murray State" contest. Her husband is Steve. She is Baptist Church held on Tuesday
Miss Brenda Cypret of
the directed by Prof. Leo Blair, will
of
Circle
ip
Blankensh
student at Murray
Each club, fraternity, and being sponsored by the Student afternoon, October 23, at the
Clinton,
Hall,
United
Recital
Farrell
Grove
the
at
be
South Pleasant
, gave a report
University
sorority and residence hall may Home Economics Association. borne of Mrs. Lottie Bowden.
State
at
MSU,
Methodist Church will meet at Fine Arts Building,
Margo Cbadwell, 401 College
enter a candidate in the Contest.
of her missionary experiences
chairman, Mrs.
program
The
p.m.
8:15
the home of Mrs. Donna
Court, Murray. She is a an
while serving this summer in
To qualify as a candidate, the Elementary Education major. Margaret Taylor, introduced Jackson at seven p.m.
the
City.
on
Kansas
spoke
at
who
meet
will
Sledd
Senior Citizens
person must be a full-time, She is 21 years old. Her husband Mrs.
Mrs. Pauline Wainscott
a.m.
ten
at
Center
Ellis
the
married student or the wife of a is Michael. She is being spon- styles of living and customs of
Spring Creek Baptist Church
the people of Nigeria where she mission groups will meet at Activities include quilting and taught the Bible study from the
full-time student. The con- sored by Kappa Delta Pi.
as
served
family
her
other arts and crafts. Each one sixth chapter of Romans.
testants will be judged for poise,
seven p.m.
Nancy Curtis, Wells Hall, and
not
present,
Others
is to bring a sack lunch.
personality, and appearance by Murray. She is apsycbology foreign missionaries.
DEAR ABBY: I can't quit thinking about what I did
d, were
mentione
y
scripture
previousl
read
you
consider
of
Sledd
If
out
it.
Mrs.
about
from
someone
judges
tell
to
of
I've
got
today. and
a panel
Baptist Women and Baptist
major. She is M years old. Her
Norma Bone, Thyra Crawford.
It wrong, I won't do it again.
town. Each contestant will also husband is David. She is being from Psalms 1:15. They are now Young Women of Cherry Corner
in
and Nancy Wheeler.
of
Women
Young
on furlough and residing
Baptist
I became suspicious, and opened a letter my 17-year-old
The
be interviewed briefly by the sponsored by Psi Chi.
Church will hold separate
Church will
daughter received from her 19-year-old cousin who is in the
judges.
meetings at 7:30 p.m. at the First Baptist
Donna Snider, 901 Main, Murray.
the
explicread
of
full
was
It
Peters
country.
on
Virginia
foreign
held
ation for
a
Mrs.
transport
service, stationed in
provide
The contest will be
She
a
is
housewife.
She
church.
Murray.
it descriptions of sexual practices he said he had been
Saturday, Nov. 10, 1973. Three is 22 years old. Her husband is 55th chapter of Isaiah and Mrs.
senior citizens from nine a.m. to
office,
indulging in—some I never even knew existed I tore up the
finalists will be chosen and the Mark. She is being sponsored by Lalah Boyd read the names of
Flint Baptist Church Baptist 12 noon. Call the church
letter before I finished it. It was nauseating.
missionaries having birthdays
winner will be announced at Alpha Sigma Alpha.
753-1854.
Young
Baptist
and
Women
prayer calendar for the
He also asked her to bake him some brownies with
half-time at the first basketball
Cindi Willuun, 1320 Wells on the
Women will meet at the church
Friday, November I
"gram" and send them to him without a return address on
day.
game on Dec. 3, 1973.
Blvd., Murray. She is a
at seven p.m.
Lodge No. 831 F & AM
Hazel
by
read
were
minutes
The
the box. I know "grass" is marijuana, but I never knew
questions
Anyone having
housewife. She is 22 years old.
will meet at 7:30p.m. at Hazel
she had access to it.
contact Elizabeth Her husband is John. She is Mrs. Nettie McICeel and the
The October meeting of the
should
ceramic
and
painting
Artex
Lodge
Ann° I fully trust my daughter, I would shield her from
was given by
report
financial
Homemakers Club
Vanderveer, 767-4253.
Wadesboro
will
classes for senior citizens
being sponsored by Epsilon PI
the knowledge of such mama] practices as her cousin deMrs. Verna Mae Stubblefield. be from ten a.m. to 12 noon.
present contestants are: Tau.
held in the home of Mrs
The
was
of
t
Departmen
Arts
Creative
scribed. I am glad she will never read such trash, but I
Refreshments were served by
president, who
Kathy Northington, 1608
the Murray Woman's Club will David Palmer,
Janice Bowers, 505 College Mrs. Bowden to the thirteen
feel guilty about opening her mail.
business
Road, Apt. 8-E,
the
Farm
College
Book Fair con- hold it annual bazaar at Lit- conducted
Children's
my
student.
protect
a
is
to
She
Don't I have some rights as a parent
members and two visitors.
MSU
Her major is jour- Court, Murray.
the
at
Murray.
today
meeting.
tinues
hours.
store
I
during
Should
tletores
She is married to Steve Bowers.
daughter from unwanted, unwelcome information?
nalism. She is 20 years old. Her
Mrs. Baron Palmer read the
Student Union ballroom.
by
feel anxious about what she hears of abnormal sex
is She is being sponsored
She
Ned.
is
name
husband's
scripture and Mrs. Cletus
Murray
North
and
The
knowledge
this
Alpha.
without
life
my
Chi
Lambda
practices? I lived all
sponsored by the Murray State
Women of the Oaks Country Homemakers Club will meet at Young led in prayer.
Nancy Sheehan, 905 Olive,
still feel complete. She is the typical all-American girl, and
News.
The main lesson on "Quilts"
Club will play bridge at nine the home of Mrs. John WorkI
She
housewife.
a
is
She
Murray.
I want to keep her mind pure and unadulterated. Am
Leah Williamson Perry, 316
with Ruth Brandon as man, 1508 Parklane Drive, at was presented by Mrs. Dennis
cm.
D
CONFUSE
to
married
and
old
wrong'
is 24 years
College Court, Murray. Her
Cobb. She gave an interesting
hostess.
1:30 p.m.
Mike. She is being sponsored by
major is biology. She is 19 years
DEAR CONFUSED: No one [parent or not] has the
history of quilts and said they
Sigma Nu.
it. If
old. Her husband's name is
Nature's Palette Garden
were a necessity of yesteryear
right to open another person's mail, and then destroy
The
Miller
1604B
Carden,
Janet
Camp 592 of the WOW will but are considered a luxury
Comthe
at
Robert. She is being sponsored
meet
the lbws of communication had been open between you and
will
Club
Ave., Murray. She is a horto
Hall at seven today.
(Sc,' SIOWNISFO.f
by the Women's Student
your daughter, you wouldn't have to resort to such acts
munity Center at 1:30 p.m. with meet at the WOW
ticulture major. She is 19 years
,
AS Food Ed..
and p.m. Note change in date from
hostess
Government Association. .
as
find out what kind of dialog she has with her cousin. JudgRobinson
Jessie
Mrs. Wayne Hardie gave the
and married to Tim. She is
MEATLESS SUPPER
ld giving the Thursday to Friday.
Connie Scoggins, Box 2895, old
ing from his letter, your daughter probably knows much
lessons. She showed
Stubblefie
craft
Rowena
Stars.
being sponsored by Silver
Topst
Fish Soup
flower
more about sex than you think she does.
Murray. She is a housewife. She
dried
several
Program.
Sheila Shaw, 745 Nash Drive,
Molded Egg and Vegetable
Even the most protective parent can't "shield" her
is 22 years old. Her husband's
arrangements and explained
Business
Festival,
a
is
Language
She
Foreign
Salad
children from the real world. All you can do is teach your
were
Murray Open Duplicate
name is Don. She is being Murray.
t of how the materials
Cookies
Education major. She is 73 Fruit
Club will meet at sponsored by the Departmen
daughter by daily influence and exam* what YOU think
PatBridge
arranged.
sponsored by Clark Hall.
and
prepared
MOLDED EGG AND
Foreign Languages, MSU,
years old and is married to
Is right, moral, and ethical, and let her make up her own
Gleason Hall at seven p.m.
Susan Banker, 913 College
terns for homemade Christmas
SALAD
LE
is
VEGETAB
Mrs.
Club
of
direction
Marketing
the
wider
The
mind.
Court, Murray. She is an Steve.
gifts were shown and a man's
Fine flavor and hearty.
sponsoring her.
Bicycle Interest Group of Susanne Keealar, will be from
Elementary Education major.
that had been converted to
unflavored
shirt
envelope
I
Linda Levan, 712 College
MSU Women's Society will have nine am. to three p.m., in a pant's top.
DEAR ABBY: My sister and her husband have a
She is 21 years old. Her
gelatin
a
is
high
She
Area
MSU.
West
Hall,
Murray.
,
Faculty
Court,
a luncheon at Paesano's
French poodle they call "Zsa Zsa." They have no children,
husband's name is Roberts. She
Ls cup cold water
Delicious refreshments were
secretarial science major. She
side of court square, at 11:30 school students will compete in served by the hostess to the nine
teaspoon salt
1
but they treat this dog just like a child. Zsa Zsa eats at the
is. being sponsored by Kappa
is 21 years old and is married to
a.m. In case of rain the hm- exhibit, examinations, and
2 tablespoons lemon juice
same table with them, and they even had a furrier make
Delta.
members present.
Norman.Sigma Sigma Sigma is
cheon will be on the following talent in French, Spanish and
si teaspoon Worcestershire
her a mink coat and bow to match.
Jen Elizabeth Herndon, Box
sponsoring her.
German.
sauce
day.
They take Zaa Zsa everywhere with them [If a place
64-4, Rt. 5, Murray. She is a
Dash of cayenne pepper
Sue Clifton, 1130 Payne St.,
Don't Stab That Steak!
doesn't allow dogs, they won't go there.]
She is 23 years old.
housewife.
8
"Thursday, November
4 cup mayonnaise
3
MSU Presidency Profile
A., Murray. She is a /
Abby, they eves SPELL in front of this dog because
Her husband's name is Robert. Apt.
Turn steaks with tongs or
ian
Presbyter
onion
minced
nd
Cumberla
teaspoons
word
2
/
11
and
MSU
n
every
the
at
Educatio
display will open
they insist shit is so,smart she 'understands"
rather than piercing
spatula
She is being sponsored by Alpha Special
celery
Pleasant
diced
finely
North
cup
2
1
/
of
Women
Library and continue through with a fork to avoid loss of
Elementary Education major.
they say.
Omicron Pi.
have a December 3.
v• cup finely diced green
will
Church
Sue.
Karen
is
and
Grove
her
age
named
of
years
We
is
21
girl.
She
baby
Well, I just had a
those delicious juices.
Edith Cunningham, 1213
Penner
with a
potluck supper at the church.
Phil. Alpha Gamma
and the last straw was their sending a baby gift
canned
Court, Murray. She is a married to
diced
cup
College
is
from
Sue,
is sponsoring her.
card saying: "With love to my COUSIN, Karen
pimiento
housewife. She is 19 years old. Rho
Elizabeth Loyd Backalew,
Zsa Zsa."
4 hard-cooked eggs.
Allen.
is
name
husband's
Her
Contemporary
The
with
class
same
the
in
She
child
Murray.
our
Court,
College
coarsely chopped
Just imagine, putting
She is being sponsored by the 1005
Club will meet at
rs
Homemake
ZSA
ZSA
OF
SICK
water;
is
is a Business Ed. major. She
Soften gelatin in cold
their dog! Are they sick, or what?
M.S.U. Ranger Company.
Leroy Frazier
Mrs.
of
home
the
to Robert. Alpha pLace over boiling water and
owner. I can
Connie Guess, 1116 College 21 and married
DEAR SICK: No. As a former poodle
dissolved. at one p.m.
is
gelatin
until
sponsoring
stir
is
Delta
Gamma
harshly.
Court, Murray. She is a data
naderstasd their feeling. Doan judge them too
Stir in salt, lemon juice, Worprocessing major. She is 19 her.
Frontier
New
The
Some poodles are almost human.
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Miss Sandra Lou Garland Becomes Bride
Of Ter, Eugene Michael in Ceremony
At The Cherry Corner Baptist Church
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The Cherry Corner Baptist
Church was the scene of the
double ring ceremony uniting
Miss Sandra Lou Garland and
Terry Eugene Michael in
marriage.
Rev. Melvin Davis of Pans,
[IL, and Rev. Roy Gibson of
Murray performed the fall
wedding at two o'clock in the
afternoon. The bride is the only
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
James E. Garland of Murray,
and the groom is the son of Mr.
and Mrs. Wendel Burrus of
Pana, 111.
The vows were exchanged
before the altar decorated on
either side with a fifteen tiered
spiral candelabrum. Beneath
this, supported by Roman
coltunns, were Grecian urns
filled with arrangements of pink
snapdragons, pink and blue
carnations, pink daisies,
lavender asters, pink baby's
breath, and pink satin ribbons.
In the center was a fifteen arched candelabrum decorated
with an arrangement similar to
the others used. Also included
was a two-tiered brass candelabrum holding three candles, two of which were lighted.
The family pews were
marked with single burning
tapers with greenery, baby's
breath, and pink, blue, and
lavender ribbons.
Guest Register
Miss Pam Garland, cousin of
the bride, kept the guest
register in the church vestibule.
The table on which the guestbook lay was covered with a
pink taffeta cloth overlaid with
a white lace cloth and centered
with an arrangement of pink
and blue carnations, lavender
alien,pink daisies, pink baby's
breath, and tiny pink tapered
candles.
Before the ceremony a
program of nuptial music was
presented by the organist, Mies
Lucy Ann Forrest. Selections
diosen by the bridal couple for
the organist to play included
"For All We Know,""0 Perfect
Love," "We've Only Just
Begun," "Somehwere My
Love," "The Lord's Prayer,"
"A Time For Us," "More," "I
Take Thee," and the "Hawaiian
Wedding Song."
The candles were lighted and
the white carpet rolled out by
Robbin Burrus, brother
of the groom, and Danny
Robertson.
The mothers were seated
playing
of
during
the
"Because." The attendants and
bride entered to the traditional
"Bridal Chorus" by Wagner
and the recessional was the
"Wedding March" by Mendelsaohn.
During the tteresnony Miss
Nelda Newman, bridesmaid
and soloist, sang the "Wedding
Song" (There Is Love) and
"Whither Thou Goest." During
the last song, the bride and
being
p
groom, after
pronounced man and wife,
presented each other's mother
with a pink rosebud from the
bride's bouquet,and returned to
the altar to light a single candle
signifying their lives being
joined as one.
Bride's Dress
The bride, given in marriage
by her father, was met at the
family pew and escorted to the
altar by the groom. She was

lovely in a pearl white imported
velvet formal gown, fashioned
with a Victorian neckline accented with rows of tiny seed
pearls. The full bishop sleeves
were closed at the wrists with
deep cuffs accented with imported Nottingham lace trim.
Her derni-full skirt ended in a
chapel train_ and her mantilla
was attached to a camelot cap
designed especially for her
gown.
Her only jewelry was a heartshaped locket, gift from the
groom, and pearl earrings for
borrowed. She
something
carried a crescent shaped hand
bouquet of pink cymbidium
orchids, pink rosebuds, pink
baby carnations, pink baby's
breath, pearl and velvet accents, net, and strands of white
pearls.
Also included in the bouquet
was the bride's late grandmother's wedding ring that
represented something old.
Miss Judy Downs, friend of
the bride, served as maid of
honor. She wore a formal gown
of baby blue crepe combined
with baby blue organza. The
gown featured a high Victorian
collar, sheer bishop sleeves
closed at the wrists with deep
cuffs. The empire waistline was
defined with a band of white
insertion lace through which
was drawn blue velvet ribbon.
This insertion lace and ribbon
were also used to accent the
collar and cuffs of the dress.
She carried a single lavender
cymbidium orchid surrounded
by pink baby's breath, pink
net and blue and pink velvet
bows and streamers which tied
with love knots.
The bridesmaids were Miss
Sharon Lockhart of Shelbyville,
and Miss Nelda Newman of
Hardin, Ill. Their gowns and
flowers were identical to the
honor attendant. All of the atwere
tendants'
dresses
designed by the bride and Miss
Lockhart.
Serving as flower girl was
Miss Tina Boyd, friend of the
bride. Her floor-length dress
was identical to the other attendants. She carried a pink
basket accented with pink and
'blue velvet ribbons and net. She
dropped lavender rose petals as
she proceeded down the white
carpet.
Larry Garland of Jacksonville, Fla., brother of the bride,
served as best man. The
groomsmen were Eric Michael
of Shelbyville, 111., and Jim
Michael of Pena, Ill., brothers
of the groom.

7or and abotit.
Mrs. J. B. Borkeen . .
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Mesdames Hart, Pitman, and Oakley Are
Speakers At Meet At Christopher Home
"Believing that education is
fundamental to world peace and
understanding, members of the
P.E.O. Sisterhood contribute
funds for the purpose of
providing scholarships for
selected women from other
countries for study in the United
States and Canada," said Mrs.
George S. Hart, Monday
evening at the home of Mrs.
Mauric€ Christopher.
Mrs. Hart, chairman of
Chapter M's International
Peace Scholarship committee,
related that in the past 24 years,
1,250 graduate students from 44
countries of the free world had
shared in the I.P.S, Fund in the
United States and Canda. For
example, 203 women from
India have successfully completed a master's or doctor's
degree in the United States or
Canada.

Mr. and Mrs. Terry Eugene Michael
was also a lavender cymbidium
orchid with pink trimmings.
Reception
Following the ceremony a
reception was held in the
fellowship hall of the church.
The reception table was
covered with white satin and
gathered white net swags,
accented with white ribbon
swags gathered at the corners
and middle with bows and lilies
of the valley.
Reception
Following the ceremony a
reception was held in the
fellowship hall of the church.
The reception table was
covered with white satin and
gathered white net swags,
accented with white ribbon
swags gathered at the corners
and middle with bows and silver
and crystal epergne holding an
arrangement of pink snapdragons, pink and blue carnations, lavender asters, pink
daisies, pink rosebuds, pink
baby's breath, and flanked by
matching candelabrum holding
white tapered candles.

Karen Carraway distributed
rice bags to the guests.
Directing the wedding was
Mrs. Eurie Garland, aunt of the
bride.
After the wedding the couple
left for a wedding trip to Nashville, Tenn. They are now
residing at Carbondale, Ill.
Prenuptial Events
Prenuptial events given in
honor of the bridal couple include the following:
A rehearsal dinner by the
groom's parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Wendell Burrus, at the Holiday
Inn in Murray.
Household shower given by
Mrs. Milburn Outland, Mrs.
J.B. Bell, Mrs. Jessee
McKinney, and Mrs. Tommy
Caraway at the Outland home,
Murray.
Tea shower given by Mrs.
Eurie Garland, and Mrs.
William Champion at the
Garland home, Murray.
Personal shower given by
Miss Sharon Lockhart and Mrs.
Evelyn Lockhart at the Community Room, Murray Federal
Savings and Loan, Murray.
Bridesmaids luncheon gkven
by Miss Judy Downs and Mrs.
Edwin Stokes at the Down's
home, Murray.
White Bible ceremony given
by the Baptist Young Women at
the Cherry Corner Baptist,
Church, Murray.
Household shower given by
Mrs. Jim Michael, Mrs. Eric
Michael, and Mrs. Wendal
Bun-us at the First Church of
the Nazarene, Pans, III.

One hundred and nine
been
scholarships
have
awarded to graduate students
for 1973-'74. Two of these are in
Kentucky. Miss Shu-Chen
"Peggy" Lang (Taiwan) is
studying at Murray State and
Miss Beverly Anne Waken
(New Zealand) is at the
University of Kentucky. All
recipients are required to sign a
statement in the presence of a
witness that immediately upon
completion of their degree
program, they will return to
their own country.
Mrs W.J. Pitman, and Mrs.
Hugh L. Oakley, discussed the
Educational Loan Fund where
loans are available to worthy
women students who are high
school graduates or have the
equivalent. Four hundred and
forty-four of these loans were
made last year, 43 of them in
Kentucky. Love and concern
are both important in this
program, stated Mrs. Pitman.
The speakers were introduced
by Mrs. Olga Freeman.
Mrs. John C. Querterrnous,
president, presided over a short
business meeting which was
opened by Mrs. Larry N. Clark,
committee
chaplain. In
reports, Miss itnn Herron
discussed Gottey Junior College
for Women, Nevada, Mo. Annual gifts were voted from the
local chapter to I.P.S., KenCollege
tucky
Cottey
the
and
Scholarship
Educational Loan Fund.
Mrs. Oakley announced the
December meeting will feature
a "Stitching and Stirrings"
bazaar for members only. Mrs.
Freeman invited members to
her home for a luncheon
meeting, November 17. Miss
Herron will be assistant
hostess,
Mrs. Christopher served

coffee and cake dessert to
members previously noted and
to the following: Mesdames
Henry
LaFollette,
A.C.
McKenzie, Harry M. Sparks,
Paul W. Sturn, and L.J. Hortin.
Miss Bernice Lutes, a P.E.O.
who is enrolled at Murray State,
was a guest.

One of the biggest innovations in long-hair care to
come along in years Is the
wrap set. The set is quick,
and makes neat, long hair
possible for the women with
wavy or frizzy hair. All you
need for the wrap set is a
jumbo roller and some pinked hair set tape.
After shampooing. blot excess water from hair, apply
a setting lotion and comb
hair straight dawn. Secure
large roller at center of
crown.
Beginning with a side or
center part, start combining
or brushing the hair around
the head, picking up more
hair as you go along an pulling It all taut and smooth.
Use a clip or two to keep
hair in place while you wrap
some more. Now take another section of hair, wind it
around and blend it in with
the already wrapped halt.
Remove and replace clips as
you go.
Once, the entire head Is
wrapped, remove any clips
all,
an 4 aecura ,hth
around the head with hair
set tape. Becalm the hair is
so tightly combed, add a few
extra minutes on to t Is e
usual drying time.
Then, when dry, simply
unwrap, brush thoroughly
and comb smooth, well-behaved hair into place

easier to follow than the advice
from nutritionists to eat fruit
daily. Just put the fresh fruit
reminder on your shopping list.
and the job is as good as done
It's a pleasure to browse
among the fresh fruit bins at
your favorite store, sniffing the
fragrances, enjoying,the colors,
the graceful shapes. Let the
fruit bowl reflect the seasons
valuable contribution
of and it will always be fascinating
vitamins and minerals. Their to you family.
highest value is as a "protec•
tive" food that guards general
Prepare In Advance
health and well-being, and
Expecting a crowd for cofhelps protect against infection. fee? Prepare it in advance,
It doesn't seem there could be
using at least three times as
a health recommdendation
much coffee as usual. When
y o u are ready to serve
guests, dilute coffee extract
with boiling water.
You can tell health-conscious,
vitamin-aware families by a
sure sign. There is always a
brimming bowl of fresh fruit
handy for snacks, impromptu
desserts. and refreshment.
Fruits are included in the
basic four food groups as a
"must eat daily" item. They are
their
for
recommended

Symptoms Of Dads-To-Be
Are Explained By Doctors
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Many doctors call it a
"psychological reactioa."
Some psychiatrists call it a
"sympathetic ritual." Baffled
expectant fathers who experience it, call it an allaround pain.
The problem they are all
referring to is male pregnancy
symptoms.
According to many doctors,
pregnancy is more than a
period of passive solitary
waiting by the mother-to-be. It
is also a time of psychological
transformation for both
husband and wife, reports the
Health Insurance Institute.
One of the changes that
occurs,
according
to
psychiatrists Arthur and
Libby Colman, is that the wife
becomes more dependent and
her need for support gives the
husband a chance to practice
being a father_ He does this by
being especially helpful,
loving and affectionate as they
await the child's birth
together
He sometimes also becomes
a "pregnant" father, according to an English
psychiatrist, Dr.
W H.
Trethowan. His study found
that one in nine expectant
fathers developed nausea,
indigestion, changes in appetite, vomiting and abdominal cramps. Like their
wives, some developed
cravings for odd-food combinations — such as ice cream
and pickles — at the same
time.
The most probable moon
for this "empathy," according
to the researchers, is the
husband's reflection of
anxiety due to the fear that the
wife may be in danger. A
husband
who identifies
strongly with his spouse
during her childbirth pangs
may undergo similar pains to
share her burden. He may also
be concerned about the costs
of having a baby
Another indication that help
is on the way for expectant
fathers comes from New
York's City University which
recently proposed giving its
male staff members who are
prospective fathers, paternity

leaves. While this may not
entirely eliminate "sympathetic" pains, it may give
some dads extra time to give
emotional support to their
wives and to get used to their
new status
You can mix tomato paste
straight from the can with oregano and use it as a topping for
pizza made with lightly toasted
English muffins. Shredded
cheese should be sprinkled generously over the tomato paste.
Bake this mock pizza in a hot
oven until the cheese has melted

ED'S PLACE
Hwy. 94 East
Open Sat Si Su
Only

University Inn
Restaurant
New Opening Hours. . .
6:30 a.m.-8:30 p.m.
Monday-Friday
Sole Owner Raphael "LIM* Rafe" Jones
We have on duty waitresses fully clothed
according to state law. One waiter topless. He
goes all the way to the top. His brain was
removed surgically at birth. He is also known
as "Little Rafe" Jones. He offers you the best
dern food and service in town at cost. Why
make a profit and give it all back to the
government? I am really not a good
restaurant man but I am the best dishwasher
that ever hit Murray. Our roasts and steaks
are Armor Testtender Meat. If you want to
save money, get your wife telAly one and cook
it at home and enjoy it. We appreciate your
business very much. If you are able thru your
patronage out here and can keep the Sherrif
away from the door, I will personally appreciate it. God Bless You and Thank You.
Signed
Raphael "Little Rafe" Jones
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Neat Hair Possible
With New Wrap Set

One Group Junior

•

Nibble On Fruit At Snack Time
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The wedding cake featured a
petal base of five layered cakes
accented with white swans, tiny
pink, blue, and lavender roses.
The two top center layers were
separated by Roman columns
The groom groomsmen, and the top layer was topped
ushers, and fathers were attired with
fresh
flower
a
in formal blue and white arrangement matching the
brocade tuxedoes
featuring bride's bouquet.
white shirts, accented with
Pink punch was served by
black trimmed ruffles down the Mrs. Sherry Boyd and the cake
front and at the cuffs, and dark was served by Mrs. Marcus
trousers.
Hayes. Finger sandwiches,
also
Mrs. Garland, mother of the nuts, and mints were
bride, wore a baby blue floor- served.
Assisting in the serving were
length knit dress, featuring a
roll collar and long sleeves. Her Mrs. Milburn Outland, Mrs.
corsage was a lavender cyrn- Tommy Can-away, Mrs. J.B
bidium orchid with pink Bell, Mrs. Roy Gibson, Mrs.
Eric Michael, Mrs. Jim
trimmings.
Miss Rhonda
Mrs. Burrus, the groom's Michael,
mother, wore a floor-length Garland, and Mrs. Eurie
gown of teal blue knit trimmed Garland.
Miss Tina Boyd and Miss
with white lace at the high
collar and down the front to the
empire waistline. Her corsage

•
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The Christmas
STORE'S TRADITIONAL
FRIENDSHIP NIGHT

FRIDAY, NOV. 9th
-.•••••••••••'

HOURS: 5 p.m. to 8 p.m.

r

FREE GIFT WRAPPING

10% Off
Everything In
The Store

Closed from 4 to 5 To
Prepare for This Event

your

BANKPJAERICARO
welcome

LERMAN'S

LOCATED IN THE
DOWNTOWN
SHOPPING CENTER

•

Lay-A-Way and
master charge
,
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Racers To Test Never-Ending
Magic With Youngstown State
By STEVE W. GIVENS
Ledger &Times Sportswriter
Packing its gear for the
longest road trip of the season,
Idurray State heads to the
northeast to test its neverending weekly turf magic
against rebuilding independent
-power, Youngstown State.
Next Saturday's slugfest,
which starts at 7 p.m. Murray
time, will only be the second
meeting in history between the
two schools. The Racers won
the other contest, a wild 42-32
extravaganza in 1970, but
slipped to a 4-6-0 mark for that
season.
Hopefully
Coach
Bill
Furgerson's squad that has only
lost once this year, by a last
minute field goal, can avoid

such a disaster since the Racers
support a sparkling 7-1-0 overall
slate and a 5-1-0 league mark.
With the dice rolled, the cards
dealt, and the roulette spun,
MSU once again came out the
victor last week, 31-19 over
Austin Peay State .... but the
Penguins were doing even
better!
They upset the nation's sixthranked college division team,
North Dakota State, by a 12-10
margin.
Looking at the YSU overall
record is slightly misleading
although, since it's 2-6-0 going
into the Murray game.
"We play the teams that are
bigger than we are," said Greg
Sbaraglia, Sports Publicist for
YSU,"in fact Dayton, a major

team that beat us 22-0 in our
opener, has been on our
schedule for the last seven
years." Another squad, Eastern
Michigan, that was ranked 16th
in the nation, creamed
Youngstown also to the tune of
42-2.
The Penguins main claim to
fame last year was Ron
Jaworski, who finished third in
total offense and fifth in passing
for the NCAA College Division
record books. He was a last
minute addition to the NorthSouth Shrine Game and rallied
his yankee teammates to within
four points of victory after
being down three touchdowns.
For his efforts, Jaworski was
awarded the second round draft
pick of the Los Angeles Rams

professional football team. "He
hasn't gotten to play at all yet,"
a Youngstown official said,"but
he was good enough to make the
taxi squad and travels to all the
games to suit up."
To replace the living legend,
new head coach Rey Dempsey
tabbed freshman Cliff Stoudt,
who literally at 6' 5", stands
head and shoulders above the
other quarterbacks, Stoudt has
looked impressive with 48
receptions in ln attempts for
676 yards and two touchdowns
in the three games that he has
started.
In fact last Saturday, when
the Penguins pulled their upset,
he completed seven of 16 for 139
yards, throwing both YSU
scores.
Teaming with Stoudt in the
backfield is Dave Garden at the
fullback position, who was
switched there four games ago
and responded with a careerhigh 211 yard performance. For
the rest of the season he has
managed 631 yards in 143 attempts for three scores and a 4-3
yard average every time he
carried the ball.
Head Coach Dempsey, only
the second football mentor in
the Ohio school's 35 year
history, had to choose between
three spilit ends to do the
receiving for Stoudt. His choice
of Dave Ferguson would seem
to be a wise one, since he has
wagged 21 passed for 261 yards
to earn an average of 12.6 yards
per catch.
But... Russ Musiel came from
nowhere in the last few contests
to grab 11 passes for a whopping
222 yards, two touchdowns, and
an average of 21.8 yards per
catch!
Altogether the Penguins have
three freshmen in their backfield.
On defense, which only lost
two veterans from last seasons
4-4-1 team, YSU had eight
returnees, two of which have
since been injured. But
everything seems to have jelled
since, according to the school
official, the PenOuins have yet
give up doors than 100 yards
the ground. In last week's
win, they allowed a mere 53
yards against North Dakota
State.
Hopefully, the Racers will
find a way to contain YSU who
definately has the material to
pull another upset for the
second straight week.
DC>CDiCAC:AC•C•CD.CACCtirC24=40C

Standings
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CARE TO DANCE—Murray State University quarterback Tom Pandolfi is upended by Austin
Peay's Jimmy Reynolds for a short gain in last Saturday's ballgame. Murray travels to Youngstown,
Ohio for a non-conference game this week-end.
Photo by Wilson Woolley
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ABA
East Division
W. L. Pct. GB
Kentucky
10
1 .909 —
Carolina
10 4 .714
1,,
Memphis
5 7 .417 5,
New York
4
7 .364 6
Virginia
3 8 273 7
Western Division
Indiana
6 5 .545 —
Utah
6 6 500
/
1
2
Denver
6 6 500
/
1
2
San Antonio
7 9 438
1/
1
2
San Diego
4 8 333 71/7
Tuesday's Games
Memphis 102, Indiana 96
Denver 110, San Diego 104
Wednesday's Games
New York vs
Virginia a.
Norfolk
Carolina at Indiana
Memphis at Kentutky
San Diego at San Antonio
Thursday's Games
New York at Utah

4 Days
thurs., Fri., Sat.,
Sun.
Nov. 8, 9, 10, 11
I CT.

Come in, compare with your genuine
diamonds See if you can tell the difference. You'll be amazed—many of
the wealthy people keep their real
diamonds in the vault and wear these.
Your Friends will never know the dif*Ierence.
PRINCESS RING ..
OMNI. RINGS
MIN RIN011

CT. 11011Ah4Y
I a.
2 CT.

1/
2

'9
"
.
qr

Guaranteed"

ByTHEASSOCIATEOPRESS
NBA
Eastern Conference
Atlantic Division
W L. Pct. G.B.
Boston
7 3 700 -New York
7 5 .583 1
Buffalo
6 7 467 7''7
Philadelphia
1 8 .200 5
Central Division
Atlanta
8 5 .615 —
Capita(
5 5 .500 1 2
Houston
4 9 .333 A
Cleveland
3 10 231 5
Western Conference
Midwest Division
Milwaukee
1
1 .917
Chicago
10 2 833 1
Detroit
8 5 .615 3' 7
K.0 Omaha
4 8 .333 7
Pacific Division
Los Angeles
8 5 615 —
Portland
6 4 .600 /
1
2
Golden State
6 4 600
Seattle
4 0 286 4/
1
2
Phoenix
2 10 167 51
/
2
Tuesday's Games
Cleveland 115, Los Angeles 96
Wednesday's Games
Phoenix at Philadelphia
Capital at Houston
Los Angeles at Mrlwaukee
Buffalo at Seattle
Thursday's Games
Boston at New York
Detroit at Atlanta
Chicago at Golden State

srs
'8"

PAWTUCKET, R.I. lAP
Charles P. Henningsen, 27, genetal manager of Lynchburg in
the Caroline I enstke l(w tha.
past two years, has been
named general manager of the
Pawtucket Red Sox of the International League.
He succeeds Neil Bennett,
who resigned to take a post
with LaSalle University in Chicago4

Oilers Shut Out Blades
8-0 In WHA Ice Action
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Lynn Dickey Named To
NFL Offensive Honors
By BRUCE LOWITT
Associated Press Sports Writer
NEW YORK ( AP — A year
ago, the doctors were saying
Lynn Dickey would never play
another professional football
game. But then, a week ago,
that's what the experts were
saying about the Houston Oilers.
Well, Lynn Dickey is alive
and well in the Houston backfield and the Oilers ... well,
they're alive, anyway.
The 24-year-old three-year
veteran from Kansas State,
who missed the entire 1972 National Football League season
with a hip injury, one which
some doctors said had ended
his career, made his first start
of 1973 on Sunday against Baltimore. And he made ifing.
Dickey completed 22 of 32
passes for 340 yards and three
touchdowns, including the lastminute game-winner to culminate a cool, precise 85-yard
drive that hoisted Houston to a
31-27 triumph over the Colts,
the Oilers' first victory this

year that ended an 18-game
nosedive.
For his outstanding comeback performance, Dickey was
chosen today The Associated
Press Offensive Player of the
Week in the NFL.
He had played sporadically in
his first year. Then, in a 1972
exhibition game, he suffered a
fractured and dislocated left
hip and some nerve damage.
"Last year around this time I
told my wife, Sherry, I hoped
that after all the work I put in
to get better, I'd have something to show for it. This is it
... I think everybody proved
something to themselves in this
game and if I was a part of it,
I'm happy."
Other outstanding performances were turned in by Roger
Staubach, who passed for three
touchdowns in Dallas' 38-10 victory over Cincinnati, and Bobby
Douglass, who ran for 100
yards and four touchdowns in
Chicago's 31-17 triumph over
Green Bay.

By FRANK BROWN .
Associated Press Sports Writer
The Edmonton Oilers are hot.
They've won nine of their last
10 games and seven in a row
while taking first place in the
World Hockey Association's
West Division.
Ron Climie's hot, too. He
burned New York Golden
Blades' goaltender Joe Junkin
five times Tuesday night, helping the Oilers to an 13-0 shutout.
Four of Climie's goals came
in a fight-marred third period
— three in just 3:42 — to put
the game out of reach for the
Oilers.
When all the scraps were settled, Edmonton's Jack Norris
picked up his first shutout of
the season, stopping 31 shots.
In other WHA action Tuesday
night, the Chicago Cougars
edged the Los Angeles Sharks
5-4 in overtime and the Quebec
Nordiques tied the Winnipeg
Jets 2-2.
In the only National Hockey
League game, the Vancouver
Canucks topped the Buffalo Sabres 3-2.
Cougars 5, Sharks 4
The easiest goal of Joe
Hardy's life gave the Chicago
Cougars their 5-4 overtime victory over the Los Angeles
Sharks. "It was the only shot I
had all night. Rosy (Rosaire)

Roosevelt Leaks Takes Over Top
Spot lit Individual Rushing Stax
NEW YORK (AP) — Roose- Kellar of Northern Illinois,
velt Leaks, who rumbled for slipped to second with a 152.6342 yards in Texas' 42-14 batter- yard average. Tony Dorsett of
ing of Southern Methodist last Pitt is third at 142.4.
Saturday, has blasted his way
Meanwhile, San Diego State's
from third place to first in na- Jesse Freitas jumped from
tional major college football third to first in passing.
He
rushing statistics.
completed 29 of 46 passes for
The 5-foot-11, M-pound jun- 427 yards and three touchdowns
ior, The Associated Press' Back In the Aztecs' 27-27 tie against
gf the Week who came within San Jose State, and now has
eight yards of the national completed 130 of 211 passes for
single-game rushing record of 1,659 yards and an 18.6 com350 by Michigan State's Eric pletions-per-game average.
Allen in 1971, is averaging 163.7
David Harper of Davidson is
yards per game, a mark
No. 2 in passing with a 17.9 perpissed over a full season by game completion average, folonly three players — 011ie Mat- lowed by Brighard Young's
son, Ed Marinaro and O.J. Gary Shetde at 17.8.
Simpson.
Quarterback Danny White of
, Last week's leader, Mark Arizona State remained the to-

Paiement got off a good shot,
( Sharks goalie Paul) Hoganson
saved it and the puck came to
me. I'll never get an easier
one," Hardy said.
Chicago's Duke Harris sent
the game into overtime with
4:45 remaining in regulation
play. Two goals by Marc Tamil/
and singles by Steve Sutherland
and Gary Venenumo had given
Los Angeles a 4-3 lead.
Jets 2, Nordiques 2
Jeannot Gilbert netted •
bouncing puck from a scramble
in front of the Winnipeg net,
pushing the Quebec Nordiqual
into a 2-2 tie with the Jets.
It was the second time the
Nordiques had come from behind. Norm Beauclin gave the
Jets a 1-0 first period lead, but
Pierre Guite got credit for the
tieing goal when Winnipeg defenseman Dan Spring deflected
his centering pass into his own
Gawks 3, Sabi-es 2
Don Lever and Orland Kurtenbach scored third-period
goals to carry the Canucks pad
the Sabres 3-2.
Of the goals, Lever's was the
most unusual. His centering
pass from behind the net took a
crazy hop, hit Buffalo goaltender Dave Dryden in the leg pad
and dribbled into the net.

Union Citian Wins
Hazel Trap Shoot

Carl Witherington from Union
City, Tennessee won first place
tal offense leader. He is aver- at the Hazel P.T.C.
Annual Trap
aging 258.8 yards per game, Shoot
which
was held
well ahead of Sheide's second- November 3. Dale
Adams of 219
place 237.5 and the third-place South 13th, Murray took
second
230.9 mark of Freitas.
place. Mr. Fagan of FlamerJim Jennings of Rutgers, svWe, Tennessee
was third
fourth in rushing with a 140.4- place winner.
yard average, is No. 1 in scorWitherington entered 56
ing. He has collected 17 touch- events and won 36. In one event
downs and averaged 14.9 points Mr. Witheringto
n won by
per game. Kermit Johnson of shooting from
the hip - a trick
UCLA and Barty Smith of Rich- some quail
hunters develop.
mond are tied for second with
Other winners of the day
nine points per game.
are as follows:
In punting, Chuck Ramsey of
Terry Gibson, Hal Miller,
Wake Forest is tops with a 46.5- Max Hutson, Mr. Hoke, George
yard average on 61 kicks, fol- Lowe, Herman Guthrie, Ban"
lowed by Tennessee's Neil Guthrie, Mr. Rogers, Kelly
aabo at 44.7, and the 44.4 aver- White, Daryl Coles, Jack
age of Mike Patrick of Mis- Evans, Gerald Ray, Mr. Roe,
sissippi State.
Mr. Brandon, and Mr. Futrell.
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FABRIC CENTERS

HOLIDAY DOLLAR DAYS
ACRYLIC

100% COTTON

FANCY FLANNEL
DOUBLE
KNITS

•100% acrylic, 60" wide
•Prints, checks, patterns
•Pockable, wrinkle-shy
•Mochin• wash & dry

•Solids, prints, 45" wide
•Cozy and comfortable
•Mochin• wash and dry
•Buy plenty at this pric•

YARD
$
1
"
Reg. $2.99

2

yds. for
Reg.69t

•Fontosiic value! lOni polyester
•60" wide. Machine wash, dry & wear
•Yone-on-tones, jacquards, crepes
•Novelties, 2 tones and many more!

PRE-LINED

WIDEW ALE

METALICS

CORDUROY

(deg-Ince'
•
acrylic, 15%
metallic witli 100',
60- wide

421188 99
*Soft 1000 cotton
•4.5" designer lengths
•Your favor:te
•Machine wash & dry

PER
YARD

YARD
$
1
"
Req. S2 99

4
ARD

REG. $3.99

Re.. $1.39

FASHION

SHINY

72" FELT

BELTS

YD
$249

FELT SQUARES

•Striking gold Of
silver tone metal
•Metal with vinyl
,Simulated pearls

Henningsen
LADIES'
Ct-uSTER
$691

WEDNESDAY—NOVEMBER 7, 117*

NYLON NET

3

POLYESTER
CREPE

_ROBE FLEECE

YD

6y9

•Many colors, shapes
• Use for holiday gifts,
fashions, decorating
• Exc•ptionol value!

5

9i. or ,

REG. TO 29'

IAA&•
FABRIC

8i
19
$249

SEQUINS

CENTERS

Ii

UNCLE JEFF'S SHOPPING CENTER
Prices Good thru Nov. 13
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•Floating Action Floor
and Rug Nozzle
*Cleaning Tools
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Lightweight,
balanced and
/dependable! A trim looking,
smooth acting shotgun that
sets a'vew standard for value,
•

IS

}","

28" Barrel aith Improved Cylinder

Minn
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• Durable Cover
• Solids & Prints

FASHION BEDSPREADS

v 100% Cotton in Twin and Full
Sizes
v Colors of White, Gold, Avocade,
Red and Blue

Reg. '7.97

PITCHER
BOWL SET

and

Blue/White/Avocado
v 100% Polyester
w- Solids, Fancies & Plaid Designs
v 60" Wide

•Compact .lightweight •Life Long Bearings

f
AUTHENTIC
EARLY AMERICAN

WOOD DESK
DRAWER I

SMOKING.
STANDS

with

•Sturdy Cast Metal

,
p Walnut Finish
Chrome Accent

Assemble Yourself and Save!

•2 Styles to Choose From

Reg. '24.77

1
- ;
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ROSES
CREOLE
Wintuck
Red Heart

ELECTRIC
CLOCKS

RUG YARN

• Shrink Proof • Moth Proof • Tangle Proof
• Machine Washable

by Spartus

75% Rayon 25% Cotton

Beautiful Array of Colors

r Self starting
r No oiling or winding

• 180 yd. Awns • Fast Colors
Large Range of Colors Available

V

Reg. 99'

Beautiful decor colors of
gold on black or gold on white

Reg.
13.94
BANKAMERICARD

LADY CLAIROL
TRUE-TO-LIGHT II

GENERAL ELECTRIC PORTABLE
PROFESSIONAL
Model No.
HD51

HAIR DRYER
WITH DOME

•Lightweight, compact •Hood raises & lowers
•4 heat selections

MAKE-UP MIRROR
•4 way light selector
•Super magnifying mirror & cool light for comfort.

Reg.
Reg.

17.94

18.77

REGENT

REGENT
ELECTRIC

CAN
OPENER

Model F54

MIXER
•Complete with
stand and
mixing bowl

ELECTRIC IRON

•Quick, quiet, easy operation

Permanent press settings
v Lightweight r Easy to Use

•Fully guaranteed
: • Multi-Setting Control
• Deep Fry Basket
• Glass Lid

•Comes apart for easy cleaning
Reg. '10.96

Your Choice!

• UL Approved

JULIETTE
8 TRACK

TAPE
PLAYER

VINYL
HASSOCK
sh
ent

ASSORTMENT
r Tough, Durable Vinyl Cover

aye!
r Four Shapes and Colors to Choose From

AUDION

• 5 Year Warranty • Easy to Read Key Selector Strip
• 6 Major Chords • 6 Piano Style Chord Keys

and
Stereo
AM/FM

Reg. '97.00

v Wood Cabinet
v Air Suspension Speakers

4
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Lakers Rated Tops In Region,.;..
Maggard, Frommeyer, Lee Named To Open Cage Season On Friday
Superstars Of The Week By AP
Associated Press Sports Writer
Rusty Maggard of Fairview,
Steve Frorruneyer of Campbell
County and Jerry Lee of Russellville were named today as
The Associated Press Kentucky
High School Superstars of The
Week.
Although none of the three
:stars' teams made the regional
playoffs next weekend, all three
closed their seasons with great
performances—Maggard on defense and Frorruneyer and Lee
on offense.
Maggard, a 5-foot-9, 155pound senior linebacker, made
26 individual tackles, was in on
eight more and blocked a punt
for a safety in Fairview's 16-8
victory over Bath County.
Frorruneyer connected on 10
of 16 passes for 131 yards, ran
for 28 more yards, hit four

touchdown passes and kicked
six extra points in Campbell
County's 42-0 throshing of Ft.
Thomas Highlands,
Lee led Russellville to a 23-6
victory over Bowling Green by
carrying the ball for 157 yards
and two touchdowns and being
a part of an odd play that went
for another score.
Back to punt, Lee had the
kick blocked, but picked up the
ball and passed to Steve Friedel who, in turn, passed to Jimmy Benton for a 76-yard scoring play.
There were a host of other
stars in action elsewhere, including Barry Hooks, who
gained 268 yards in 17 carries
and made nine tackles for
Cumberland.
Richard Branter and Kevin
Paschall of Paducah Tilghman

Wilt May Be Headed
Back To Globetrotters
NASHVILLE, Tenn. ( AP)— superstar from playing for the
Wilt Chamberlain may be head- American Basketball Associed back to the Harlem Globet- ation team until his NBA conrotters, a former teammate tract expires.
"If he gets to play he'll prob,
says.
ably stick with it for a couple
Tex Harrison, a Globetrotter or three more years," Harrison
for 20 years before hanging up said. "But if the courts won't
his shoes last season to become let him play, he'll get out
an advance publicity man for quick.
the famed court jesters, thinks
"Wilt has the potential to be
the 7-foot Chamberlain will re- a great coach but the interest
turn to the Globetrotters in two just isn't there. You can buy a
or three seasens.
lot of interest for $600,000 a
Chamberlain recently quit the year but Wilt loves playing the
Los Angeles Leiters of the Na- game too much and he misses
tional Basketball Association to the trips around the world."
become player-coach of the San
Chamberlain dropped out of
Diego Conquistadors.
the University of Kansas to
The Lakers, however, have play for the Globetrotters begone into court to prevent their fore joining the NBA.

Secretariat Bids.
His Final Farewell
NEW YORK (APi — "Oh,
you be,.utiful thing," said Helen
Tweedy. "Yea champ," bellowed a horse player. "Secretariat, we'll miss you," proclaimed a bedsheet banner.
Secretariat, whom jockey
Ron Turcotte once called "the
people's berm," made his public farewell Tuesday with a parade through the stretch at
Aqueduct between the third and
fourth races.
'There'll never be another
like him," said trainer Lucien
Laurin of the handsome 3-yearold colt who caught the public's
immagination with his brilliant
performance en route to winning the Triple Crown and
seemed to hold the public's affection even in defeat.
"We also were proud of him
in moments of defeat," said
Mrs. Tweedy, operator of
Meadow Stable.
Secretariat now will go to
stud at Claiborne Farm in
Paris, Ky., under terms of a
16.08 million syndication. And
he goes with earnings of $1,316,808, fourth on the all-time list
for thoroughbreds, built on a
record of 16 victories, three
seconds, a third and a fourth in
21 starts. His three biggest victories were the Kentucky Der-

combined for 266 yards and five
touchdowns rushing and passing and Brian Moser of Franklin County had 18 tackles in a
victory over Russell.
Scott Warner of Lexington
Lafayette threw two touchdown
passes and ran in two scores;
Mike Jones of Russell gained
210 yards in 47 carries; and
George Ginter hit 10 of 14
passes for 212 yards.
Steve Wilson of Warren East
had 10 tackles and five assists;
Corky Prater of Lewis County
accounted for four touchdowns;
and Danny Layne of Prestonsburg gained 134 yards in
18 carries.
Lawrence Jefferson
of
Owensboro did even better, 143
yards in 17 carries and with the
same number of totes, Vincent
Carter of Bryan Station moved
the ball 157 yards.
Charlie Wakefield of Shelbyville had four touchdowns while
Mike Russell of Anderson County passed for four and ran for
one; Ray Cole of Estill County
made 12 tackles and had an
interception and Clarence
Trumbo of Paris had 13 tackles
and two fumble recoveries.
Campbellsville's
George
Wood gained 229 yards in 27
carries and scored three times;
Be Yeast of Harrodsburg
gained 272 yards in 26 carries
for three scores; and Kevin
Bailey of East Carter gained
257 yards in 31 tries, scoring
three times.
Randy Hampton of Glasgow
had three touchdown passes
and ran a score himself; Greg
Gallagher of Clark County hit
nine of 12 passes for 112 yards;
Terry Keelin of Boyd County
gained 267 yards.
Accounting for three touchdowns each were Forrest Pearson of Lynch, Rick Harris of
Newport Catholic, Mike Woolum of Corbin% and Kenny
Young of 14oli0.vJimmy Menton of Lynn Camp
not only had three touchdowns
in a 51-8 romp over Russell
County, but he had four more
scores called back because of
penalties.

Lakers are rated number one
By DAVID RILL
in the region this year, a slim
Ledger & Times Sportswriter
Basketball season is near, favorite over Mayfield, and
and Calloway County basketball Coach Jerry Conley says "I
fans are not going to be have a good feeling about this
disappointed this year, if year."
preseason predictions come
County has three starters
true.
returning from last year, led by
The Calloway County
scoring leader Greg Howard, a

Oklahoma Picked To:Romp Over
Missouri In Big Eight Clash

NEW YORK (AP) — CourteNotre Dame at Pitt: Pitt
sy of Kansas State's Vince Gib- hasn't had a winning season
son, we bring you in advance since 1963, but the Panthers
the winner of Saturday's key now are in the Top Twenty with
Big Eight Conference clash be- a 5-2-1 record. So long, it's been
tween Oklahoma and Missouri. good to know ya Notre Dame
-Oklahoma is a better foot- 35-14.
ball team than Missouri, !eat
North Carolina State at Penn
Missouri will play them close," State. The experts predicted
Gibson said following a 31-7 N.C. State would lose to Neloss to Missouri last week. The braska, Georgia and Penn
previous week, Gibson lost to State. They've already lost to
Oklahoma 56-14.
Nebraska and Georgia. Penn
The experts thought Nebras- State 45-21.
ka would be leading the Big
Stanford at Southern CaliforEight by now, but there is Ok- nia: This one has been billed as
lahoma with a 3-0 record (6-0-1 the Blood Bowl ever since
over-all) to Missouri's 3-1, 7-1. USC's John McKay said he
Coach Barry Switzer says the wanted to beat Stanford by 2,Sooners would be "in a great 000 points following last year's
position to win the conference 30-21 triumph. Cardinals are
championship" by beating Mis- coming with three WI a row and
souri on the road. But he also .it could be an aerial duel besays it won't be easy.
tween Pat Haden and Mike
This corner goes along with Boryla. Southern Cal 34-17.
Gibson.. except for the part
UCLA at Oregon: Ducks got
about it being close. Oklahoma caught looking ahead by Wash31-14.
ington State. Bruins haven't
Last week's mark was 42 stumbled in seven games since
right and 17 wrong with four the Nebraska debacle. UCLA
ties for .712, including picking 31-21.
the exact score of Pitt's 28-14
Iowa State at Nebraska:
victory over Syracuse. For the
season, the count is 382-134-14 Coach Tom Osborne says Nebraska isn't going to romp de— .740.
spite ISU's 2-5 record. "They
Michigan State at Ohio State: tied us last year and they
Woody Hayes is wild about his should have won but they
defense but is concerned about missed the last extra
point.
offensive errors in last week*, And they have virtually the
30-0 triumph over Illinois. "Oar same team back."
Nebraska
offense did not have a good bel- 34-10.
'game. We made mistakes, ail
pvially.in the first half. that 111
good, veteran teeth like °ail/
shouldn't." Ohio State was unbeaten last year, too, coming
into this game and lost 19-12.
Hayes has a good memory.
Ohio State 28-6.
Illinois at Michigan: After
FOOTBALL
the Ohio State game, Illinois'
NEW YORK —, Frank Na- Bob Blackman said he has
varro announced his resigna- ranked Ohio State and Michtion as Columbia University's igan "No. land No. 2 all seahead football coach, effective at son long and I didn't see a
the end of the current season. thing out there to make me
Navarro 42, compiled a 16-33-1 change my mind." The Wolverecord in his six years at Co-- rines may help him see the
lumbia.
light. Michigan 27-7

by, Preakness and Belmont
Stakes.
The crowd of 32,990 on a cold,
windy day began applauding
and cheering when groom FAdie Sweat and exercise boy
Charlie Davis, who was riding
pony Billy Silver, led Secretariat into the paddock shortly before the start of the third race.
Many fans busied themselves
mapping pictures during ceremonies in which Mrs. Tweedy
Laurin and Turcotte were presented mementos from the New
York Racing Association. The
fans received Secretariat key
rings.
"We loved every moment of
it," said Mrs. Tweedy, who
said the date of Secretariat's
NEW YORK (AP) — Jim record of the three top C)
shipment to Kentucky has been Palmer, the
right-handed ace of Young players with 21-5, had 5:
decided but will not be made the Baltimore
Orioles, was points. The writers gave tie
public until later.
named today the American
Oakland control pitcher the onl)
But she admitted that, League's Cy Young
Award win- other first place vote, as well al
"there's a certain sense of re- ner for 1973.
13 for second and 8 for third.
lief" that Secretariat's racing
The Orioles' bird of beauty
Detroit's John Hiller, the only
career is finished. "There was won in a walk over an
illustri- relief pitcher named among the
a great deal of responsibility, a ous group of pitchers,
including nine pitchers receiving votes,
great deal of pressure."
California strikeout whiz Nolan was a distant fourth with ix
The crowd roar increased Ryan and Oakland ace Jim
points. Hiller, who saved a
when Laurin oave Turcotte a "Catfish" Hunter
record 38 games and won 10
leg up on Secrekariat.
The Baseball Writers Associ- more, was awarded a vote for
Then the track announcer in- ation of America, noting Palmsecond place and three for
toned, "The horse is on the er's 22-9 won-lost record and
third.
track"—and Secretariat walked league-leading earned run averThe other pitchers recognized
out to bid farewell.
age of 2.40, gave Palmer 14 in the Cy Young voting were.
first-place votes and six for Wilbur Wood of the Chicago
second for a total of 88 points. White Sox (3); Milwaukee's
Points were awarded on the Jim Colhurn (2); Oakland's
basis of five for a frrst-place Vida Blue (1); Bert Blyleven of
vote, three for second and one Minnesota 11 and Gaylord Perfor third.
ry of Cleveland 1).
Rick Kimbrough of Ole Miss
BIRMINGHAM, Ala.(AP) —
"I'm really thrilled,
said
Five 20-game winners weren't
Kentucky sophomore Sonny caught nine passes against Palmer."It's nice to know that even given a vote — Joe ColeCollins sacked l'ulane for 176 Louisiana State for 132 yards, you're recognized as the best man of Detroit; Luis Tient of
yards to move to 1,009 for the tightening the league receiving pitcher in the league. Every Boston; California's Bill Singseason, good enough for sixth race. Rick now has 26 catches year I've been close and this er; Ken Holtzman of Oakland,
place among the nation's foot- for 388 yards, challenging Flori- year, I finally made it."
and
Kansas City's Paul
da's Lee McGriff, who has
ball infantry.
Ryan, also a 20-game winner, Splittorff.
Mississippi State's Wayne caught 30 for 549 yards, and established an all-time major
The 213-year-old Palmer, who
Jones smashed Alabama for 119 Bill Buckley of Mississippi league strikeout record this had his fourth straight 20-victoyards to keep the Southeastern State, who has 34 for 523.
past season with 383 and ry season in 1973, is the first
Wayne Wheeler of Alabama
Conference's other 100-yards
pitched two no-hitters. But de- Baltimore pitcher to win the
per game rushing average in- gains the most per catch, 28.8 spite the accomplishments, the award outright. In 1969, the
yards.
tact.
hard-throwing Angels' star fin- Orioles' Mike,. °niter shared
Four SEC players already ished 26 points shy of Palmer the prize with Dethit's Denny
Collins gains an average of
126.1 yards, while Jones col- have gained 1,000 yards or in second place.
McLain.
more in total offese. Felker
lects 107.1,
Although obviously satisfied,
Ryan's total of 62 points were Palmer wasn't entirely surIn passing, Tennessee's Con- made his in the five games bedredge Holloway hit -tor 120 fore he was hurt with an aver- fashioned on nine first-place prised by the award. He felt he
votes, three for second and deserved it.
yards to take the SEC lead age of 200 yards a game.
from.V.anderbill's Fred Fier,, Fisher collected his in seven eight for third. Twenty-four
Palmer's strikeout total of
Holloway has 898 passing games-1,089 yards for 1551- okoi4,-N-s-af the BBWAA two '1515 wasetin`Ryan's-tiaas, and
league's
12
of
the
each
from
per game. Holloway has 1,241
hands, Fisher 861.
his victories were two short of
Mississippi State's injured in eight games for 155.1 per cities — participated in the vot- itagoe-iewder Wood's SIC '"eat r
Hockey Felker leads in com- game. Collins has 1,009 rushing ing.
guess my statistics all-around
Hunter was mentioned or were pretty good."
pletions per game with 11,2 to and 37 receiving for 130.8 per
more ballots than any player-22
Fisher's 10.9 average and Hol- game.
Palmer called the Cy Young
still fell well beloa Award a "dream come true —
but
The statistics were compiled
loway's 8.9.
total
runaway
Palmer's
Felker has the best com- by the SEC commissioner's ofsomething I've wanted since
Hunter, who had the gaudies growing up in New York."
fice In Birmingham.
pletion percentage, 58.3.

Sonny Collins Places Sixth
In Nation's Rushing Standings

6-2, 183-pound senior, and a rebound.
The other starters will be
James Wells, the talk of the
state, a 6-8, 203-pound )11.1110f , Randy Conner, a 5-8 senior
Randy Shelton, who has guard and Rick Scarbrough,a 5improved greatly in the off- 10 senior guard. Both men
season, is the other returning played extensively in varsity
starter. Shelton can make that action last year, but lack the
6-3 frame of his look like seven confidence which comes from
feet when he takes to the air for playing steadily on the starting
five.
Jesse Darnell,a 6-1,160 pound
senior, will be the sixth man on
the Laker squad, and will fill in
at forward and center, Darnell
didn't see a lot of action last
year,but Conley calls him
"tough on offense."
Texas Tech at Texas ChrisThe other six men on the
tian: After losing this game the varsity squad will be Greg
Last two years, Jim Carlen of 71 Byars, who Coach Conley called
Tech says the only bowl he's "tough on defense;" David
concerned with is -The TCU Williams, who transferred this
Bowl." Texas Tech 28-14.
year from Cuba; Steve CunBaylor at Texas: Baylor has ningham, who led the Concord
lost three in a row by six points Redbirds to the County
each. Enough of that. Texas 49- Elementary Championship two
20.
years ago; Tommy Futrell, an
Wyoming at Arizona State: elementary standout from
Sun Devils after double re- Kirksey; Brad Belcher, a
venge. They lost to Wyoming greatly improved forward; and
last year and to Utah last Terry
Beane, also
an
week. Arizona State 56-14.
elementary standout guard
Houston at Colorado State: from Kirksey.
County has looked good in
One loss is Houston's limit.
preseason action so far, Conley
Houston 45-14.
Miami, Ohio at Kent State: says. They handled Lyon
This one's for the Mid-Ameri- County easily, and played
can Conference title and it evenly with Lone Oak with two
could be the best game of the starters out.
day. Both are undefeated in
They start their season
MAC play. Miami's 8-0 over-all, Friday with Sedalia, and while
Kent is 7-1, losing only to San the Graves County club
Diego State. How's a 20-20 tie shouldn't pose much of a threat
grab you?
to the strong County quint,
Colorado at Kansas: After Coach Conley says "We're
playing Oklahoma, Missouri playing them one at a time this
and Nebraska the last three year. Any team can beat you on
weeks, Kansas should seem like a given night."
a breeze for ... Colorado 21-14.
The following Friday will
Richmond at East Carolina: bring a team to Calloway that
Southern Conference crown on definitely can beat any team on
the line. East Carolina 24-17.
any given night—Carlisle
Miami, Fla. at Army: Will County, always a potent threat.
the real Hurricanes please
The Lakers will participate in
stand up. Are they the team two tournaments this year, the
that upset Texas and almost Mayfield
and
Paducah
beat Oklahoma or the club that Christmas Tournaments.
struggled to defeat winless County will be defending its title
Florida State and Syracuse? at the Mayfield tourney.

Jim Palmer Is
Cy Young Winner

Leading scorer Greg Hower('
brings a 72 point average Intl
this season, with 11 rebounde
per game last year. Howard 14
the well-seasoned veteran of the
team,and should prove to be the
team leader on the floor.
How many freshmen could
take the attention that James
Wells has created, and still b::
able to play with four other men
as a team? Wells has been the
center of attention at Calloway
since he started on the varsity
team two years ago as a freshman.
Now, as a junior, Wells hat
the moves, inside and out, and
obviously wants to play
basketball. The junior post man
has quite a future ahead of him,
and should mature into quite a
ball player.

Lots of players on lots of
teams smirked at the awkwardness of Randy Shelton last
year. With two arms and two
legs all going in different
directions, Shelton was not the
picture of grace. Whether it was
an act, or whether he just used
it to his advantage, Shelton
fooled several teams with his
ability. Now, Coach Conley says
he's got it all together, and
knows what he's doing.
County is weakest at guards
this year, but by tournament
time should have a pair of the
hottest ball-handlers in the .
region.
Randy Conner has always
handled the ball well, and Rick
Scarbrough gaining more
confidence every day, according to Coach Conley.
An excellent big man,coupled
with the shooting attack of
Howard makes it evident that
the Lakers should be on theii
way to the state tournament thid
year. It's their year; now og
never. Wells will be the onl*
starter to return next pie
"They've looked trementleae
in practice," Coach Conley said.
"They want to play."
We'll see Friday night.

ATTENTION

Burley Tobacco Growers
First Sale in Paducah will be held at . ..

Campbell Burley Floors
November 26 at 9:00 a.m.
CAMPBELL BURLEY FLOORS HAVE 3 FINE
WAREHOUSES FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE:
No. 1 Warehouse — 1010 Madison St.
No. 2 Warehouse — 949 Madison St.
No. 3 Warehouse — 615 North 32nd St.
The following personnel assures you Highest Prices,
Excellent Service and Complete Satisfaction.
— Foremen
— Soles .7— Office —
Gracie Dowell
Janett Kennedy
Dot Simmons
Madelyn Lanham
Brenda Jones

J. G. Campbell
Don Watson
Donald Watson
Hazel Evans

—

George Powers
W. G. Smith
Jack Lawson
Mike Long

Happy"
„,
Sell With Us and Be
V)

1010 Madison St.

Paducah, baulky

Ph. 442-3322
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Kissinger Meets With Sadat
Today To Seek Negotiations

PAGE ELEV

CIASSIA/ED
mums

-

Ca
753-1

By BARRY SCHWEED
war, should a negotiating ters in New York
said SecreAssociated Press Writer
process between Israel and tary-General
MOBILE HOMES underpenned.
Kurt Waldheim is
CAIRO CAP) — Secretary of Egypt develop.
Phone 753-3938 or 7534481.
proposing to the Security CounState Henry A. Kissinger met
Kissinger came to Cairo after cil that Soviet soldiers join the
today with President Anwar Sa- meetings in Rabat with
LOOKING FOR an unusual gilt?
King corps of U. N. military observdat, seeking firm evidence that Hassan of Morocco and in ers
Give an art piece sculptured by
in the Middle East for the
Egypt is willing to move to- Tunis with President Habib first time
nature; varnished and hand
in its 25-year history.
ward a negotiated settlement Bourguiba of Tunisia. On
polished driftwood with assorted
The corps, a separate organwith Israel.
decorations. Phone 753-2415 or
Thursday he sees King Hussein ization from the U. N. EmerThe Egyptian president and of Jordan in Amman and King gency Force
see
at 1628 Farmer Ave.
now being formed,
his American guest posed for Faisal of Saudi Arabia in Ri- already
has eight American
L1
Nuasottri',
photographers on the lawn of yadh.
EIGHT PIGS, 8 weeks old. Six
truce observers. The sources
& ,
1.•" I.
the Tahira Palace, in suburban
cylinder Ford truck motor.
Israeli Premier Golda Meir said Waldheirn is proposing
t•gi
hie Plat.
Phone 437-4548 anytime or 437Heliopolis, then settled down to had planned to report today to that 36 Soviet military
men and
talk privately in a third-floor li- her parliament on her talks 28 more
4297 mornings.
Americans be added.
Triangle Inn.
brary.
with Kissinger and President
MILLIONS OF rugs have been
U.S. officials said Kissinger, Nixon last week. But she postcleaned with Blue Lustre. It's
in his conversations in Wash- poned her speech until Monday
Ward Of Thanks
America's finest. Rent electric
ington last week with Egyptian to await word from the Amerishampooer $1.00. Kwik-Pik
Foreign Minister Ismail Fah- can secretary on his talks with
OPTIMIST PLANNING—Theme members of the Murray
Optimist Club are making plans for upThe family of Mrs. Flora Hale Market, Five Points.
my, detected willingness to use the Arab leaders.
coining events for the youth of Calloway County. They are,
left to right, Tommy Marshall, chairman wishes to express deepest
Federal
Market
State
News
the "good offices" of the United
Israel's military command
of Youth Appreciation Week, Nov. 12-18, Jerry Duncan, chairma
n of the Tri-Star basketball contest heartfelt thanks to the many CONCRETE STEPPING stones_
States to smooth out cease-fire reported two new attempts Service November 7, 1973
Nov. 17, and Dan Boaz, president of the Murray club.
.Photo By Wilson Woolley ) friends and neighbors for their and concrete splash blocks.
problems and to approach Tuesday by the Egyptian 3rd Kentucky Purchase Area Hog
kind words of comfort and deeds Murray Lumber Company, 104
peace talks.
Army to break through the Is- Market Report Includes 9
of kindness during our mother's Maple Street.
Sadat has vowed publicly he raeli forces encircling it, but Buying Stations
illness
and
death.
will not bargain with the Jew- the command said both at- Receipts: Act. 910 Est. 500
You
thoughtfulness and help will be HI NEIGHBOR! Tried Blue
ish state. Kissinger, hoping to tempts were contained. Syria Barrows and Gilts fully 25 cents
long remembered. God bless and bistro for cleaning carpets? It's
act as a catalyst, intends to charged that two formations of lower Sows $1.00 to 61.50 lower.
keep you all.
super! Rent electric shampoos
find out whether the Egyptian Israeli jets fired rockets Tues- US 1-2 200-230 lbs., 41.00-41.50
The Children.
$1.00. Big K, Belaire Shopping
leader really is adamant.
day at advance Syrian positions US 1-3 200440 lbs., 40.50-41.00
Center.
The principal immediate is- on the Golan Heights, but Is- US 2-4 240-260 lbs., 40.00-40.50
sues for discussion are Israel's rael reported that the Syrian US 3-4 260-280 lbs., 39.50.40.00
By
HARRY
F. ROSENTHAL
Sows
The hearing today was in its first of the year, he
demands for a prisoner ex- front continued quiet.
POWER STEERING set for 1966
indicated.
Associated Press Writer
fifth day before U.S. District
Ford VS. real good condition
change and the lifting of the
Sources in Cairo said Egypt US 1-2 270-350 lbs., 36.00-36.50
There
were
these
other
WaWASHIN
GTON
(AP)
—
A Court Judge John J. Sirica
Egyptian blockade at the was pushing fresh war materiel US 1-3 350-650 lbs., 35.50-36.00
FOUND PUPPY, female, mixed Phone 753-7209.
who
tergate-r
elated
developm
ents
White
House
lawyer said today said Miss
- mouth of the Red Sea, and eastward toward Ismailia and US 2-3 450-650 lbs., 35.00-35.50
Woods should be a
—The Senate Watergate com- breed, approximately 6 months
that Rose Mary Woods, PresiBoars 32.0044.00
witness.
Egypt's insistence that Israel Suez.
mittee planned to turn to cam- old, area of Elm Grove Baptist GLAD—
dent Nixon's personal secreMANGLE Ironer. $25.00.
At the outset of today's hear- paign
give up the territory it occupied
The Israelis, under pressure
financing, after hearing Church on Highway 94 East. Long Phone 753-7497.
tary, will testify about the Wa- ings,
Sirica said that central is- five witnesse
after the first cease-fire order from Washington, let 125 trucktail,
tan
colored.
Phone
753-6975.
s tell Tuesday of
tergate tapes she listened to sue
CHORUS REHEARSAL
before the court at the mo- Democratic
Oct. 22.
loads of food, water and medidirty tricks.
COLLECTOR'S
The Chorus of the Music and apparently transcribed.
SET
Inment was "the reasons that
While playing the middle man cal supplies pass through their
—The committee received 40
Attorney Douglas Parker said might
ternational Encyclopedias,
between Egypt and Israel, lines to the 3rd Army. Move- Department of the Murray
have come for the nonex- affidavits detailing
various efleather backing, $1.25 per
Kissinger is confident that the ment of these supplies was Woman's Club will have a she probably will appear'Thum; istence of the tapes."
forts to disrupt President Nixvolume. Television, $20.00. Gas
Soviet Union or another completed Tuesday, and Israel rehearsal at the club house on day at a hearing into the cirHe said that it would take on's
1972 campaign. The affida- WANTED
EXPERIENCED range, 4 burner with oven, $15.00.
government will use its in- announced it was letting anoth- Sunday, November 11, at two cumstances surrounding two some time to present experts vits
tractor
trailer
detailed
driver. Apply in Phone 7534750, 902 Main.
such tactics as
p.m., according to the director, Watergate conversations that and other witnesses on
fluence to enlist Syria, the other er 50 truckloads through.
this bombings, violent demonstra- person to Mr Waller at Paschall
presidential lawyers say went question
Mrs.
J.D.
Rayburn
.
major combatant in the October
and
he
Diplomats at U.N. headquaradmonished tions, arson and riots.
Truck Lines. "An equal opunrecorded.
that "everyone withhold final
BELTONE FACTORY fresh
—Lawyers for the committee portunity employer."
judgment and avoid reaching
hearing aid batteries for all make
were instructed to try again to
hearing aids. Wallis Drugs.
conclusions."
set
up
a
meeting
between Nix- FISHER PRICE Toys, a division
Gen. John C. Bennett, deputy
to Nixon's chief of staff Alexan- on and the seven panel mem- of The Quaker Oats Company is TRUCK LOAD tire sale. Custom
der M. Haig Jr., said Miss bers — at which the President accepting applications from premium 4 ply polyester white
Woods received 14 tapes. He would not be made to testify LPN's and RN's interested in wall:
was still on the witness stand under oath. Sen. Lowell P. Wei- being trained for the position of F714" or 15"-911.116 + $2.27
char Jr. had proposed such a Industrial
when court recessed Tuesday.
nurse. Outstanding G78:14" or 15"-419.17 + MOO
There also was testimony meeting and publishing a working hours and fringe benefits H711x14" or 15"-420.52 + 63.01
that Miss Woods listened to a record of the proceedings after- including profit sharing. Apply in L78x14" or 15"—$21.93 +
number of the tapes, typing at ward.
person to George E. Lovell, Wide 60 series with raised white
BLONDIE
the same time, prompting the
—Elliot L. Richardson, who personnel manager Fisher Price letters:
judge to say:
resigned as attorney general in Toys, Murray, Kentucky or call G60x14".or 15"—$27.83 + $2.89
1.11-IEN WE CANT SLEEP,
"As
the heat of the battle for the 502-753-0450. &pal Employment LBO
long
as
we
are
going
into
HE TURNS ON THE LIGHT
this detail, will someone please Nixon tapes, said there would Opportunity Employer,
AND PLAYS 14IS OLD
L50x14" or 15"—$31.79 + $3.49
get word to Miss Woods that have been "nothing inflicting
BOY SCOUT BUGLE
GR70
she will be called as a witness any additional damage on the
PLUMBERS HELPER wanted, Steele Radial white wall, the
In this case?"
White House or the President," ages
21 to 40. Write P.O. Box 32-A 40'000 mile tire:
The witnesses at the first even if all of special prosecutor
'GR70x14" or 15"—$36.31 + $3.08
Murray, Kentucky.
four days of the hearing, all Archibald Cox's investigations
HR70x14" or 15"—$37.50 + $3.33
White Rouse personnel, have had led to indictments. Cox was SALES
MAN WANTED for LR70x14" or 15"—$39.47 + $3.70
testified voluntarily without fired for refusing to eat* up on selling
hardware and related Roby Sales, Highway 68, Benton,
subpoena.
legal moves for the tapes and items.
Write P.O. Box 32-B, Kentucky
"The real purpose of this other documents and RichardMurray, Kentucky.
hearing is to indicate the chain son said there was a White
KEEP CARPET cleaning
of possession of these tapes House feeling that Cox was "a
problems small—use Blue Lustre
CHRIST
ISN'T
MAS
that
far
...who had poasession, who had ravenous beast whose appetite
away! Let Avon help you make wall to wall. Rent electric
was insatiable."
access" Sirica said.
holiday money. As an Avon shampooer $1.00. Western Auto,
The White House claim that
home of "Wishing Well Gift
—Fugitiv
Represen
e
tative, you can earn
financier
Robert
subpoenaed tapes of presidenL
Vesco,
a co-defendant with extra cash—and it's easy and
tial conversations of June 20,
1972 and April 15,1973 never former Atty. Gen. John N. Mit- fun! Call or write Glenda Duke, GIRL'S
COATS, pea coats, size
existed was made Oct. 29 as chell and ex-Commerce Secre- P.O. Box 3247, Paduzah, Ky. 14J and
10. Dress coats, 12,8 and
lawyers for the special prose- tary Maurice Stans in a con- 43091,443-3366.
6X. All in excellent condition.
cutor's office and the President spiracy case, was arrested in
$5.00 each. Phone 753-1364.
the
Bahamas
.
U.S.
Atty.
Paul
met with &rice to work out details for turning over nine Curran said in New York that
Vesco was in custody and that FOR YOUR insurance needs for WOOD FOR fireplace.
Highway
tapes.
his passport had been stwren- automobile, home owner. 68 near Aurora. Easy
to load.
Mother such meeting was
dered.
Wiliness
The
, farm, mobile homes, Pick up for $7.50 per rick. Phone
arrest was based on
held Tuesday and afterward Sirica said security arrange- a fraud indictment, not on the contact Wilson Insurance & Real 3544828.
ments had been completed and case involving Mitchell and Estate, phone 753-320.
FIREWOOD—cut to order.
that he had received lists of ex- Stans.
Phone 436-2382 or 7534145.
perts who could help determine
Presidential aide Stephen V.
BEATLE BAILEY
whether the tapes had not been Bull testified Tuesday that Miss
WANT TOTO BUY shell
NEED TO close in porch? Like
tampered with.
GO ON!
Woods reviewed some of the
collect
Puryear
901-247
new,
1 aluminum Storm door
I GOT CT
The judge said he hoped to tapes he delivered to her, typequipment complete, 32" x SO"
I. A67
fat the tapes soon, perhaps ing at the same time. But he answer call 901-247-3218.
TIME!
with door frame $25.00. Eleven
within a month. But the lengthy refused to say she was making
Flamm of review makes it un- a transcript and testified he APPROXIMATELY 10 acres, aluminum Storm windows, 32" x
likely the tapes will go tea Wa- didn't ask her about it "be- non tillable land, five or six miles 39", $9.00 each or all for $95.00.
tergate grand jury before the cause it was not my business." from Murray. Phone 492-8837 701 Sycamore Street after 4 p.m.
8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m.

Happy 30th
Birthday
Carol

CALVIN TE
only 4 days.
$35.00. Phone
p.m.
14' JON boat,
-Phone 7

REMINGTO
shotgun wi
Used twice
from brand
436-4571.

Purchase Area
Hog Market

MUSIC LE
struments,
beginner viol
1470.

Nixon's Secretary To Testify
On Watergate Tapes She Heard

PIANO
rebuilding.
vice. Rebuilt
W. Dyer,
Phone 753-89

KELLY'S T
Control, pho
13th Street.
delay lets
FOR THE
service and
Superior E
party. 753-

FALL FEN
November
Call Larry
3310.
BATTE
car,
batteries,
Murray,
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siding
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Company,
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Answer o Yesterday's Puzzle

Crossword Puzzle
ACROSS

NANCY
YESTERDAY WE
STUDIED THE
UNITED STATES
CONSTITUTION
. AND ALL THE
AMENDMENTS

Fur scarf
Conjunction
Strip of leather
Pressing
Ached
Compass point
Part of flower
(Pt)
18 Sun god
19 A stele (abbr.)
21 Island oft
Ireland
22 Ireland
24 GM's name
26 Toile one's port
28 supettsta.
1
4
6
11
33
/5
16

ending

29 Give extreme
unction ti,
31 Secluded
Pronoun
Hail
Foray
Quiet'
Disturbance
Pertaining to
Norway
45 Garden tool
47 Chimney
carbon
49 Midday
50 Girl's name
52 labor
64 River in Italy
55 Teutonic deny
56 Arbor
59 A conimrot
(ebb,)

33
34
36
38
40
42

LIL ABNER
'TwOULDN'T BE PATRiOTIC TO
AY. HIM 70 TAKE TIME OFF TO
SEND US BACK OUR
MARRIAGE LiCEi4SE

4
5
6
7
8
9
10
12
14
17
20
23
24
26
27
30
32
35
37
38
39
41

Pilaster
Neaventy bodies
Squanderer
Sunburn
Ascend
Indefinite
article
Die
Plural ending
Italian poet
Servant
Fish sauce
Note of scale
A state (MAN')
Winglike
Verve
Ancrent district
in Greece
King of beasts
Plunderers
Let fall
Recoils
Frightful
Instrument

1100 0000131 EMO
ORO MI1000 BOR
13ERM606 MORRO
0000 MOM0
MOE 00GOOMM13
mom nano OD
01110 0E000 DOM
0M G0011 MOM
MMEIBUOMM MO60
ROM 0000
=MOO =GUM°
0013 00600 MOO
MEI

mr, mono

7
53 Unn of Italian
cL rrency (pi)
57 Fenutte ruff
Measure
46 Printer's
58 A continent
(abbr )
me4SWIP
60 Beverage
48 Inclines
51 Unit of Siamese 62 Conjunction
current), (p1) 64 Brother of Odin
43 Earlier
44 Printer's
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f,r, few.*
6,3
65
Eiti
6'

rmatrrtt
Tour
PoNiemeell
medicine
Compass limn+
Before
DOWN

I Baker s Produ,1
2 A slite
3 Symbol tor
saym
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Will B

16,

ForniOjnek
WANT TO BUY used fireplace
grate, screen and fixtures. Phone USED ELECTRIC stove, 40",
753-7562
white, good condition, extra
clean, $40.00 or best offer. Call
WANT TO BUY light pole with 753-60168.
100 amp. Service for trailer.
Phone 753-5472.
G.E. RECORD player and stereo
sale. Lay away for Christmas
ARE YOU interested in selling now.
Model V-211, Regular
your farm. We have cases daily till9S-sale
price $18.68. Model
for all types of farms. We have
V-639, Regular 934.95—sale price
the buyers who are interested.
$24.88. Model V-936, Regular
Contact Wilson Real Estate 75305.95—sale price WIS. Model
3263: Wayne Wilson, broker. 753V-946, Regular $59.95—sale price
5086; Loretta Jobs realtor
$47.88. Model T-361, Regular
associate 753-6075; Ronnie Pea,
979.95—sale price 659.86. Roby
435-5792.
Sales, Highway 68, Benton,
Kentucky.
Novernber2C
I WILL be buying all kinds of furs
again this season. Thanks for last
18. Sewing Machifies
year's business. Highway 641
South, 2 miles from shopping
CLEARANCE
SALE—Sewing
center, Murray, Kentucky.
machines. Brother heavy duty,
Douglas Shoemaker, Phone 753- full
size model number 1381,
3375.
Regular $79.95, now only $44.97.
Heavy duty zig zag, model CI,
15. Articles For Sate
$99.95, now only, telt
luxe zig zag model number
POOL TABLES—'el price sale,
(71, tegUlar $159.9114, Pow only
-tzy•
44,.
924.911, now only $12.43. 60".
Roby Sales, Highway 68,
regular $49.60, now only $24.50. Benton,
ton, Kentucky.
Roby Sales, Highway 68. Benton,
Kentucky.
20. Sports ETA.'

LIU
pow

WOODEN SLABS. See Tommy 1973 CHEROKEE boo boat. 15
Thurman, five miles east of H.P. Johnson motor and Park
Line trailer. Call 755-7115, 153Murray on Whiskey Ridge.
0409.
I,
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Call
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CALVIN TENT 10' x 12., used
only 4 days. Excellent condition.
$35.00. Phone 753-6213 after 5:00
p.m.

1111111111111111111111111

Another View

1963 MOBILE home, 10' x 50', two
bedrooms. Priced to sell. If in- THREE ANGUS bulls and one
terested see A.R. Hatcher at holstein bull, full blooded. Phone
Bank of Murray or phone 753-3184 4364898.
after 5:00 p.m.

J.

C-1LD
L

CHEVELLE-1970, two door
hardtop, power steering, brakes
and air. Stil under warranty
Phone 489-2811 after 6:00 p.m.

14' JON boat, aluminum, $100.00
1972 DOUBLE wide, leaving
-13tione 753-8885 or 489-2475.
State, Must sell, Phone 753-9827.n FIVE REGISTERED angus
heifers, 10 to 14 months old.
bile Home Rentals Phone 435-4362.
REMINGTON 1100 20 gauge
FOX MEADOWS and Coach
shotgun with case and shells.
Estates
Mobile Home Parks.
Used twice. Indistinguishable
from brand new. $135.00. Phone Small parks. Superior accommodations. Residential area. PUPPIES-AKC,red Dadniamd
436-5571.
South 16th Street, 753-3855.
and AKC West Highland Whites,
Phone Paducah 443-8533.

1962 RAMBLER, 8 cylinder
straight shift, easy on gas. Make
a good second car. $100.00 or best
offer. Phone 7153-1566.

411111111111111111

MUSIC LESSONS, band instruments, piano, guitar, WANT TO RENT apartment for
three girls for spring semester of
beginner violin. Phone 7531974. Phone 767-6319 or 767-6322.
1470.
November 8C

Call
753-1916

PONTIAC CATALINA-1969,
four door sedan with air. Excellent condition. Must sell. Only
$850.00. Phone 489-2187.

AKC REGISTERED German
shepherd puppies, 9 weeks old,
black and silver. Nice. Phone 4374628 after 4:00 p.m.

ste64

1970 Impala Chevrolet, 4 door sedan, one owner, air,
steering, brakes, gold color, Sharpe 70,000 miles, $1577

DODGE DART-1985, four door,
automatic, 6 cylinder. Excellent
condition. Phone 753-4978 after
5:00 p.m.

ROY'S LOCKSMITH Service.
TFC
FORD GALA/CIE 500-1969, two Phone Paris,642-8551
TIMBER-LOLX.,E on Tenndoor Fastback, power steering,
'Ricky Lake, Route 1, Springville,
"YOU'RE ALW,W5 HOPING THE gEXT
air conditioning. Locally owned. SIGNS PAINTED,Phone 43.141r Tennessee, will build comolete
CONTRIKUTOR WILL BE HOWARP HU6HES."
Extra clean. Low mileage. One after 5:00 p.m.
.!fireplaces, starting at only
owner. Phone 753-8040.
$695.00. Selection of stones
WILL DO trash and brush available. Satisfaction
PONTIAC CATAI1NA-1969 two hauling. Reasonable rates. Phone guaranteed. Phone 901-593door hardtop, vinyl roof, new 753-6130.
TFC
TFC 3534.
marbles, coca cola tray, silver BEAUTIFUL THREE bedroom tires. $750.00.
Phone 753-0375 or
back vanity set, bottles, old brick home,2 baths, living room,
ELECTRONIC ORGAN service, WILL DO baby-inning days, by
753-3815 after 5:00 p.m.
books, china salt and peppers, paneled family room with
all
makes and
models. the week in my home. Phone
brass knob gear, collars, Karnes, fireplace, wall to wall carpets, 1963
CHEVROLET, in good- Authorized Baldwin service.
753694.
wagon jack, plug tobacco cutter, draperies, built-in range, central hape.
Radio, Factory air, Phone Hopkinsville 886-1877 or
FOR THE best in pest control ONE BEDROOM furnished FIFTY NICE white rock hens logging tongs, cant hooks, old tine heat and air, utility room with heater, good tires. Call before after 5:00 p.m. Cadiz 532-8660.
cookie
boxes,
porcelain door hook-ups, double garage, large 10:30 a.m.,
service and termite control call apartment. $75.00 per month. $1.00 each. Phone 753-5897.
753-3757.
knobs, and daisy churn.
lot, city water. Two miles outside
Superior Exterminating Com- Phone 753-9842 or 753-5918.
DOZER SERVICE 0-8 caterTFCl
city limits on Overby Road. CHEVROLET IMPALA 1966 two
pany,753-7266.
New and like new furniture has Phone 753-2715.(No Friday night door hardtop, power and Stereo pillar. Phone 753-9807
ONE BEDROOM furnished
apartment also 3 new two AUCTION SALE, Friday night, been added to this sale, such as or Saturday calls).
tape. Phone 767-4453 after 6:00
SEAMLESS GUTTERS, baked
bedroom trailers. Water fur- November 9, 5:30 p.m., ke mile real heavy oak bedroom suite,
p.m.
on enamel finish, guaranteed 30
FALL FENCE sale, now through nished at 121 Apartments under
hard
rock
maple
dining
table
and
west
of
Lynn
Grove
on
Highway
November 26. For free estimate new owner, also one bedroom
four chairs, 2 nice cherry
years. For free detailed estimate
House For Sale 1967 CHEVROLET, two door phone
94. This will be a three hour
Call Larry Lyles at Sears, 753- unfurnished apartment in town.
dressers, a desk dinette sets, air
Atkins Gutter service,
antique auction of furniture,
hardtop,
air
conditioned
and
all
conditioner, child's doll bed, 2 Bedroom Modern Home
2310.
Murray 753-8407 or 753-8992.
Phone 753-4017.
glass and china and collector's
power. Phone 489-2358.
Gerrald Boyd, Owner
desks with mirrors, coffee and
items. Some items are old
Wells Blvd.
BATTERIES $8.95 to $14.95. Any
end tables, rugs and chest of Pretty lot on
GUTTERING BY Sears Sears
209 S. 7th, Murray
CHEVROLET IMPALA-1968, seamless gutters, installed per
car, discount to dealers. Atomic FURNISHED APARTMENT, spinning wheel, mantle clock, national silverware.
Newly decorated. Less
fancy
rockers,
trunks, glass,
two door hardtop, power ad air.
batteries, 401 North 4th Street, $140.00. Unfurnished $120.00.
3-15
your specifications. Call Larry
china cabinet, Fancy old dressers Adjoining this building is the than a block of the main Phone 753-7819 or 753-0625.
Murray, 753-8572.
free
Located at Embassy Apartat
753-2310
for
Lyles
and wash stands, walnut buffett, Mexican import place, only such campus Former Lottie
TFC WILL DO sewing and mending in
ments. Available now. Phone 7531972 OLDSMOBILE, cutlass S. estimate.
high back beds, lots of glass and business in this section. His son, Sutter home
4331.
November 8C
ALUMINUM SIDING
my home. Phone 753-7497.
Full
power,
air conditioned. Low
china of all kinds. jars, jugs and Edd, Jr., and wife, owners,invite
SAVE 28 per cent
mthage. Phone 474-2346. . W'S INTERIOR & Exchurns, more good collector's you to visit them while at the For Appointment Call
We purchased 200 squares
Painting. Phone 753-4832 SCARBOROUGH PLUMBING &
items that I can describe. For sale. Get acquainted and buy 753-4152 after 4:00 p.m.
of white 8" aluminum
from 8:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. and Electric
Information call Chester & Miller some of their nice
CHEVROLET
offers
24
PICKUP-1960,
hour
unusual imsiding at the old price,
FURNISHED SLEEPING room Auction Service, 435-4042.
753-7484 after 4:30 p.m. for free emergency service for well
ported gifts as Christmas is not TWO BEDROOM all modern, good condition. Must sell. $100.00
before the price was
with bath and refrigerator,
or best offer. See at trailer, 1630 estimates.
pumps, plumbing and electrical
raised. We can send this
private entrance. Also adjustable AUCTION SALE, Saturday far off. You will enjoy seeing brick home, large front and back West Main.
problems. We now have 2
savings on to you , while it
dress form for sale. Phone 753- November 10, 10:00 a.m. at the their nice things.
lot. About a mile southeast of
ROY HARMON'S Carpenter qualified crews and trucks to
lasts. Call 498-8886 for Free
Eats and drinks available. Not Murray on 121. Phone 7534526.
1394.
Shop (old ice plant). Complete serve you. Phone 753-5543.
Uncle Andy (Doc) Mathis home, responsible for accidents
Estimate.
remodeling
and
repairs,
1 mile south of Farmington. This Detailed announcements day of
REDUCED FOR quick sale. YAMAHA 250 MX, new knobbles cabinets, paneling, doors, forIs an all day antique collector's sale.
for Rent
sale with lots of good furniture, Douglas Shoemaker, phone 753- Three bedroom house, two baths, chain and sprocket. In very good mica work, finish carpentry',
UNFURNISHED
THREE
contracting. Phone 753-4124 or FREE TROPICAL Fish. Phone
glass and china and collector's 3375, Murray, Kentucky in fireplace, ks basement, on 60' x condition. Phone 753-0263.
A BUSINESS without a sign is a
460' lot Phone 753-2588.
753-0790 nights.
753-9475.
sign of no business. Hanna Sign bedroom house, $125.00 per Items. There will be dressers, charge of sale.
Company,753-8346.
TFC month. Phone 753-9842 or 753- wash stands, beds, lamps of all
5018.
kinds,depressiort glass, glass and
GARAGE BUILDING, aluminum
FOR SALE
china, wash bowls and pitchers, AUCTION SALE every Friday
siding, carports and additions.
TWO BEDROOM house at 310 too many good items to describe
To Settle Estate
Now is the time to build. Call
night at 641 Auction House, Paris,
Two Bedroom Frame
COLOR T.V.-1973 Magnavox South 8th Street. $50.00 per and itemize.
Collect Mayfield 247-7672.
bring a friond and sign in
Tennessee. This week another
with remote control:If interested month. Possession immediately.
Bath, living room and
load from St. Louis. Tables
For
information
call
Chester
&
Phone
Bob
Miller,
753-2920.
phone 753-0308.
kitchen. Large rooms
LICENSED ELECTRICIAN.
Miller Auction Service 435-4042. chairs, rockers, wash stand,
403 Elm St., 2 blocks from
Having trouble getting those
"It Pays To Sell The Chester- glass, dishes, ice box, pictures,
court
square.
through Friday, Nov. 9, 1973
small jobs done? Call Ernest
chests, dressers, beds, trunks,
Miller Way."
Price $12,1811
White 753-0605.
good automatic washer and
(2 FOR THE PRICE OF 1II)
See or Call...
AUCTION SALE, Saturday, dryer, range and no telling what
For the convenience of the Citizens of
Alvin Hale-7634911
else.
Come
Thursday
see,
open
November 10, 10:00 a.m. Mr.
B & C CONSTRUCTION, ComNo crash diets, no strenuous exercises-Let our
Jess Hale-482.-86112
Murray and Calloway County.
..
Edd Morgan's sale will be in his night. Shorty McBride-247 and
plete basements, foundations,
Hawley
Bocy-491-8128
...
new building on Highway 94, one James E. Travis-278.
patios sidewalks, driveways, vibrators do the work! Try
mile east of Murray, Kentucky.
retaining walls etc. Septic tank
He is not a dealer. He has had ANTIQUE AUCTION, Saturday, ASSUMABLE LOAN, 6 per cent Installations. 437-4734 or 437-4765.
Will Be From: 7-4 Monday thru Friday
most of these old pieces a long November 3,10:00 a.m. on High- FHA, $134.00 per month, better
7-12 Noon Saturday
time, but is adding a few old way 121 between Murray and than new, large three bedroom, JOHN'S REPAIR Service.
pieces and a lot of modern pieces Mayfield, Kentucky, in town of 11
/
2 bath, den-kitchen com- Flumbing-electrical-roofing and
CLOSED SUNDAY & HOLIDAYS
for this sale. After sale building Farmington and one block south bination. Large fenced lot. Ex- carpentry. Phone 753-5897 days or
Open Mon.-Fri
Starting September 1, 1973
Pierce
may be for rent, or used in his of cafe at Mr. Carnie
cellent condition. Equity with 753-7625 nights.
TFC
home.
business.
terms or new conventional loan.
9 a.m. to 9 p.m.
55555
ci fT's
J MI rra Jk go el".
CERAMIC TILE repair work.
Will sell inside. Warm- Mr. Pierce is not selling out, Phone 753-1359.
Located In Our
15000
Repair or remodeling, also
lights-rest rooms• and lunches. but hopes to sell at least
NEW LOCATION
Will sell a good variety and pieces to give room to start NICE-NEAT, four bedroom shower doors and tub enclosures.
Central Shopping Center
November 10C
quality of hard to get antiques again. He buys as a hobby and house, two fireplaces, basement, Cal/ 474-3263.
and good furniture, such as real stores away,but must have room gas heat, large screened front
(next to Big B Cleaners)
‘
nice three piece walnut bedroom now.(no dealer). Will offer plug porch, 301 North 5th. 753-7935.
FOR ALL your additionsg,
suite, nice hall tree, oak wash tobacco cutter, victrola, globe
remodeling, residential or
stand, large gate leg table, two and other lamps, broad ax,
commercial. New or old. Free
drawer chest, dish cabinet, nice pistol, muzzle loader and other
estimates. Call 753-6123.
TFC
secretary, brass and spool beds, shotguns, coffee mill, primitive TAKE OVER payments of $17.00
Aurora, Kentucky
oak dressers, oak tables, Murphy tools, harness with brass knobs, a month-1973 Harley Davidson,
FREE ESTIMATE on septic tank
sq. yd.
bed, small drop leaf table, a good cast, copper, iron, brass pieces, *cc trail bike, only 12 miles.
Lion. Phone 753-7850. TFC
adjusting Morris chair, victrala,. Initial silver pitcher, sugar and Bought for wife to learn on,
pie safe, wood and metal ice creamer, ice, nail and coal tongs, chickened out. Save plenty.
BULLDOZER WORK; trucking,
boxes, claw foot organ and piano kettles, dog irons, occupied Phone 489-2176,
also bank gravel, fill dirt and
stools, sewing rocker, lion head Japan pieces, bells, stereotype
rocker, two matched walnut and views, butter dishes, aladdin 1972 SUZUKI 350, good condition. topsoil. Phone Hardin, 3548138,
chairs, old time chest or china lamp,depression,red, blue, clear Must sell due to leaving town. or 354-8161, after 5:00 p.m. TFC
cabinet with walnut finish and and odd glassware, trunks, Will take best offer. Phone 753CARPETS PROFESSIONALLY
square nails, a spool cabinet, phone parts, pocket knives, and 0713
steam cleaned. Phone Carpet
phone, pictures and frames, harp razors, glass dog, Coca Cola tray,
Master 489-2504.
TFC
and other pieces.
hat pins, toys, old fans, books, in
Small pieces include a camel fact you name it, he has it. 49,Used Cars & Trucks
JERRY'S REFINISHING del
saddle ( you should see), Aladdin Possibly wash stand and other
green Custom Built Furniture, 6 miles
-1964,
POLARIS
DODGE
lamps, Lincoln drape and others, old pieces.
door. Good mechanical South of Murray on Hwy. 641.
JS. Smith, tin advertising lamp, Lunch
Not four
available.
$250.00. Phone 753-7619 Jerry McCoy, owner. (502) 492.
condition.
glass oil and electric, iron, brass responsible for accidents.
TFC
* We receive a Truckload
8837.
753-0525.
or
and pottery (hull), two wash Douglas Shoemaker in charge of
of Carpet each week! *
bowls, brass fireplace sets, sale. Phone Murray 753-3375.
-TIMBER- LODGE of TennFORD-1966, six cylinder, Tucky lake, Route 1, Springville,
Japanese
figurines,
approximately 200 depression age 111112,Lu. Sale
•iraight shift, 52,000 actual miles. Tennessee will do your stone
glass, cranberry water set, red
Clean. Phone 753-1733 after 3:00 work. Large selections of stone,
blue and other glass flutted BEAUTIFUL WOODED lot 141' p.m.
Hours- Mon.-Fri. 8 a.m.-5:30 p.m.
TVC
Phone 901-593-3534.
Ole
1110/101111
vases, crocks, jars, churns, 204' on US. Highway 641 South.
For new home or mobile home.
Sat 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Closed
01\11\11MINIMAIWILIILWILWILIIVIIIVIMIM111111011111101\IMILIft\WIIVOINLIKIM11119
Phone owner 753-0774.
PUBLIC AUCTION
ATTENTION GROWERS
Sunday
e
I
SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 18, 1973 - 9:39 A.M.
810.00 DOWN and $10.00 per
Chrisman Popcorn Company is now buying
0P
Home,
Located
Farm
on
94
Hwy.
JIM
LAFFOON
between
Water
Valley
&
0
the
wooded
lot
at
month
will buy a large
d Selling
field corn and dry soy beans. Have capacity
CARPET CENTER
at Keniana Shores. Lake access2 Pilot Oak, Ky. Watch for Auction Sign.
for large quantities and good service. Please
central
weather
yut.hee ri,aroixhioga & Appliance.s. Aisones, Glassware, Brassvfare,v
water-all
Xer Items, Walnut,, 1
Automobiles,,
call. qr _corne,,by pur,.plant, on East Poplar
v2 Ton Truck, Tractor & 36 Pc. Equipment, 130v2
Oak, Wicker Furniture, 3
d slisetik Mune 4314320 421Street near Railroad.
5 Acre Farm well improved plus Tenant House. Terms 10 per cent Depositi and Bal. With 0 2473.
; Delivery of Deed.
CHRISMAN POPCORN COMPANY
James Majors, Broker, Wingo, Ky. 502-376-2223
4111111%
101 EAST POPLAR ST.
Col. Robert Ainley, Auctioneer Lie. No. 6
e
37 ACRE farm, two bedroom
MURRAY,
KENTUCKY
South
Fulton,
Tenn.
479-3713
PA
PA
house, 2 car garage on M1 North.
Buy & Sell "The Ainley Auction Way"
502-753-1722
P Phone 753-3645 after 4:30 p.m.
I
1101~1~111011.11011101~1\111011~111.111‘1111011\11MW11111011LWWWILWILIM11310
THREE BIRD dogs, trained and
untrained. Two to Five years old.
ONE BEDROOM furnished Phone around 9:00 p.m. 498-8274.
apartment, electric heat and air
conditioned. Close to university. 641 PET Shop, 7 miles north of
Real nice. Phone 753-4478 or 753- Murray, Kentucky. Irish Setter
6199.
puppies, tiny top poodles,
cockers, chihuahuas, gerbles and
KELLY'S TERMITE and Pest VACANT NICE two bedroom hampsters, fish and supplies.
Control, phone 753-3914, 100 Soue. apartment in country. Electric Phone 753-1862 or 753-9457.
13th Street. "Every day y( heat. No dogs. $75.00 per month.
delay lets bugs have their way" Phone 753-8833.

TUNING-repair PIANO
rebuilding. Prompt.expert service. Rebuilt pianos for sale. Ben
W. Dyer, Murray, Kentucky.
TFC
Phone 753-8911.

6e-7

32. Apartments fur Req.

s P. (In
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ortxummatmg
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condition.
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electric
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condition.
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ter 4 p.m.
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Regular
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Regular
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Benton,
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vy duty,
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1 number
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boat, 65
and Paris
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2 for 1 SPECIAL

The Land Fill Hours

Sharon's Figure
alon

HAMBURGER ISLAND

Commercial Carpet
2.99

Has Delicious . . .

* Catfish Fiddlers
* Catfish Steaks
* Boneless Filets

For The Finest In Casual Dining,
Visit ...

Jaks, Josephine, Nelson
Shroat in Aurora

Discount To All Builders

DISCOUNT

0

t

,•

0,

Sale

s.
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Deaths and Funerals

WEDNESDAY—NOVEMBER 7,1172

Republicans Lose Five Seats In
Legislature In Tuesday Election

Sloan . ..
(Castioned from Page

Funeral Is Today
For J. W. Harris

Rayburn .. .

(Casitlawed from Page 1
Funeral services for J.W.
Judge Rayburn served as a
Harris are being held today at state legislator from 1933
to
one p.m. at the chapel of the 1937, and also served four
years
Blalock-Coleman Funeral in the Kentucky State Depart
Horne with Rev. Jerre11 White ment of Education. He
wan
officiating.
admitted to the bar in 1943 and
Interment will be in the Gore opened a law office in Murra
y in
Cernetery in Marshall County. 1944.
Pallbearers are Bobby Dunn,
A native of Murray, he
Dwain Jones, Gary Hohman, received an A.B. degree
from
Donnie Danner, Ronnie Danner, Murray State University,
an
and Kenneth Harrell.
M.A. degree from
the
Harris,age 53, died Sunday at University of Kentucky and
an
eight a.m. at Mt. Pleasant, LL.B. degree
from the JefTexas. He was the son of Mrs. ferson School of
Law,
Altie Barns of Murray and the
late Rev. A.R. Harris.
Rayburn completed his
services as Calloway County
Judge on January I, 1962, and
returned to private law practice
in Murray. He was for many
years active in the Kentucky
Graveside rites for Tracy State
Bar Association, serving
Dawn Hicks, infant daughter of
as a member of the House of
Mr and Mrs. Michael Odell Delega
tes of the Kentucky State
Hicks of Almo Route One were
Bar Association.
held this morning at eleven
The deceased is a member of
o'clock at the Tucker Cemetery,
-se
Kirksey, with Rev. Glen Cope the Murray Rotary Club and
served as president of the
STYLE SHOW—Junior PanheUenic at Murray State University
officiating.
The baby died Tuesday, at Murray Club and as Past will present a fall and winter fashion show Thursday, Nov. 8. A
District Governor, District 671, display of the greatest looking styles will
1:45 a.m. at the Murraybe presented by the
pledges of all six greek sororities on the Murray campus. Shown
Calloway County Hospital Rotary International.
His other civic and com- here in a preview is Leslie Perdew, a freshman
where she was born at 5:25 p.m.
pre-pharmacy
munity services included being major from Paducah,in warm jacket
Monday
a
and cap combination. The
past
presid
ent
of
the Murray public is invited to the show which will begin at 7:08 p.m. in the
Site is survived by her parents
and one sister, Regina Kay State Alumni. Association, University School Auditorium.
Hicks, grandparents, Mr. and former member of the Board of
Photo by Wilson Woolley)
of
Murray
Mrs. Odell Hicks and Mr. and Constituency
Hospit
al Association, past
Mrs. Barney Tabors, and great
grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. chairman of the Calloway
Hayden Bogard and Mr. and County Chapter of the
American Red Cross, past
Mrs. Willis Short.
presid
ent of the Young Business
The Blalock -Coleman
Dr. Wayne Sheeks, chairman
Funeral Home had charge of Men's Club, member of Murray
Lodge No. 106 Free and Ac- of the department of philosophy
the arrangements.
cepted Masora, member of at Murray State University, will
CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla.
First Baptist Church, and be one of three speakers at the (AP -The launchig of the
fall
meetin
g
of
the
Kentuc
ky
former chairman of the
Skylab 3 astronauts, which had
Philos
Associ
ophica
ation at the
l
Murray-Calloway County
University of Louisville Nov. 17. been scheduled for Saturday,
Social Service committee.
He will present a paper on has been delayed at least five
Judge Rayburn is survived by
days until Nov. 15, because of
Word has been received of the his
"Htune
's Doctrine of Belief:
wife, Mrs. Mary Ely
cracks
in all eight stabilizing
death of Nina K. Walker who Raybu
rn, 712 Olive Street, Truth Based on Feeling." The fins in the
first stage of the
died October 21, in Chicago, Ill.
paper
was
given
origina
lly
in
Murray; one son, Michael
booste
r
rocket
, space agency
Funeral services were held Raybu
Octob
er at a philosophy
rn, and two grandofficials said today.
there with burial in the Mt.
children, Douglas Michael and colloquium on the campus.
A NASA spokesman said the
Carmel Cemetery on WedSheets, who joined the
Beverly Gayle Rayburn,
launch
crew had started drainnesday, October 24.
univers
ity faculty in 1965, is also
Memphis, Tenn.; one sister,
ing fuel from the Saturn 113
Walker, a former resident of Mrs. Edgar
editor
of
"Midw
the
ester
n
(Mary Nell)
rocket and that plans were unCalloway County,is survived by Shirley, Holida
y Dr., Murray; Journal of Philosophy," a der way to
replace the defeca sister, Maids La Rocca of one brother, Hayman
publica
tion sponsored by the
Rayburn,
tive fins. Replacement fins
Chicago, 111., and a niece, Mrs. 518 South Ilth
Street, Murray. department of philosophy at were being
flown here from a
John Hollan of Murray.
Funeral services will be held Murray State.
Joining Sheeks as speakers on NASA facility at Michoud, La.
Thursday at 1:30 p.m. at the
The spokesman said it was
chapel of the ill. Churchill the K.P.A. program will be Dr. hoped the repair work
could be
James
H.
Eberen
Cather
of
z
ine
Funeral Horne with Dr. H.C.
accomplished on the launch
Chiles and Rev. Richard Walker Spalding College in Louisville, pad. If the rocket
had to be re1973 president of the Kentucky
officiating.
Philosophical Association, and turned to an assembly building,
Entombment will be in the
the delay might have to be
Ms. Kristin Shrader of the
longer than five days.
Audry Ray Hill of Alma Route Murray Mausoleum. Friends University of Louisville.
One died Tuesday at 3:35 p.m. may call at the J.H. Funeral
at the Murray-Calloway County Home after five p.m. today
Wednesday).
Brownie Swim Day To
Hospital. He was 64 years of
age.
Be Held On Saturday
The deceased was a member
A benefit supper and gospel
of the Pentecostal Holiness
The Brownie Swim Day will singing program will be held
at
Church. Born January 10, 1909,
be held Saturday, November 10, the Dexter Community Center
in Calloway County, he was the
from ten am. to 12 noon at the on Saturday, November
10,
son of the late Ben Franklin Hill
Murray State University sponsored by the
Dexter
and Mattie Elizabeth Nanny
swimming pool in the Carr Homemakers Club,
with
Hill.
Health Building.
proceeds to go to the Crippled
Mr. Hill is survived by his
Parents are responsible fat- Children's
Telethon
on
wife, Mrs. Autumn Duncan Hill
their children's transportation Paducah TV on Novem
ber 17.
of Alma Route One; one
to and from the pool and the
Plate, lunches will be served
daughter, Mrs. Paulene Morris,
The Calloway County chapter charge will be twenty-five from four to seven p.m. and
1214 Melrose, Murray; five of the Future Farmers of centers per pertain, a Browni
e other refreshments will be
eons. Linard of Murray Route America, in cooperation with spokesman said.
served throughout the program.
Two, Howard of Murray Route the Calloway County Farm
Singing will start at seven
Five, and Frank, Glenn, and Bureau, will present a farm
p.m. Included in the singing
Daryl Hill, all of alma Route safety program Thursday,
groups will be the Bu-Mac Boys,
One.
November 8, at seven p.m. at
The Neighbors, and others.
Also surviving are five the Calloway Count
A handmade quilt will
y High
be
Coatia
ued
from
sisters, Mrs. Beatrice Phillips School
Page 1)
given away at eight p.m.
.
four-state area.
of Murray Route Two, Mrs.
The public is invited to attend,
Cletus
W.
Thompson,
Myrtle Parrish of Hazel Route
In 1969. Bear was named the a club spoke
Casualty Underwriter for the
sman said.
Two, Mrs. Ruby Parrish of
Distinguished Professor of The
Kentucky Farm Bureau Mutual
Murray Route Three, Mrs.
Year by the university's Alumni
Insurance Company, will be the
Association. He also served as
Irene Ludon of Alma Route One,
featured speaker. A native of
and Mrs. Earline Cunningham
the institution's first omMcCracken
County
and
of Murray Route Five; two
graduate of Reidland High budsman.
brothers, Norman Hill of
Dr. Curris will be formally
School, Thompson has served
Arkansas and Leon Hill of
inaugurated Nov. 12 at
the Farm Bureau since 1949,
Louisville; twenty-one granceremonies beginning at 2:30
Miss Selwyn Schultz, student
except for two years spent with
chhildren .
p.m. in Lovett Auditorium, at Murray High
the United States Army Counter
School and
Funeral services will be held
during which Dr Elvis Stahr, parliamentarian
Intelligence Corp
of the KenThursday at one p.m. at the
president of the National tucky Future
He holds the title of Charter
Homemakers of
chapel of the Max Churchill
Audubon Society, will be the America, will
Property
attend the state
Casual
ty
Un- principal speaker.
Funeral Home with Rev.
executive council meeting of
derwriter, which was awarded
the
William McKinney officiating.
An inaugural luncheon is Kentucky FHA
by the American Institute for
to be held
Burial will follow in the Temple
scheduled for noon in the Friday
and
Property ind Liability UnHill Cemetery.
Waterfield Student Union November 9, and Saturday,
derwriters. This honor was
10, at the
Friends may call at the
awarded following six years of Building with the new Murray Capitol Plaza Tower buildln,:,
funeral home.
State president delivering the Frankfort.
Intensive
study
and principal address.
The Murray student will be
examination
in subjects
accompanied by her advlsor,
relating to economics, inHazel Lodge No, 831 To
Mrs. G.T. Lilly. They will
surance, government, law,
also
be accompanied by Mist
Turkey Shoot Planned
finance and management.
Hold Meeting On Friday
Shirley
McClellan,
state
Thompson
is
FHA
former At Fairg
Hazel Lodge No. 631 Free and president of
rounds Saturday recreational leader, student
the Louisville
at
Accepted Masons will hold its Casualty
Fulton County High
School,
Underwriters
Turke
A
Shoot
y
will
be
held
at
regular meeting on Friday,
Hickman,and her advisor, Mrs,
Association. He and his wife and the
Calloway
County Carol Lattus
November 9, at 7:30 p.m. at the two
children reside in Fairgrounds, Highway 121
Lodge Hall.
The purpose of
Louisville.
( Mayfield Road), on Saturday. will be to evalua the meeting
Master Max Weatherford
te the
Parents of FFA members are November 10,
from nine a.m. to each officer has made progress
invites all Master Masons to encouraged to attend
this year,
this four p.m.
start on plans for the state
attend.
meeting. Special invitations
FHA
Proceeds from the shoot will meeting in
June. and make
have been extended to students go to the Lions
Telethon decisions import
Club
ant to the
in the eighth grade of all the for Crippled
IMPTAIL PROMOTED
Children to be held future of FHA,
CAMP LEJELJNE,.
elementary schools and their on Paducah
TV on. November. .Dr. Carl. Law.,direcior of
Marine PFC. John J. Darnall, parents, but all others in- 17.
vocational education
son of Mrs. Clifton B. Hutson of terested in farm safety are also
The shoot is being sponsored tucky, will receive in Kenan FHA
Route 6, Murray, was promoted invited.
by the pledges of Alpha Kappa honorary
membership during
Refreshments
to his present rank while serwill
be Psi, professional business
the luncheon on Friday. He was
ving at the Marine Corps Base provided through the courtesy fraternity,
and by the pledges of unable to attend
the state
here. He joined the Marine of the Farm Bureau following the Little
Sisters of Alpha meeting in June to be
presented
Corps in October 1972.
U e meeting.
Kappa Psi.
with this honor.

Graveside Rites
Held For Baby Girl

Dr. Sheeks To Be ,Skylab Launch
Speaker At Meeting Delayed Due'To

Cracks In Fins

Nina K. Walker
Dies At Chicago

on to every city and county office they now occupy and
knocked Republicans out of
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — lost to incumb
ent Rep. Sam B. who had been seeking re-ek'.
three others: county clerk, Victimized possibly by WaterThomas, 1)-Lebanon.
tion, died.
county coroner and county gate but definitely by a sweep
Present Rep. Theron KissinIn another hot race in that
property valuation adminis- of local races in Jefferson
ger, R-Beaver Dam,lost his bid area, incumbent Sen. Clyde
trator.
County, Republicans lost at to enter the
state Senate, being Middleton, R-Ft. Mitchell, deSloane, who figured he least five seats in the Kentucky defeated by Earl Glenn, a feated Democratic Challenger
walked 250 miles criss-crossing General Assembly in Tuesday's Democrat from Leitchfield. The Ronald Glenn Crime 10,202 to
seat was left vacant by Damon 8,771.
the city during the campaign, elections.
The only Democratic seat the Majors, D-Cane
polled 69,471 votes to 31,816 for
yvtlle.
In the 1972 General Assemformer Police Chief C. J. Hyde, GOP stood a chance of claimIn Northern Kentucky, a late bly, the Senate was 28-10 Demoing
was
Lexing
in
ton
to
succee
d
the Republican standard bearentry—Democrat Elmer Dietz cratic and the House was 73-27
er, in unofficial returns from outgoing Sen. Gibson Downing, of Ludlow—defeated Republi- Democratic.
319 of 322 precincts. Running a Democrat who is retiring can Toni Holley. Dietz was
third with 545 votes was Walter from politics for now.
nominated by Kenton County
With only 63 per cent of the Democrats
Cosby, an independent, once intwo weeks ago when
dicted on charges growing out vote counted there late Tuesday incumbent Rep. Carl Mershon,
of racial disorders here in 1966. night, state Rep. Joe Graves, a
Republican, was leading former
In a post-election statement, Rep. Willia
m McCann, a DemoSloane said that in Louisville crat,
by 8,685 votes to 7,280.
-people vote for productive
Two House races in Fayette
Prices of stocks of local inprograms, not political dirty County
also were relatively terest at noon
tricks."
today, furnished
close, with incomplete returns to the
Ledger & Times by I. M
And he extended an invitation in. With
71.9 per cent of the to- Simon Co.
are as follows:
to those Americans "who are tal vote
counted, Democrat Don
cynical and apathetic about pol1441 +1,4
Stephens led Republican Gene Airco
itics, who say that all parties
9 UNC
Cravens 3,945 to 3,643 and with Am. Motors
contem
are
A.T.& T.
ptible. Let those 46.7 per
48% UNC
cent in, GOP Rep. Larsad, disheartened people come
27% +1
ry Hopkins led Spencer Noe 2,- Ashland Oil
to Louisville."
Ford
50% +1
827 to 1,918.
Sloane campaigned strongly
62% +1%
Another race that still was in- Gen. Motors
on a platform which stressed
17% +14
complete found incumbent Rep. Gen. Tire
firm law enforcement. He said
Herman Rattliff, R-Camp- Goodrich
20% +%
he plans to institute district poCarron Smith
bellsville, trailing Brooks Ed- Gulf Oil
23% -HS
lice stations, relieve police
wards, a Democrat from Pennwalt
24% I-%
from emergency ambulance
9% +Si
Greensburg, 3,180 to 3,268 with Tappan
duty, and strictly enforce all
Quaker Oats
43.6 per cent of the vote in. .
33% Ai
vice laws.
At least four incumbent GOP
The 37-year-old physician, a
legislators from
Jefferson
native of New York City, grew
On Thursday, November 8.
County lost out to Democratic
up in Warrenton, Va. He
Miss Carroll Smith, from the
challengers, with one more—
worked for the U.S. Public
Kentucky Division of Consumer
veteran Rep. Dexter Wright,
Health Service in Eastern KenProtection will present a
trailing Democrat Richard
tucky, came to Louisville in
program
on
Consumer
Chandler by 300 votes with one
A joint meeting of the United Education to the Murray
1966 and launched a neighborprecinct still out.
Methodist Men and their Vocational School DECA
hood health center in the west
The Democratic victors there families
end.
from churches in Chapter. Special guests to this
were Daisy Thaler, who de- Murray
He was making his first politand Calloway County meeting will be the members of
feated Sen. Walter Reichert, will be
held Friday, November the Murray Vocational School
ical race as was Hyde, a police
officer for 30 years and police and Archie N. Ftomines Sr., Al 9 ,at 6:30 p.m. at the social hall FBLA Chapter.
Bennett and Mark O'Brien, The of the First
chief for 3% before he was
United Methodist
A film, "The Bad Apple" will
losers were GOP Reps. William Church Murray.
,
fired by the present Mayor
be shown and the danger
[Ale, J. 0. "Oz" Johnson and
Rev. Ed Crump, Jr., signals in buying and KenFrank T. Burke.
Stanley Searcy.
superintendent of the Paris tucky's Consumer Protection
Hollenbach, 33, was first
Elsewhere,incument Sen. Lu- District of the
elected judge in 1969 when the
United Methodist laws will be discussed.
Democrats won back the court- ther Plummer, R-Variceburg, Church, will be the guest
The program is available to
lost
to Nelson Robert Allen of speaker.
house and City Hall after being
any civic group or school upon
Russell.
out of office for eight years.
Special music will be by the notification of the Division of
Incumbent Rep. John Row- choir of the
His opposition came from
South Pleasant Consumer Protection. The
land,
R-Pineville, also lost to a Grove
United
GOP Commonwealth's Atty.
Methodist address is: Division of ConDemocrat—George Stewart of Church.
Edwin Schroering Jr., who will
sumer Protection 3aa Shelby
Pinevil
le.
A potluck dinner will be Street, Room 110, Frankfort,
still have two more years
Former Rep. R. K. Keith, a served with barbec
remai ing in that office.
ue, coffee, Ky. 40601. The toll free number
Republican from Hodgenville, and soft drinks
being furnished. is: 1-800-372-2960.
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Methodist Men And
Families To Hear
Rev. Ed Crump, Jr.

Audry Ray Hill
Dies Tuesday At
The Local Hospital

Can Be Made
Easier Next Year ... :
When you open up a

,Benefit Supper And
Singing Planned

Farm Safety
Thursday
At Calloway

Carroll Smith To
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Murray High Honor
Roll For Period Is
Released By School

in that
. Clyde
, de:er
10,202 to
Assern10 Demowas 73-27

The honor roW for the first
grading period at Murray High
School has been released by
Principal Eli Alexander.
One hundred seven students
achieved the 2.50 or better
average for this scholastic
honor. This included 72 seniors,
36 juniors, 22 sophomores, and
20 freshmen.
Seniors
Susan Adams, Mary Atkins,
Maggie Battle, Larry Bolen,
Amanda Buice, Donna Cole,
Phylis Cottrell, Gay Crass,
Gingy Flora, Susan Hainsworth, Valerie Harrison,
Mirriarn Hendon,
Denise
Hook. Vickie Kalberer, Krista
Kennedy, Connie Lyons, Cathy
Mitchell, Trine Nicks, Sherry
Nolin, Stacy Owen.
Beverly Parker, Tonya
Reeder, Selwyn Schultz, Tony
Thompson, Sheri Thornton, Luz
Vellegas, Peggy Visher, Kathy
Watson, Beth Wilson.
Juniors
Teresa Adams, Jan Baggett,
Lezlee Bartholomy, Laurie
Beatty, Cheryl Burkeen, Cindy
Etherton, Jimmy Fenton,
Nancy Fitch, Jean Forsee,
Edwin Garrett, Ginger Gilliam,
Ken Grogan, Jeanie Hendon,
Lynn Hewitt, Steve Howard,
Jana Jones, Barbara Kemper,
Tricia Kline, Donna Knight,
Karen Lemons, Robert Mason,
Martha McKinney, Debbie
McMillen, Tim Philpot, Jay
Pitman, Michele Richardson,
Vickie Roberts, Lisa Robertson,
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• number

Beverly Rogers, Craig
Shinners, Doug Spencer, Tim
Wallin, Molly Watson, Sheila
Watson, Mark Williams, Randy
Winchester.
Sophomores
Bill Boston, Debbie Braboy,
Bruce Clayton, Donna Corn-

Dr. Prince On Program
At Meeting of Council

•
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Dr. Joe N. Prince, dean of the
School of Fine Arta at Murray
State University, was on the
program as a speaker and
panelist during the annual
meeting of the International
Council of Fine Arts Deans in
Atlanta.
Prince, who assumed his
present duties at Murray State
in 1969, participated in a panel
discussion focused on the
funding of the arts at a
university.
The council meets each year
to discuss matters of concern to
administrators of the arts. In
addition to selected arts administrators throughout the
nation, speakers at the meeting
this fall included:
Dr. Clark Kerr, chairman of
the Carnegie Commission on
Higher Education; Michael
Straight, deputy chairman of
the National Endowments for
the Arts; Robert Kingston,
deputy chairman of the
National Endowments for the
Humanities; and Dr. Harold
Arbert, director of the Division
of Arts and Humanities of the
U.S. Department of Education.

Wednesday
GAMMA THETA UPSILON meeting.. room 100, Wilson Hall.
7:30 p.m. Guestspeaker not announced.
LAMBDA ALPHA EPSILON (professional criminal justice
fraternity) meeting. 2:30 p.m. Room 502, Faculty Hall.
NOVEMBER 8
Thursday
ALPHA PHI OMEGA Open House. Fraternity Room, north side
of Wells Hall. 3 to 8 p.m. Free coffee and doughnuts for all
visitors.
well, Debbie Cunningham,
PHI BETA LAMBDA meeting. ROOM 104, Business Building. 5
Marla Daniel, Gary Hainsworth, Todd Harrison,
ALPHA KAPPA PSI active installation. Faculty lounge in
Business Building. 7 p.m.
Van Hendon, Mark Homra,
BAROQUE ENSEMBLE CONCERT: Directed by Prof. LAIO
Brenda Hough, Kirk Johnson,
Farrell Recital Hall,Fine Arts Building. 8:15 p.m.
Blair.
Tarpley
Jones,
Sally
NOVEMBER 9
Matarazzo, Donna McMullin,
Friday
Russell Moore, Marsha
FOREIGN LANGUAGE FESTIVAL Area high school students
Robertson, Sarah Ross, Sharon
will compete in exhibits, examinations and talent in French,
Steele, Bob Wilder, Donnie
Spanish and German. Sponsored by the Department of Foreign
Williams, Lisa Winters .
Languages under thedirection of Mrs. Susanne Keeslar. 9 a.m.
Freshman
,
until 3 p.m. Faculty Hall.
Emily Byrn, Stuart Cottrell,
STUDENT ORGANIZATION MOVIE: "Johnny Got His Gun."
Ken Farley, Jackie Galloway,
University School Auditorium. 7:30 p.m. Admission: 75 cents.
Anne Gregory, Steve Hancock,
Steve Hussung,
NOVEMBER 9—DEC. 3
Sonia Johnson, Mary Ann
MSU PRESIDENCY.PROFILE. Display in University Library
Littleton, Bruce Marvin,
of photographs,articles, af‘ards, memorabilia,etc.,imaging this
Deanna McMillen, Jan Outland,
important Murray State position. Library hours: Mondays
Sherry Runyon, Andy Ryan,
through Thursdays, 8 a.m. to 11 p.m.; Fridays and Saturdays,8
Tom Shupe, Lisa Smith, a.m. to 5p.m.; and Sundays, 2p.m.to 11 p.m.
Steve Wanger, Larry Watkins,
SENIOR ART EXHIBIT: Bob Pluckebaum, Louisville. Clara
Debbie
Wilson,
Phillip
M. F.agle Gallery, Price Doyle Fine Arts Center.
Zacheretti.
NOVEMBER 10
Saturday
ALPHA SIGMA ALPHA Founder's Day Dance. MurrayCalloway Country Club. 9 p.m. to 1 a.m.
NOVEMBER 11
Sunday
BOWLING GREEN, Ky.
REGISTRATION of Inaugural guests. 3 pm. to 6 p.m. in the
(AP) — Sen. Barry Goldwater,
foyer of the Waterfield Student Union Building.
R-Ariz., will discuss the current
INITIATION CEREMONY: Murray State Circle of Omicron
national political scene MonDelta Kappa national leadership honor society for men. Chapel of
day, Nov. 12 at Western Kenthe First United Methodist Church, Murray. 4:30 p.m. Public is
tucky University here.
invited.
Goldwater's appearance is
PRESIDENT'S INAUGURAL CONCERT. Murray State
being sponsored by the AssociUniversity Choir and Brass Choir. Conducted by Prof. Robert
ated Student Government at
Baer and Prof. Carl Mowery. 8:30 p.m. University Theatre.
WKU. He will speak at 8 p.m.
NOVEMBER 12
in the school's E.A. Diddle AreMonday
na. The lecture is free and open
REGISTRATION of Inaugural guests. 9 a.m. until 12 noon in the
to the public.
foyer of the Waterfield Student Union Building.
The Arizonan was his party's
INAUGURAL LUNCHEON: Ballroom Waterfield Student
presidential candidate in 1964,
Union Building. 12 noon. Dr. Constantine W. Curris, president of
when he was heavily defeated
Murray State University, will be the principal speaker. Invitation
by Lyndon B. Johnson. He was
re-elected to the Senate in 1968
onl_INAUGURAL CEREMONIES: Ceremonies inaugurating Dr.
and served on the Senate
Constantine W. Curtis, as the sixth president of Murray State
Armed Services Committee and
University. 2:30 pm. in Lovett Auditorium. Dr. Elvis J. Stator,
the Aeronautical and Spaces
president of the National Audubon Society, will be the principal
Sciences Committee.
The author of several books, speaker. Public is invited to attend.
•
Goldwater is regarded as one
INAUGURAL RECEPTION: 4 p.m. Lobby of Ordway Hail,
of the nation's foremost spokesPublic invited to meet the new president, Dr. Currie, and our
men for conservative Republidistinguished inaugural guests.
canism. He has recently been
critical of President Nixon's
INAUGURAL BALL: For students only and honoring Murray
handling of the Watergate scanState's newly-inaugurated president, Dr. Constantine W. Curris, 8
dals.

EVEN WELDING
BEING AUTOMATED
SECAUCUS, N.J. (AP) —
Manufacturers are increasing
investments in automatic welding equipment, according to
National Standard Co.'s Auto
Arc Division.
Currently, 5 per cent is auto.' 'Matic'irrith Potential'it- 20 per
cent. By 1980, one-third of all
welding is expected to be automatic.
Companies making more than
100 repeatable welds a day are
investigatiru• automatic welding.

NOVEMBER 15
Thursday
ALPHA SIGMA ALPHA Founder's Day program, sorority
room in Swann Hall. 6:30 p.m.
SENIOR RECITAL: Bonita Lowborn, piano, Harried. 8:15 p.m.
Farrell Recital Hall, Fine Arts Center.
H()ME ECONOMICS Student Association's annual fall banquet.
Murray State President Constantine W. Curris will be the guest
speaker All club members and home economics teachers, invited Information regarding time and place of the banquet will be
posted in the Home Economics Department.
NOVEMBER 15, 16 and 17
Thursday, Friday, Saturday
READERS'THEATRE: Members of the Readers' Theatre will
present "Flowers for Algernon," an adaptation of the novel by
David Keyes. 8 pm. University School Auditorium. Open to the
public Admission: 11.00.

Goldwater To
Speak, Western

We Reserve The Right To
Limit Quantities

East Side of The Square

MSU—TV
PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
MSU—TV 1Murray Cable Channel 11 and Mayfield Cable
Channel 41 is programmed daily, Mondays through Fridays,
beginning at 4:30 p.m. from the MSU—TV studios on the sixth
floor of the Fine Arta Center at Murray State.
LOCAL AND AREA NEWS: Daily at 4:35 p.m.
FOCUS: An hour-long locally produced, talk-variety show
featuring interviews with community, civic and university officials. Each day at 5 p.m.
WASHINGTON DEBATES FOR THE SEVENTIES: A series of
one-hour television public affairs programs with recognized
authorities debating the cited topic. Each Tuesday at 6 p.m. with
the following topics for November:
Nov. 6: "National Health Insurance"
Nov. 13: "Social Security: Universal or Selective?"
Nov. M: "Fact or Fiction?"
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NOVEMBER 19
Monday
SENIOR RECITAL: Keith Sperry,clarinet, Goose Creek, South
Carolina. Recital Hall, Fine Arts Building Annex. 8:15 p.m.
Public invited.
NOVEMBER 21
Wednesday
THANKSGIVING HOLIDAYS begin, 7:30 am.
NOV. 22—DEC. 5
SENIOR ART EXHIBIT: Jim Howell, Scottsville. Clara M.
Eagle Gallery, Price Doyle Fine Arts Center.
SENIOR ART EXHIBIT: Chris Almes, Princeton. Clara M.
Eagle Gallery, Price Doyle Fine Arts Center.
NOVEMBER 23-5
•
INTERNATIONAL STUDENT CONFERENCE. Sponsored by
the Baptist Student Center. Ken-Bar Inn, near Kentucky Darn
Village.
NOV. 23 to DEC, 4
SENIOR ART EXHIBIT: Dan Butler, Marion, Mary Ed MeCoy
Hall, Fine Arts, Annex.
NOVEMBER 24
Saturday
ALPHA TAU OMEGA annual White Rose Ball. 8 p.m. Location
to be announced.
NOVEMBER 26
Monday
CLASSES RESUME following Thanksgiving holidays. 7:30 a.m.
NOVEMBER 27
Tuesday
SOCIOLOGY CLUB MEETING. 4 p.m. Meeting place to be
announced. For additional information, contact Bill Hutson at 7538708.
SOCIAL WORK club meeting. Room 503, Faculty Hall. 4:30
p.m.
SENIOR RECITAL: Valerie Cady Cottrell, piano, Hopkinsville.
Farrell Recital Hall, 8:15 p.m. Public invited.
SIGMA DELTA CHI installation dinner for new members. 6:30
p.m. Thoroughbred Room, Waterfield Student Union Building.
Tommy Preston, press secretary to Kentucky Gov. Wendell H.
Ford, will be the principal speaker. Sigma Delta Chi is the
campus chapter of a professional journalism fraternity.
NOVEMBER 2'7-28
Tuesday sod Wednesday
KAPPA OMICRON PHI Christmas Bazaar An assortment of
foods and crafts will be on sale from 8 a.m to 2 p.m in the lobby of
the Applied Science Building.
NOVEMBER 38
FRESHMAN RECITAL: Steve Byerly, Paducah, piano 815
p.m. Farrell Recital Hall, Price Doyle Fine Arts Center
NOVEMBER 31
Thursday
PHILOSOPHY COLLOQUIUM. "The Concept of Person in
Husaerl"-Dr. Frederick Kumar. Respondents: Dr. Franklin
Robinson and Dr. Wayne Sheeks. 3.30 p.m., Room 213, Wilson
Hall.
STUDENT TEACHER ORIENTATION meeting. 4 p.m.,
University School Auditorium. Dr. John Taylor in charge. An
orientation meeting of all student teachers and their supervising
teachers for the spring semester.
TROMBONE CHOIR CONCERT: Conducted by Prof. Raymond
Conklin. Recital Hall, Fine Arts Building Annex. 8:15 p.m.
NOV. 29 thru DEC. 1
"THE GREAT CROSS COUNTRY RACE,"( The Hare and the
l'irtoise). Presented by the Department of Theatre Arts. 9:30
am. Lovett Auditorium. Annual Children's Theatre production
(Mini:Won: 50 cents or season ticket.
NOVEMBER 31
Friday
STUDENT ORGANIZATION MOVIE: "The Wild Bunch."
University School Auditorium. 7:30 p.m. Admission: 75 cents.

Nov. 27: 'Civil Diaobedience: Aid or Hindrance to Justice?"

ISIS 5IJ

Ends Saturday

CLAIRCti.

fi

NOVEMBER 18
Sunday
CONCERT: Nashville Symphony Orchestra with Thor Johnson
conducting. Lovett Auditorium. 3:30 p.m.
Presented by the Murray Civic Music Association Admittance by
membership card only. Murray State students admitted upon
presentation of student identification card.

10

Sale Starts Wednesday

Reg. '2.25

NOVEMBER 11
LAMBDA CHI ALPHA members will open the Christmas
Holiday Season with a "kegger" at the house beginning at 4 p.m.
For brothers and pledges only.

Stop, Shop
ST JOSEPH
and

(Open 9 am.I,

.7-9Zeddi

,
•

November 4, 1973
ADULTS 109
NURSERY 3
NO NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
DISMISSALS
Loman C. Bailey, New
Concord, Mrs. Patricia Joyce
Crouch, Route 2, Mayfield, Miss
Patricia Arm Thorn, 802 S. 4th,
Murray, Hall Wilkinson, Route
3, Murray, Mrs. Robbie Wanda
Jean Eldridge, 719 S. 4th,
Murray. Master Martin Blayn
Chipman, 108 Mockingbird,
Mayfield, Mrs. Susan Jane
Brunner and Baby Girl, 1805
College Farm, Rd., Murray,
Mrs. Reba Miller, 304 N. 17th,
Murray,Cross John Spann, 1409
Dudley, Murray.

p.m. to I am. in the Ballroom of the Waterfield Student Union
Building. Semi-formal drys& Free to students. Music by Ron
Millsap's Midnight Revue from Louisville.
NOVEMBER 13
Tuesday
KAPPA OMICRON PHI regular meeting. Applied Science
Building. Dr. Kris Jeter will be the guest speaker.
SOCIAL WORK CLUB meeting. Room 503, Faculty Hall, 4:30
p.m.
FACULTY. RECITAL: Henry Bannon, tenor, assistant
professor of music at Murray State. 8:15 p.m. Farrell Recital
Hall, Fine Arts Building. Public invited.
NOVEMBER 14
Wednesday
LAMBDA Cal ALPHA brothers and rushees will have an opportunity to become better acquainted at a coffee at the Murray
Holiday Inn.8 to 10 p.m. Dress is coat and tie.
ALL—AMERICAN CONCERT: Sigma Alpha Iota and Phi Mu
Alpha. Fine Arts Building Annex Recital Hall. 8:30 p.m. Public
invited.

NOVEMBER 7

Hospital Report
•
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Schedule of Events At MSU In November
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LIS

,6-oz. Bottle

Sale
Reg. '1.65'
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'Try Our"
Layaway
No Extra
Charge

LADIES

The Great Western iron furnace near the former site
of Model.
Tennessee. in TVA's Land Between The Lakes, will be among
the
array of field topics to be discussed during the -Betw
ixt the
Rivers" Historical Weekend November l6-18. The threeday
weekend is being sponsored by the University of
Tennessee
Martin Branch and TVA under the auspices of the
Jackson
Purchase Historical Society. It will be headquartere
d at Paris
Landing State Park in Tennessee and will include dayti
me field
trips to Land Between The Lakes led by both profes
sional and
La y historians.

Historical Weekend To
Be Held At Lakes Area
Turn back the pages of time
at a special "Betwixt the
Rivers" Historical Weekend at
Land Between The Lakes
November 16-18. Retrace the
footsteps of explorers, pioneer
settlers, and General Grant
during this three-day weekend
at TVA's outdoor recreation and
environmental education center
in western Kentucky and
Tennessee.
Headquartered at Paris
Landing State Park in Tennessee, Land Between
The
Lakes will provide the setting
for daytime field trips. The area
has been rich in colorful history
since French couretu- de bots
meandered down the
Cumberland and Tennessee Rivers
in the seventeenth century.
Civil War fortifications and
pioneer architecture are among
the array of field topics to be
discussed by professional and
lay historians as the historical

sites are visited.
Special interest programs
and symposia led by noted
historians are planned for
Friday and Saturday evenings.
The program, whichis being
coordinated by Dr. Charles
Olgivie from the University of
Tennessee Martin Branch with
the
Jackson
Purchase
Historical Society, will both
acquaint participants with the
history of the region and
provide for an exchange of
ideas
and
information.
A registration fee of 12.00
t 81.00 for students) will be
charged. An interest history is
the only prerequistion for
participating in this weekend to
explore the past. For additional
program and registration information write Historical
Weekend, TVA, Land Between
The Lakes, Golden Pond,
Kentucky 42231, telephone 502924-5602.

Harris Urges Coal Operators
To Meet Environment Challenge
Owensboro, Ky.--A energy to the nation's homes
challenge to solve Vie present and industries," Wagner said.
energy crisis while maintaining
"We must reclaim strip mine
a quality environment was land, but permit this
kind of
issued to coal operators at- mining to continue under
sound
tending the recent Interstate legislation," he added.
Mining Compact Conference.
Thomas 0. Harris, commissioner of the Department of
Natural Resources and Environmental Protection, called
upon the operators and officials October 20, 1973
to "redouble your efforts at NURSERY 4
solving the present dilemma ." ADULTS 87
Referring to a meeting held NO NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
last month in Washington, D.C.,
DISMISSALS
in which Nixon described coal
William Otis Hatcher, Rt. 2,
as the fuel of the future, Harris
warned that state officials Box 1, Murray, Mrs. Yrene
should not leave the problem for Francis Wright, Rt. 1, Box 99,
Murray, T.P. Jones, Rt. 1,
federal agencies to solve.
"One thing we cannot do," he Dexter, Mrs. Arvada Kenley,
said,' is to relax, sit back and 401 N. 1st, Murray, Mrs. Peggy
wait for the federal government Aline Warner, 408 S. 8th, St.,
Murray, Mrs. Jeanie Mae
to
provide
all
the
leadership, all the money, all Lamb, 504 S. 6th St., Murray,
Mrs. ionie Belinda Rogers, Rt.
the effort, and the talent."
Research has already begun 1, Puryear, Term., Mrs. Vicky
in Kentucky, Harris said, and Roberts Holton, 901 Main,
will continue with Gov. Ford's Murray, Mrs. Carrie Jo Collins,
indication that he is willing "to Rt. 7, Box 14, Murray, Mrs.
pour extensive state dollars into Sharon Jo Gills, Rt. 1, Fara complete coal research mington, Miss Kimberly Gwyn
Edwards, Box 11, Hardin, Mrs.
Program."
While citing the need for fuel, Carlene C Paerhall Pt 4
the commissioner also warned Murray, Mrs. Nebraska
that a balance must be reached Stamps, 717 Nash Dr., Murray,
between mining and protection Mrs. Lena Columbia C,olhoun,
of the air, land and water. A Symsonia, Mrs. Frankie Auie
balance, he said, "that will Lewis, Rt. 4, Murray, Lsac
allow us to do a better )tab of Mason Smotherman, Rt. 5,
taking care of our environment Murray, Mrs. Ethel Elizabeth
and meeting the power and Rogers, Box 363, Murray.
energy needs of our country."
Aubrey Wagner, of the
Tennessee Valley Authority,
told the Interstate Mining
Compact audience that T.V.A.
Is "walking a tight rope inThe U.S. Navy is to buy a
volving energy and en- British system capable of
vironment."
overcoming the dangerous
"We are producing energy to •'Donald Duck syndrome"
maintain a productive society produced in he speech of
.hut., we are also, focusing, on, deep sea divers by the oxyenearonmental problem gen-lietium tie-Mang 'FIVPX,
'
associated with the mining and Dire
The oxygen-helium mixMining of coal.
ture. used in dives beyond 600
61/ we have unnecessarily
rigid restrictions, they will cut feet where air cannot be used
safely, raised the pitch of a
Into an already tight coal simply
and make it Impossible to speaker's voice, making some
messages unintelligble. —
maintain the vital flow of
CNS

Plash

R
is2A
0

Seamless, stretch
strap bras come in
two styles. One is
a plunge, natural
shape, Kodel fiberfill bra. The other
style has contour
cups, stretch sides
and back. Both bras
available in sizes
32A - 38C.

P4
6L
f A
AROIE
D

88

Reg.
69.88

Buy a Polaroid 420 camera now
and save!! Color photos in only
60 seconds!
Electric eye and
electronic shutter included.

INFANTS & TODDLERS

NYLON
SLACK SETS

Type 106 Color Film...3.97
Model RO-309

0

Long sleeve, mock turtleneck
striped polo shirts with solid
ribnecksandcuffs. Solid rib
flared slacks. Infants and
Toddler sizes 2 to 4. In
assorted colors.

PANASONIC

CASSETTE
PLAYER/RECORDER
An AC/battery cassette
recorder/player
which
is car adaptable. Includes many features
to make recording a
pleasure!

39"
4"

23" TV PILLOWS
MENS
VELOUR SCUFF

Watch TV in comfort'

NFANTS & MISSES

A foam cushioned
sock with sure-tread
outsole. Sizes 7 to
12 in several colors.

MOP SLIPPERS
Warm and wooly, tricot
lined. Sizes 4-9, 10-3.
Several colors.

Gingham Check
CHAIR PADS

LADY VANITY ELECTRIC

COOKER - DEEP
FRYER

ROCKER
CUSHIONS

Reg. '10.88
Not exactly
as
illustrated

Foam-filled Boston
rocker cushions for
a brand new look!

Merit

CLAIROL
Electric

STEAM MIST
STYLING COMB
Styling Comb dries
wet hair...styles dry
hair. Uses 120 AC
current. Two combs
and a brush included.

999

Fry Pan

Wooden hand bag
is trimmed with
fabric and straw
Assorted colors.

Everbrite
LIGHT
BULBS

2-PIECE BATH SET

Heating unit in lid
"Broils", "Bakes",

tr
I

V

Put a little light in
your home! Choose
60- 75- or 100-watt
bulbs.

"Fries".
Reg. '18.88
Plush pile rug and
seat cover in assorted colors to cheer
up the bathroom.

ANTS IN THE
PANTS '—ks;enon

409

U.S. Navy to buy
British diving aid

4

WI ItiOu

SEAMLESS FLAT

Hospital Report
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77
Try to flip the rrost
ants in the pants!!
excitiag ,corn#
of skill for the entire family.

9-9 Mon. Sat

WM=

1-6 Sundays

BANKAMERICARD
swim" otra

ALL-PURPOSE HOUSEHOLD

WHAM-0
Vv
enm
MAGIC WINDOW

Cleaner

MAGIC ACTION crystals
create unique pictures. . •
verine Sarret '
—

Reg.
11.37

BEL AIR SHOPPING CENTER
We Reserve The Right To
Limit Quantities

Equal Opportunity Employer

/pop

7518777 BANKAMERICARD
tro65viv ttoar
Acres of Free Parking
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GROCERIES

One Basket of Groceries will be given away each hour all day
Thursday, Friday and Saturday. Come in and Register each time
you are ml Nothing to buy. Must be over 16 years old. Do not have
to be present to win.

CARNATION

COFF
EE
10-oz.

FROZEN'FOODS

'1"

THANK YOU

NORTHERN

(with coupon below)

for your post business and

Charmin

invite you back. A Special
invitation to our new friends
to stop in!

TOWELS
Hyde Part

Colonial

BATHROOM
TISSUE

SUGAR
5-lb. Bag

4 Roll Pkg

49'
Cool Whip

(with our coupon below)

Prices Good Thursday, November 8
thru Wednesday, November 14

Large Size
9-oz.

Royal

KRAFT GRAPE

PRODUCE

GELATIN
DESSERT

JAM or JELLY

-phieedb

Asst Flavors
3-oz box

ETTE
DER
cassette
r
which
table. Infeatures
ording a

Red

Potaotes

NASONIC

Pie Shells ,2kign 3 Pkg'1

(with coupon below)

PEPSI COLA

FREE
PEPSI COLA

Duncan Hines

Cake
Mix
10-oz. 6-bot ctn.

Mother's Best

FLOUR
5-lb. Bag
New Crop Florida Red

(excluding angel food)

With bottles or Deposit

Grapefruit

39'

5-lb. Bag

69'

NielEitiTS
TIDE
Sliced
Lean, Meaty
Center Cut

SPAGHETTI

WASHING POWDER

39$

1 lb

Field
Pro-Leaguer

PORK
CHOPS
$107

N

Metzger Old Fashion

WIENERS BOLOGN

PARKER'S MKT.

TIDE WASHING POWDER

King Size 5-lb. 4-oz. with coupon
Good Only at Parker's
$1
"
Expires 1 1/14/73

Parker's Mkt. Coupon
MOTHER'S BEST

ROYAL GELATIN DESSERT
(with coupon)

69c,,

lb.

4 3-cc bole! 294

Flavorite Brand
r Expires
ffGeoi
POanrtlyears
1t1/M1a4111
/e7t3

1-lb. Pkg.

* FRESH CUT *

Craddock's Pure Port

CHICKEN PARTS

SAUSAGE

Breast
Legs
Thighs
Wings
Necks & Backs

Parker's Mkt. Coupon

Ronco

796 lb
696 lb
696 lb
494 lb
194 lb.

lb. pkg.

$1 09

WITH THIS VALUABLE COUPON
INSTANT

Chase &Sanborn
COFFEE

•

Krey Pod

5-lb. Bag
with this coupon
Good Only at Parker's
Offer Expires 1 1/14/73

Good Only at Parker's
Offer Expires 1 1/14/73

WON

CANN

I

pkg.

(c
v

oNa COUPON PER PE1111$0•4

G... Ha LK Nx.

THIS OFFER GOOD THRU ))),

11/14/73

FLOU
R
with coupon

5-1b. bag

ornisimuummolk
Parker's Mkt. Coupon
ALCOA
n
Pad'ecrsoNLKO NC7A7
FOIL WRAP
•,Gioia SUGARI
.
I Heavy Duty 18"
with coupon
5 lb. 49;•
.1,

with Freeze-Dried Flavor

CHITTERLINGS
sit 99

Parker's Mkt Coupon
MOTHER'S BEST

/

111101 With coupon
I I yaws! Offer ExPPairrieser'isl/m14kt1111
/73
Good Only at
111110111111111111111111111111111•1111111111/

"IF YOU MATCH OUR QUALITY.. YOU LAN'T BEAT OUR PRICED"
Located in Downtown
Shopping Centers
7 a.m. to 9 p.m.
6 Days A Week

SHOP WHERE

Teu-CA-E
SAVE!!

39'

Good Only at Parker's
Offer Expires 11/14/73
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October 31, 1973
ADULTS .103
NURSERY..3
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Baby Girl Brunner (Susan
/
2 College
Jane, Mother), 18051
Farm Rd., Murray.
DISMISSALS
Mrs.410Vicitie Lynn Lassiter,
Box 364, Murray, Mrs. Mary
Laverne Anderson, Route 2,
Murray, Mrs. Jeanne Allen
Leib, Box A-7, Fox Meadows,
Murray, Mrs. Barbara Agnes
Weatherly, 209 South 13th St.,
Murray, Mrs. Aberline Skinner,
120 Spruce, Murray, Mrs. Betty
Route 5,
Irene Schindler,
Murray, Mrs. Novel Vercie
Patton, 203 Cross, Murray,
Mrs. Eaker Lamb, 1614 College
Farm Rd., Murray, Mrs.
Eunice Lawrence, Route 1,
Sedalia, Mrs. Frances Adell
Key, 209 East Maple, Apt. 1,
Murray, Mrs. Sarah Carraway,
Route 1, Farmington, Mrs.
Gladys Wilkerson, 206 South
llth St., Murray.

November 1, 1973
ADULTS 108
NURSERY 3
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Mrs Joy Fay Luffman and
Baby Boy, Route 8, Murray.
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Carolyn Ruth Holmes,
1626 Main, Apt., 4, Murray,
Master Michael Todd Graham,
607 W. 14th St., Benton, Mrs.
Margaret Polly, 1706 Audobon,
Murray, Phillip David Lassiter,
New Concord, Miss Sherry
Lynn Vaughn, 1604 Dodson,
Murray, Mrs. Betty Sue Gentry,
Route 4, Murray, Mrs Betty Lou
Parrish, Route 3, Murray, Mrs.
Peggy Jean McKinney, Route 3,
Murray, Mrs. Elizabeth Gayle
Egnor, 1711 College Farm Rd.,
Murray, Mrs. Nina Merle Fox,
Route 1, Hazel, Mrs. Carol
Boykins Thompeon and Baby
Girl, Route 4, Box MO, Murray,
Mrs. Payne Hester Farris,
Route 8, Murray, Mrs. Janne
Lou Smith, expired l, Route 1,
Kirksey.

WASHINGTON ( AP)- Julie
Nixon Eisenhower is angry and
fighting back.
About attacks on her father's
credibility ... speculation by
some that he ordered U.S.
forces on world-wide alert to divert attention from Watergate
troubles ... disbelief by some
that two of the Watergate tapes
don't exist ... allegations
about Nixon's friends ... questioning of family finances.

Women Wanted By The
F.B.I. Have Disappeared

Fast Print Copy Center
(FORMERLY VALENTINE PRINTING)
A DIVISION OF WINCHESTER PRINTING SERVICES, INC.

PRINTING AND

more philosophical in recent
weeks, thoughtful and gentle at
home - yet still angry and
frustrated that White House
credibility is belt; challenged.
The President of the United
States, she said, often sits at
the piano alone at night, sometimes making up hlii.ovm soft,
melodic tunes, sometimes playing "Rustle of Springtime," his
mother's favorite piece, to no
one but himself.
"Sometimes, all alone at
night, you'll hear this music in
the hallway," Julie said. "I
could sometimes hear the piano
going, and I knew no one was
in that darkened hall, and he'd
play."
He's affectionate, "not the
big hug, but kind of put his
arm around my shoulder and
pat me on the back, and you
know, the 'we're-gonna-makeit kind of thing which is nice,"
Julie said.
(hi national television and in
other interviews, Julie's theme
is that Richard Nixon has done
nothing wrong, that he has
nothing to hide.
What about threats of impeachment?
"
I don't worry about it
because I know my father
hasn't committed a high crime
or a misdemeanor," she said.
Does she speculate about how
the whole Watergate situation
will end"
"I think that before my father dies that there will be a
perspective on Watergate, his
achievements will be recognized ..." she said.

These charges are "great
tests of character and perseverance. But he's not going
to let them get him down,"
Julie said.
On the day the alert was announced, Thursday, Oct. 25, she
wrote in her appointment calendar, "Fight. Fight. Fight."
"'That was really the day I
decided," Julie said. "That angered me so much ... Looking
back on it now, it looks ridiculous, but that's exactly how I
WHO'S WHO-Charles Mart Blankenship, a Murray State felt. I'm not going to sit by
University senior, has been selected for inclusion in the 1973-74 anymore."
Who's Who Among Students in American Universities and
And so Julie intensified her
Colleges. A speech major, he I's the son of Mr. and Mrs. Macon public defense of her father.
of
president
is
Blankenship
Blankenship of Route 7, Murray.
In an hour-long interview in
Lambda Chi Alpha social fraternity, a member of the Woolsack the family's private White
Club, Omicron Delta Kappa honorary leadership society, and House quarters, Julie insisted
served as vice-president of the Student Government in 1972-73. He that her father will not resign,
is also chairman of the Insighrand Lecture committee and is Civil that he has done nothing to
Defense Director for Calloway County.
warrant impeachment, that his
(Photo by Wilson Woolley)
health is excellent and that
there's nothing irregular about
the family's finances.
Sitting on a soft, daffodil-yellow sofa in the Solarium that
the Nikons call their "California Room," 26-year-old Julie
portrayed her father as a man

WASHINGTON ( AP) - The
FBI is baffled.
It hasn't a clue about the
whereabouts of the three women who made the select "Ten
Most Wanted Fugitives" list
three years ago this October.
The women, all associated
with what the Federal Bureau
of investigation calls revolutionary or New Left groups, have
virtually disappeared, an FBI
spokesman said.
"We've had hundreds, maybe
Germans constitute the third
largest ethnic group in Canada, thousands of leads," he said,
after British and French stock. requesting that his name not be
used because he is working on
the case. "But there's been
,It is 50 years since America's nothing real good on them in
fiat neon sign lit the marquee the last year and a half."
orthe Cosmopolitan Theater in
Since the Top Ten list was
New York.
first started in 1950, the average lapse between the time a
Ontario produces about a fugitive is placed on the list
quarter of Canada's income and when he's caught has been
from farming.
145 days.

WHILE-YOU-WAIT

Plans Moving Ahead For The
New Public Equity Corporation

Julie Is Angry

Hospital Report

1 TO 1,000 COPIES
Camera Ready Copy Only.

DUPLICATING
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"sais-1/
Ari
504-8 MAIN STREET - PHONE 753-4662
MURRAY. KENTUCKY 42071

SAVE MONEY!

The three are Bernardine
Rae Dohrn, 31, who is sought
for unlawful interstate flight to
avoid prosecution for mob action and violation of the federal
anti-riot laws; Susan Edith
Saxe and Katherine Ann Power, both 23, who were charged
with a murder of a Boston police officer following a bank
robbery.
Miss Dohrn was added to the
list October 14, 1970. Miss Saxe
and Miss Power were added
three days later. jri 1968, Ruth
Eisernarui-Schier became the
first woman on the list after
she was charged in the Barbara Jean Mackie kidnapping
case.
The FBI said part of its problem in tracing the women is
that they don't fall into the usual criminal patterns.
"They have no previous
records, and they don't follow
the usual criminal activity,"
the spokesman said. "they live
an entirely different life than
the criminal as we know him.
You have to dig into different
places, get information from
entirely different sources."
They also were better educated than the typical alleged
killers, bank robbers and kidnapers who have made the list
in the past. Miss Dohrn holds a
Doctor of Laws degree from
the University of Chicago. Miss
Saxe graduated from Brandeis
University in June 1970, magna
cum laude, and was a graduate
student there at the time of the
Boston killing. Miss Power was
a senior at Brandeis.
But how could they have-disappeared so completely-without leaving so much as a lukewarm trail behind them?
"The big thing is they were
active in the New Left and the
revolutionary culture," said the
spokesman. 'There's a lot of
suspicions they've gone underground, probably being proacted by people who share
their views."

with a

PASTE WAX JOB

95

... 30 MINUTES OR LESS...
WHILE YOU WAIT!
'

Keep your car's finish protected...
and you'll actually MAKE MONEY!

-North Point. Stanciald,

November 2, 1973
ADULTS 109
NURSERY..3
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Baby Boy Adams (Mother,
Roselyn), 1316 Vine, Murray.
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Mary France Hargrove,
Route 1, Box 400, Murray, Miss
Lisa Anne Pen-in, Route 2,
Murray, Miss Lisa Beane
Campbell, Route 5, Fulton,
Hllmon Hugh Outland, New
Concord, Mrs. Elaine Burkeen,
Waldrops,Tr. Ct., Murray, Mrs.
Nellie Mae Hays, 806 Vine,
Murray, Mrs. Ynema Francis
Wright, Route 1, Box 99,
Murray, Mrs. Ginger Ruth Nall
and Baby Girl, 524 South 3rd,
Mayfield, Manuel Paschall,
Route 3, Puryear, Tenn., Mrs.
Madge Reeves Bradley, 808
C4Ithrie,Mwray, Ocus Fiirchel
Boyd, 1616 Miller, Murray.

916 Mayfield Road
Murray, Kentucky 42071
Moth..., Sy >ielqfInc

Phone 753-0345

Pt rAtu-Sinow Di fib.%)n

HOUR AFTER
HOUR

A great deal of emotion exists on the issues in which Public Equity plans to be involved.
Millions of Americans are angry over faulty products and pollution, to name only two concerns, but have felt powerless
to act.
Given this opportunity, Mechling said, they might quickly
absorb the 488,000 shares being
offered. Nobody knows if they
will, of course, but Mechling, a
challenge-seeking youth of 53,
distills energy from optimism.
He is, in fact, contemplating
possible measures to keep the
stock from rising embarrassingly fast. One idea is to .,
keep a secondary offering overhanging the market, ready to .
release if demand is great.

BRE A C OL
COUGH MEDICATION

7 oz.

Aerosol Deodorant
VI 69 Elsewhere

Neo

/11.15 Elsewhere

Synephrine

$t 29 Elsewhere

••%,
-bfeacol
3 oz.
Limit

Quantity Rights Reserved

-941-/c•Lfrie

While Quantified Laillt

Central Shopping Center

Mend A Nail

LAY AWAY AND SAVE ON ELECTRICAL GIFTS

LET SANTA HELP MOM ALL YEAR

1".;

0

Yen Wye*
ELECTRIC
CAN OPENER

Northern fkretrk
ELECTRIC BLANKET
single control
Full Sire
NoreIco
*19 95
PROFESSIONA
Elsewhere
HAIR

with sharpener
$14.95
Elsewhere

3 Speed

50

Hard As Nails

Hours: 9:00 a.m.-9:00 p.m. Daily; 12 Noon - 1 p.m. Sunday
Prices Good Hwy November 12, 1973
Van Wych
HAND MIXER
White,
Avacodo,
Gold
$14 95 Elsewhere

The underwriting will be handled by the company instead of
by an investment banker, with
solicitations made to many of
the people who earlier aided
George McGovern's 1972 presidential campaign, Common
Cause and other groups.

HALO SHAMPOO

Limit 1

DRYER

$933

$997

white,
avowed°. gold

ELECTRIC
BLENDER

ell 96
Elsewhere

Easy to reed
control panels
$1999 Elsewhere

---tr-

MISS BRECK

I

BRECK
CREME RINSE

HAIR SPRAY

16 oz

WINDOW

OINTMENT

V

98C Elsewhere

. 64
Elsewhere
.

-or
aikido'

4 Complete $eb

1
441"1.
,,' .i.,-,-

774

--__-,

4
44

99C

ri"wh"

RUBBER GLOVES

Playtrix
_ri.
WM'.

VITAMIN E
400 I U

,0... 3

_......

EXTRA RICH

3 474

c

5

.

LADIES
49 Elsewhere

97'

MEN S
*1 99 Elsewhere

Perfect for Sewing.
Fruit. or Bread basket
Paying too much

CASSETTE

C-45
C-60
C-90

for

4

"
19

2

Satisfaction
Guaranteed

BROMO
SELTZER

III •
lir. i

4% oz

100s

•

Value

-•

CAPSULES
biCIPS 7j 884 Value

74

10's

Satisfaction5
Guaranteed
PHILLIPS
MILK OF
Allik
MAGNESIA

PrOcu
-cto

..... i Regular or Flavored
IMMO
-- $1 04 Elsewhere

...._ 6 c
934 viii.

I/1 77 Elsewhere

111 29 Elsewhere

-

$11 27
AMERICAN
AIR
FURNACE
FILTERS

Assorted
Sizes &
Shape•

7imit?

99'

79C
E Isewhere
Assorted
Sizes

Use Our Lay-Away Plan
A Small Deposit Will Hold Your Selection

48'

BEGLEY'S BEST BUY

SHOP EARLY!!

Dows,

4
54:3
16
fli,

prescriptrons7

4 Quart
Capacity

MINI SSP RACERS
with sonic sound
Ph Sin
No motor,
TM SLOW,
No betteries

•
CMCUIT
010101
POW

It $ • fact that Booby*
has saved alga
Kentuckans ana money
on prescrrphons than
any other retail drug outlet in
KIPP SUCky

Mead
And with more than 50 Yaws
of serving the pnascription needs
of millions of Kentuckians. KW
know you can tram

Kanner

D0001

your

Let US price your next
Prescristran and IMP think you'll
find you can I afford to hews It

Scotch
•

trtilv

Coupon
4rrornii.i

GLOVES

•

BEGLEY S
COLD

12 oz

25 DIC.01./NT ON GHR151 VAS
PHOTO GREETING CARDS

Ladies or Mens

194

1

COLD TABLETS
364

.

VINYL DRIVING

394 Elsewhere

BEGLEY'S

ExCEDNIN
TABLEAS

HANDWOVEN BASKETS

C25,

Hard or Medium

DECONGESTANT

84 ,

Valuable Photo Coupon

Expires Nov 17th

PEAK TOOTHPASTE

.
•-,-.
ANTISEPTIC
/Illp M,....
7 Oz
--.--m-'
_
........ est Elsewhere

99C Elsewhere

Hand Saver Glom

COLGATE
TOOTHBRUSH

Niel

Medium Sire
64C Elsewhere

111 29 V•lue

16 oi
S•tisf•ction
Guaranteed

Lim3
d 1

16 or

.......

SHAMPOO

REXALL ULTRA CARE
HAND LOTION

'Small, Medium
Large

„.., *7 45 Elsewhere
il

BEGLEY'S
Susan Leigh

LISTERINE

OVERNIGHT
DIAPER

12 s

Phyla

REXALL

-'

CURITY
TAPE TAB

1.26 oz.

KIT

II

k

(1.

CALDESENE
r:ii

$777

. Assorted Colors

Extra Hold

994 „is) 67
13 oz.

$933

Regular or

iliim
......

STORM

Chic
MENS AND
LADIES
STYLING
DRYER OR COMB
$9.96 Elsewhere

$1295
Elsewhere

STYLE
. SETTING GEL

-'

Limit 1

999

...

$109 Elsewhere

• i- .

$28 96
Elsewhere

McGraw Edison
2 SLICE
TOASTER

with a $2.60
Purchase

.ii

Regular or Super

'15"

You can
Purchase any
4 pieces at
33C Each

$899

16"

pink. blue.
green. gold.

COMPLETE
YOUR SETS
NOW!OFFER
WILL SE
DISCONTINUED
NOV. 77, 7973

McGrew Edisze
STEAM & DRY
IRON

Von Wyck
8 Speed

,Th• Professional Choice

The St. Lawrence River and
the Great Lakes carry deep-sea
shipping more than 2,280 miles
from. the Atlantic Ocean into
the heart of Canada.

Assuming a six-to eightmonth period of consideration
by the SEC, the company hopes
by late summer or early fall to
begin selling $2.4 million of
shares at $5 a share, or $50 for
the minimum purchase of 10
shares.
As profits are made on class
action and civil damage suits

LARRY MAYFIELD, of the People's Bank presents Jay
Landers, program director of WKMS-FM, with a check underwriting the eighth program in the Cleveland Orchestra Pops
and Festival Concert series heard Friday's at 7:30 on WKMSFM 91.3.

43C Elsewhere

/
11
4Limitl

genuine

SIMONIZ
ONLY $

994
oz

$1 50 Elsewhere

Hospital Report

Les vs itesp your car looking

SHOWROOM NEW

aisime

and the like, they will be
plowed back into the company,
with only minimal dividends
paid to shareholders.
Can shareholders be happy
with minimal dividends? Mechling thinks they can be, and he
bases his view on the nature of
the people expected to invest:
altruistic, idealistic, eager for change, perhaps angry at industrial abuses.

re,

BAYER
CHILDREN S
ASPIRIN

VISINE EYE DROPS

pressed stock market. But it's
all in now, some $80,000.
Tom Mechling, the founder,
says that the "counter corporation" should be in action by
this time next year, the Securities and Exchange Commission willing. It will be registered with the SEC in Febru-

By JOHN CUNNIFF
AP Business Analyst
NEW YORK (API - Public
Equity Corp., the company that
hopes to make a living suing
other companies in the name of
consumer justice, won't be in
action until nearly a year from
now, but at least plans are
moving ahead.
Earlier this year, those plans
almost came to a halt as its
backers became involved in
other projects, including some
backstage roles with the Senate
Watergate comthittee.
And the arrival of some of
the seed money that had been
pledged was delayed because
the donors lost it in a badly de-

113 19 Elsewhere

PIE WIN flIfIltS

••••••

Kenner
SNOOPY OR
MICKEY MOUSE
Self Buttering
POPCORN POPPER
fitittor- koldsT
4n...6- ;444.1•••
removes for Easy Cleanine..hest
flip over and top become
bowl
*12 95
Elsewhere

LAMPS

ELECTRIC
TOOTHBRUSH

SO'•ho' 36 iiign
$15.95 Elsewhere

$11" 11"

• 42 lir •
Elsewhere

$6"
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Coffee
Nestea
Catsup

19
Instant
Nescafe 10 Oz. Jar With Coupon ... .$1

311:;:rth Coupon

CocktailF:.
Red & White All Vegetable 4 Sticks

Margarine
GIFTS
'

Pickles

erehrenreeDnitll Garden
Kpos
Pack 320L

99
chk

We Reserve The Right To Limit Quantities

Prices Good thru Nov. 13th

160z.

ENS AND
LA DIES
STYU NG
OR COMB
Elsewhere

JOHNSONS

WHITE

will be Ninny instead of
t banker, with
to many of
earlier aided
's 1972 presin, Common
groups.
• emotion exin which Pubto be involved.
icaris are angoducts and p01only two confelt powerless

Juice
Chili

Seald Sweet Orange 100%

1-lb. can
(with coupon)

Limit

Duz

ffef

P RACERS
nic sound
otor.
atter lee
Elsewhere

244

FffistY Acres

rOeSaL

Acres Baby 2041L

* * * PRODUCE* * *

Folger's Instant

FULL QUART

.Softener
Syrup
Sta

WITH COUPON BELOW
Red & White Fabric % Gal.

Red label

rch

Smoked Seasoning

LIQUID

Kwo

!action

Meat

With Coupon

Giant Size With Coupon

coffee

Pure

Orange Juice
Mixed itegetablei"A
2
C
39'
Frosty
39'
Butter Beans

hens

BM Value

Pork Cutlets
Gr. Beef

39'
89'
39'
89t

14A•d him

King
Size

F4 Morn

* * * FROZEN FOODS * * *

130L

BEGLEY'S
COLD
A PS ULES

Bacon

12-oz. pkg.

69
79
99'

.69'

Kellys With Beans 15 Oz.

•4

Every Red & White product
is guaranteed to please
you or your money
will be refunded

99'
29'
3p100
39'
4P1'
'29'
3/$1
39'
49'
59'

ATE
RUSH

ILLI PS
K OF
NESIA
.r Flavored
Elsewhere
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Fau,„..

Spray 15 Oz.
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owelsRed & White Assn Jumbo

B

Onions ten"
Grapes
Lettuce

3 Lbs. $100

Red

REDS
WHITE
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ags Hefty Leaf 10's

Konnew
OOPY OR
• MOUSE
ECTR

Pm..
...P...11:34.11A1P.C..r•

301114SONS
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1146

99*
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JOHNSONS

REDS
WHITE
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RILL QUOIT

LIQUID IVORY
R2559
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WHITE
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Growing Trend In Movies Is Injectingjouth,
are self-admitted movie nuts.
By BOB THOMAS
I Both started filming at early
Associated Press Writer
LOS ANGELES t AP — Ste- ages with super-8 cameras.
Spielberg began his career in
ven Spielberg recently directed
a $2 million movie, "The Sugar- I Phoenix, Ariz., enlisting playmates to act in 15-minute movland Express," starring Goldie
ies which he showed for an adHawn. He is 25.
mission price of 25 cents —
Rodrick Paul coproduced the
current 20th Century-Fox suc- "only to raise enough money to
cess,"The Paper Chase." He is make another film." He enrolled at Cal State University,
21..
The two young men ex- Long beach, because it was
emplify the movie companies' closer to the studios than Arigrowing trend of injecting zona colleges.
How did he get into the studifresh, youthful talent into an industry that had been threat- os' As a gate crasher.
"I spent a year at Universal
ened with hardening of the
„without working there," he adcreative arteries.
The accent in youth can be
seen in four current successes:
••Dillinger," "American Graffiti," '•Westworld" and "Mean
Streets." All were made by directors under 30.
Youth in the film business is
nothing new Irving Tahlberg
headed production at Universal
Studios al__A._,Derryi Zanuct
did the same at Vanier Bros.
at 25. OrS0111 Weilasmathe "C116zen Kane" wham be was 5.
But as the Ma lekedry
'ared, se did MS misiaes. By
'he 1960s. addille-aded 'radar.
..rs, directors mid sellers were
creating media far as asdience that was predwilaidely
under Z.
"Easy Rider" change_ el studio
thinking. The cheaply made biker film hit big with the young
crowd, bringing a flood of similar movies by youthful film
makers. Nearly all failed, and
the wonder boys found themselves outside the studio walls
once again.
But the studios are now giving youth another chance. Evidence: Steve Spielberg and Rod.
Paul.
Both broke into the movies on
their own, without the help of
relatives or special pull. Both

mils. "I simply dressed up in a
suit, waved to the guard and
walked around the studio visiting movie sets."
But the year of prowling the
sets did not teach hirn how to
be a director. "It's something
you can't learn by watching,"
he said. "You can watch how a
director moves people around,
but there's no way you can get
inside his head and find out
why he is doing things."
break-through
Spielberg's
came with his 22-minute movie
"Amblin'.." It was a wordless,
lyrical tale of a boy and girl
who travel from the Mojave

Desert to the ocean. Studios
were impressed, but the question arose: "Can the kid hiihdle
dialogue?" Sid Sheinberg, production boss of Universai, decided he could and signed him
as a director.
His first assignment was terrifying: directing Joan Crawford in a "Night Gallery" television drama.
"I expected myself to become
a joke at Hollywood parties —
'21-year-old 'directs Joan Crawford," he recalled, "Some
people thought the whole thing
was a publicity stunt. But Joan
was marvelous. She treated me

as though I had been directing brought it in on schedule and is
now preparing another film,
for 10 years."
The show was well received, "Clearwater."
Rod Paul grew up in nearby
although Spielberg thought he
did "a terrible job." He di- Tarzana and also started filmrected such series as "Name of ing early.
Winning an Eastman Kodak
the Game" and "Marcus Welby, MD.," but feels that mov- prize for one of his 8mrn shorts
ies for television really started convinced him that he wanted
his career. Among them: to be a film maker. After high
"Duel," with Dennis Weaver; school, he worked at the Broad"Something Evil" with Sandy way Department Store to help
Dennis; and "Savage," with pay for an eight-month course
in a local film school, now
Barbara Bath, Martin Landau.
Universal this year consid- defunct.
Many of today's film producered him ready for a feature,
and he supplied an original sto- ers have come from talent
ry, "Sugarland Express." He agencies, and so Paul applied
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for the training program at
William Morris. -They told me
to work in the file room until
there was an opening," he recalled. "After five months in
the file room I asked personnel
about my chances. I was told
they weren't too good because I
was too young and hadn't gone
to college."
Paul quit and took a job with
the CBS film branch, Cinema
Center. Within 18 months he
was running the story department. He found a novel, "The
Paper Chase," that seemed
promising. Since Cinema Center was being disbanded, he
and a fellow employee, Bob
Thompson, borrowed $3,000 and
optioned the novel for themsleves.

CHUNKONTE

BROWN 'N SERVE

11-0Z.
PKGS.

WEDNESDAY—NOVEMBER 7, 1073
Paul, then 20, and Thompson,
32, took the project to 20th Century-Fox, James Bridges wrote
and directed "The Paper
Chase," starring Timothy Bottoms and Lindsay Wagner, and
it is a critical and box-office
hit. Coproducer Paul didn't
turn 21 until the film was completed, and he admits,"I sometimes signed papers wondering
if they were legal."
He added: "My age offered
very little problem. With most
people there was an initial reservation, but once I preyed myself, I was accepted. That was
not so true with some department heads at the studio. They
were inclined to say, 'Shouldn't
we send someone along with
Rod?"

TIMES —MURRAY, KENTUCKY

FAMILY PAK
OF 3 BREAST
QUARTERS, 3
LEG QUARTERS,
3 WINGS, 2
GIBLETS
LB

$1148

LEG
1
QUARTERS—

$1 OR
BONE-IN
R.B. Barton, Jr.

LB

R. B. Barton
3-LBS. OR MORE

Earns Ph.D.

KROGER PRO
BEEF & HYDRATED SOYA FLOUR MIX

R.B. Barton, Jr., assistant
professor of management at
Murray State University, has
completed all requirements for
the Ph. D. degree in business
administration and will have
the degree conferred on him
next May at the University of
Arkansas at Fayetteville.
Barton, a native of Center
Point, Ark.,joined the faculty in
the fall of 1968.
He successfully defended his
doctoral dissertation entitled
"A Case Study of Twenty-Five
Rehabilitated Alcoholic
Managers" during the summer.
He spent about six years in
research studying the effects of
alcoholism at various stages,
including rehabilitation, on the
rank movement of Managers.
. Before joining the faculty at
Murray State, Barton taught
four years on an instructorship
at the University of Arkansas
while doing graduate work. He
earned the B.S. degree at
Harding College, Searcy, Ark.,
and the M.S. degree at Abilene
Christian College, Abilene,
Texas.
Barton is also a minister of
the Church of Christ and conducts Sunday services regularly
at the church at Hico, Tenn.
He and his wife, Jane, have
two children, Brooks, 5, and
Britannie, 3. The family lives at
311 North 19th Street in Murray.
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Steak
Porterhouse
US GOVT GRADED CHOICE
Round Steak
Cubed
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Club Steak

BONELESS
Steak SHOULDER-CUT
Swiss
U S GOVT GRADED CHOICE
Roast BONELESS
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Bids. K.C. Steak

LB

LB

$ 149
III
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III
LB
$ 49
LB

.69`
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OF 3 TO 5 LBS.
—
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Rounder Dinner

6
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79c
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PKG

BONELESS

Turbot fillets:r.s"-;::..".",.; LB

Or I TO
MAAS

LB

LOS

QUARTER -SLICED

FRESH WHOLE

PORK LOIN
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FRESH
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10 TO 12
CHOPS

$109

LEAN
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OR
SHANK
HALF

$109
'
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LB.
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LB.
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1
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I
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1

GENUINE
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Cooked fish Sticks

HAMBURGER

A n7 39E

ECONOMY BUY'

Dressed Whiting

$1

mei
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OR SAUSAGE. ,E -OE

Fox Deluxe Pizza

EA

KAY BEE

69'

MEATY

Pork Neck Bones

LB

TENDER
3-LB. $399
PK G

Beef Patties

Pork Liver

LB

59c
69'

LI S NO 1 FLORIDA
NAT

•

•

FLORIDA ZIPPER-SKIN

TANGERINES

JUICE ORANGES

89c
Navel Oranges
CALIFORNIA

Fresh Broccoli

.',Utt, l 'law ) serslurl

FLORIDA HONEY SWEET

Tangeloes
FOR

29c
10„,„99c
49c
Le 99C
LB

NEW CROP CAL 1FORNIA
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----rT.151tiTnreTrizir-

RED POTATOES

2020

FRESH

Turnips

! The Golden Hind
$ sails once again
i;.,. I,,,
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r Alfred Drake's ship, the
ailden Hind, saluted Dinners recently by booming a
'Mg wt Tweet pier. '' ''••'
.
.r0 Her American owners spent
hore than a million dollars on
ln
. e 18-cannon wooden sailing
+ship which will cross the
Atlantic next year to become
41 floating museum in San
B'raniism — CNS
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19%.

Your individual Horoscope
Frances Drake

15\V

FOR THURSDAY,NOVEM HER 8, 1973
Look in the section in which
your birthday comes and find
what your outlook is, according
to the stars.
ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
While Mars, your planet, is in
excellent position, you may
have to deal with others who are
presently under stress and
strain. Be understanding,
tactful.
TAURUS
(Apr. 21 to May 21)
tY

THE LEDGER & TIMES -MURRAY, KENTUCKY
VIRGO
SAGMARIUS
.
0. A„1, mode of approach if the oc( Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)'
4 kir casion demands.
A pick-up, a brighter set of
You
may
face
some FIscEs
stimulating influences. Yet
resistance, obstacles you had (Feb 20 to Mar. 20)
there goes with this, the ad- not
anticipated. But you can
Look below the surface for
monition to avoid extremes, to find
ways to skirt them. Mostly, more leads which will help you
curb emotions.
it will depend upon your persolve problems, get ahead
LIBRA
-/Ljrz ception and good reasoning.
faster in your occupation.
Sept,. 24 to Oct. 23)
Creative pursuits highly
BY-- no means, discount the CAPRICORN
"little things," for through (Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) Via favored.
Be alert: A thoughtless move
these you could attain your
YOU BORN TODAY are
most worthwhile achievements. could have more serious
Study new trends, suggestions; repercussions than you could endowed with a dynamic perpossibly imagine. Emphasize sonality, boundless ambition
be practical.
your steadfastness, prao- and a tremendous intensity ol
SCORPIO
spirit All these qualities, of
ticality.
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) ntirsi
course, are valuable assets with
Mixed influences. Organize
which to further your objectives
talents and know-how to AQUARIUS
but your forcefulness COULD
promote your interests more (Jan. 21 to Feb. 19) -7Shun controversies which' keep family and business
efficiently. Translate good
associates in a constant state of
Ideas into working processes. merely take up time and
dissipate energies. Change your L turmoil
Romance favored.

Stress discipline and selfcontrol. This will be a period of
sharp competition, so there's no
room for self-complacency.
GEMINI
(May 22 to June 211
Steady does it now. If a plan
or strategy is not bringing the
results you desire, tailor it
better. Listen to suggestions,
but sift well before accepting.
CANCER
(June 22 to July 23) 0
0

Restlessness
or • overzealousness could send you off
too readily on a detrimental
bent, a truly wrong turn.
Emphasize your inherent
keenness of perception—and
halt!
LEO
(July 24 to Aug. 23)
Venture where a belief is
sound and data readily
available. In the latter connection, you may have to search
more. Rewards for the effort.

1,2
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KROGER SALAD DRESSING OR
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niier

Doctor
in the Kitchen
by Immix* M

Hursh, M D
Consultant, National Dairy Council

NUTRITION A LA CARTE
• Need help in encouraging your
family to eat vegetables' Try
serving vegetables raw as well as
cooked. Children especially may
like such finger foods as carrot
sticks, celery or cucumber sticks.
green Pepper strips, or cauliflowerettes. If the kids help to prepare the Negetables. this too may
perk up their appetites

damages the texture of most
cheese' But some can be frozen
in smaller pieces These include
Brick chc:•se, Cheddar, Edam,
Gouda, Muenster, Port du Salut.
Swiss. Provolone, and Mozzarella
Wrap them in moisture-proof
wrapping, freeze quickly and
store at zero degrees Fahrenheit
or lower

• Did you know that freezing

• Nutrition really means the
teamwork of various nutrients.
For instance. vitamin D in milk
helps build calcium and phosphorus into bones Iron combines
with protein to make hemoglobin,
a component of red blood cells.
For total nutrition, no one food
can do the job. That's why we
urge the four food groups for
best eating.
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1. X-TRA LOW DISCOUNT PRICES
3 WEEKLY SPECIALS
Kroger maintains low levels of prices on foods
Kroger's got 'ern These special buys are made
OUT
DAY
DAY
IN
and
YOu buy the most,
poisible by market condition and week to
BUYS
TRA
BONUS
2 X
week basis
These are special offers made possible by
4 TOP VALUE STAMPS
manufacturer's allowances and special our
the extra PLUS you get at Kroger, along
chases look for the X in our ads and in WI
with all the atscive
Store,

WITH TNIS COUPON AND 5750 PURCHASE EXCLUDING TOBACCO IAND
OR FROZEN MILK PRODUCTS
IN TEMP 1 AND IN A0011'1ON To ANY
OTHER PURCHASE REQUIREMENTS
0000 TN RU Tuts NOV II LIMIT
ONE

TOP
rOP
V/111
'hLUE
)).1 \l"
_VIVRI
PPRII
SUr A‘'

GRgitAiTtiEfiUM

11 T
F1

PEAS

• The turkey that we enjoy not
only at Thanksgiving but all year
'round was originally discovered
by Cortez when he conquered
Mexico Only he thought the bird
-mat a peacock. Spaniards called
Use bird -take' which is the Indian word for peacock. Later in
Spain they called it "tukki". and
finally turkey as we know it to
day

I

WORTH 10' CASH
TOWARD PURCHASE OF A I -LB
VI.LLAGE MA1KERY LOAF FRUIT CAKE

KCO TAI

yolloU TU(11. NOV 11 LIMIT ONE
SOIIIIICT TO A ern-ICJ:11LE TAXES

v
Kroaer

,

3 7, 3

• Riboflavin, one of the B vita,
mins. helps keep your skin in
good condition. It's important to
the health of your tongue and
lips, too Riboflavin functions by
helping your cells use oxygen
Good food sources of riboflavin
include milk, cheese, ice cream,
meats — especially liver — fish,
poultry and eggs
• Women and teenage girls are
often found to be deficient in
iron, undoubtedly due to madequale diets To make sure you get
enough iron, you must include
iron rich foods in your meals
Such foods include liver, other
meats, eggs, dried beans and
peas. green leafy vegetables,
prunes, raisins, dried apricots.
enriched or whole grain breads
and cereals

SAVE 4 WAYS AT KROGER

EXTRA .041
TOP VALUE
STAMPS

•If you think being overweight
isn't serious consider this: Here's .
what overweight can do to you —
It may injure your arteries and
your heart. Being too heavy increases your risk if you need surgery It slows you up and this in
itself causes you to burn fewer
calories. Overweight may overburden youT joints and invite
arthritis
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Hospital Report

WORTH 25' CASH

1.=

17-07

TOWARD PURCHASE OP

ONEZ-Lo CAN

CAN

OR DARK

..,
(
?Domino
..Doneino Sugar

21c
21c
45`

LB

cv,DOMINO

Y9lowdered Sugar
t
.,,,,HEAVY DUTY

LB

HOME PRIDE

ZS - FT

Z.4Iuminum Foil
APPLE ,
,RAPE

ROLL

FOLGER'S COFFEE

:.=

4

Kroger

1-1b.

Adr);

Graham Crackers box ht.)
LIVES
NINE

TUNA & LIVER

Cat Food

2-"-°143`
CANS

Olt4 CLI
KNE
.
L

cv)KRAF.T

c
8-0243

&haiku, Dressing

4 $1

4 1$1
48`
27c
5`

Dressing

KROGER

Sweet Relish

10-0Z

KROGER

&Candied Dill Strips

I 6-02.5

KELL

HOME

PRIDE

TOWARD PURCHASE

1-lb box

cv

4•SSweet Pickles

22-0Z. JOY LIQUID

CAN

PDO

Chocolate Beads

ThIEU TOES NOV, 1 3. *OMIT ONE.
.
SUBJECT TO APPLIC

,iuxter
..4.4;vela.1d

89c

:8 OZ
JAR

-=
-7..

PORK 'N BEANS

TOWARD PURCHASE

&how Mein Noodles

'
S'4-OZ 41

1 29
434
59

1111.111

&Log Cabin Syrup
0,r)KR0GER

59c
69c

BARTLETT

&Pear Halves

24-0Z

OCEAN

1 i_oz

REG
oU
RLAR

FROSTED PKG.
SPRAY WHOLE OR JELLIED

Cranberry

15-0Z
CAN

Sauce

rv)LACHOY BI PAK

Chicken Chow Mein

35,
2
9`
1117

43 02

TOWARD PURCHASE OF ANY 2-LB PKG
KROGER FROZEN LIMAS. CORN.
PEAS.OR MIXED VEGETABLES
m
THIEL, TOES . NOV I) LIMIT ONE C
SU•11ICT TO APPLICABLE

.

vwkitift, wyivvw. ,dy„
WORTH 20' CASH

III

TOWARD PURCHASE OF 10-01 JAR
KROGER INSTANT COFFEE
CRYSTALS
THOU TOES NOV Ii LIMIT ONE
SUBJECT TO APPLICABLE TAXES.

C.

3

:

1 -LB
CANS

$1

PATIO
ENCHILADA
49c

IES
9

KROGER

21 02 $ 1

45`
Topping
43`
39'
W
Kroger Frozen
()range Juice 66cInzss 1 10
PATIO DINNERS
49c
12-02
CAN

10-02.
PKG

DOWNY FLAKE

BONUS PACK

.0. 111 1:

••I

it

3

38-0289,
BTL.
46-02
CANS

$

1

2Spinach
ROGER

FRENCH

STYLE

Green Beans

89

9

12-01
PKG

AN COMRINATION C't CHIE•4

•••

DA

DIET
PKG39
I2-C T

Sandwkh Buns
TWIN OR FLAKE BROWN

Rolls

N

SERVE

3,2-CT

LB
CANS

White Bread

220...79.
LVS.

BUTTERCRUST

TOWARD PURCHASE OF ANY I -LB PKG
COLONIAL VILLAGE CHOCOLATE
CANDY
THEW TUES.. NOV. II. LIMIT ONE
SUBJECT TO APPLICABLE TAXES

White Bread

220-0Z89
LVS.

LB

COUNTRY STYLE

Bread

Full-Moon Cheese

COUNTRY ST‘'Lt

ROLLS
2. 89c

Margarine

Ire TWO
0-01. TUBS

.
I

1 pc ['wail%
potatoes. E,•.y
slaw and roll

MAMMY'

4

Family Pride

Shampoo
COLGATE

$ 115

43,

•
—

PIMENTO SPREAD
99,

Toothpaste
Cold Medicine
PKG OF 10
Contac

16-oz.
bot

3 pc clock•n
potato's gravy
sl
i<
Cole slaw and /sits

19
59

La%
$1
3 for7
or 9c
7

W

$12

VICK S NYOUIL

—

.
14( $

DINNER BOX

HAIR SPRAY

43
'
47

LB

K NO C, R HomESCYLE ---

k

x994

SNACK BOX

HAUCK

C)
G
ZS $ 1
5
PK

,4-02

SNACK BOX

TI•I•IJ TUES.. NOV. IS. LIMIT ONE
SUBJECT TO APPLICABLE
IH1i1Ili

SIAM and roll

7 pc ctockon
colt flow
botter roll

WESTINGHOUSE LIGHT BULBS

3

EATMORI SOFT

LVS.
•

I pc cliKken

potatoes, 5r07

TOWARD PURCHASE OF PKG OF TWO

i4-oget1

79,

SNACK BOX

ifrooer
l
,

WORTH 10' CASH

KRAFT

Cheese Spreads

""

CANS

SOFT CORN OIL

KROGER COLBY

Kentucky fried Chickeet

1

WORTH 10' CASH

111

Margarine

'V&A} "

tWAMAWMCYCA

89,
89c
$1

ILB

LB.

Mrs. Margie Ethridge, Route
1, Hardin, Milford Mathis,
Route 2, Box 181, Murray, Mrs.
Mary Raspberry, 317 Irvan,
Murray, Mrs. Alice Bell, 1015
Story, Murray, Miss Jaina
Washer, 110 Broach, Murray,
Leon David Cathey, 1508:
Clayshire, Murray, Mrs. Mary'
Frances Brittain, Route 4,
Murray, Mrs . Annette Collie,
Route 5, Berton, Mrs. Ludie
Laura Tharpe, 212 Spruce,
Murray, Mrs. Gels Gail Green,
Route 1, Box 218, Almo, Martin
David Wells, Route 5, Box 317,
Murray, Mrs. Cora Mae Pritchett, Roots 1, Almo, Mias
Denise Dare Bumphis, 204
Pine, Murray, Artel Melton
Wright, Route 9, Benton, Mrs.
James Alie Gupton,508 Pine St.,
Murray, Mrs. Hilda Ruth Ward,
Route 1, Murray, Mrs. Marie
Wimberley,
Route
2,
Springville, Tenn., James Wiley
McCuiston, Route 5, Box 230,
Murray.

CRT;

46-0Z
CANS

BONNET

12,

NOINISALII

KROGER DECAF COFFEE
T•INU TWO NOV Ii LIMIT ONE
SLIIIJECT TO WP•LOCA•4-11

-0Z

Margarine
PARKAY

$11

PKGS

VILLAGE BAKERY

BLUE

1111

TOWARD PURCHASE OF 1 -Lei CAN

BISCUITS
4
CANS

JUNIOR -SIZE

WHIP

affles

Drink

2
PKGS

Grape Juice

KROGER

PINEAPPLE-GRAPEFRUIT

2 Kroger

2
4
4

Grapefruit Juice

SANDWI<Reil BREAD

KROGER

PET

GAL

%
IA444
1
. rot

111116.14661
1.

PILLSBURY HUNGRY JACK

HASH BROWN

Potatoes

$1
79c
59c
s59c
•LEs

89,

KROGER
(
v)

ieromf

Almemkekt
WORTH 15' CASH

49c

PK GS

77' 2Kroger Oil

III„

WORTH 10' CASH

KROGER

Toaster Treats

2 89c

&Fluf Softener

OF 49-0Z

•r

EMBASSY SYRUP

FINE FOR FRYING'

..,,,BUTTERED
(

grOger
l
•
Iii
•
/

II I41,

GIANT DASH DETERGENT
THEW TUES.. NOV 13. LIMIT ONE
SUBJECT TO APPLIC A•L11

Ita $1

22-02

TEXIZE

LACHOY

I

I I ...

gMQier

TUNA MAGIC
CREAM
SAUCE
OR
CHEESE
SAUCE

II a „Il 441I1I
I

KROGER SMOOTH OR CRUNCtiy

PEANUT BUTTER

OF ONE

4-0Z

Vienna Sausage

CANS

20 c t.$
PK G

Trash Bags
va, Kroger
Saltines
44,KROGER

1111,-:

WORTH 15` CASH

WORTH 15' CASH

LIQUID DETERGENT

PFEIFFER CHUNKY

8;
41`
,2.55`

.S Baby Food

ref
1111111111‘. r

1 11,11
,
1 11.1.1,111 1.111.1111 1 .

PINK OP LEMON Ml'-

CHERRY OR APPLE MINT

KROGER JELLY

2/kCheese

1:111ei
1

Heinz trained
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Council Action
On New Park
Questionable
The Murray City Council has voted in favor of
•
. negotiating for the purchase of approximately 40
acres of land to be used as a site for a new park. The
. land. located on Dolan Road. is owned by Mrs.
Mabel Pullen and the council authorized park and
recreation committee chairman. Rex Alexander, to
offer Mrs. Pullen $175,000 for the property.
We do not question the need for more acreage for
park development for the citizens of the community
nor do we question the desirability of this particular
property as a park site. We will stand behind the
development of new park facilities 100 per cent.
We do question, however, the timing of the
council's action since the council is apparently
taking the matter of a new park for the citizens of
Murray and Calloway County upon itself, rather
than further pursuing the possibility of a joint park
with the Calloway County Fiscal Court, which has
been under study for several months.
Some time ago. a joint committee was appointed—
six citizens from the county and six citizens from the
city. This committee, which was appointed mutually
by the Fiscal Court and the City Council, studied
several possible park locations in the county and the
committee members donated many hours of their
own time before making a recommendation :o :he
two eintrnmental bodies
• The joint committee recommended two locations
as being the most suitable sites for a new park. One
of the locations was the Fridy property located on
the Wiswell Road, and the second was the Ryan
property, located north of Chestnut Street. The
committee was split 6-6 on its preference for the
park but agreed both sites met the criteria for a good
park location. At the time of the recommendation,
the Friday property was reportedly priced at
$125,000 and the Ryan property at $150,000. The
Fiscal Court voted in favor of the Ryan property at a
regular meeting on August 16.
Now, over two months later, the City Council has
decided to cast aside the recommendations of both
the joint committee and the Fiscal Court and let the
city negotiate for a park site on its own.
-; Council members have pointed out that the
council's action does not necessarily preclude a joint
project with the county government, but it does
seem to us that the council might have better
resolved the issue by requesting another meeting
with the Fiscal Court to possibly work out the differences of opinion on the park acquisition before
I.starting negotiations.
Cooperation between the city and county governments, we feel. has been somewhat less than ideal in
the past and some services performed by one of the
governments are duplicated by the other government. creating an additional burden on the taxpayers of both the county and the city.
We feel that the joint, city-county, development of
a park to serve all citizens of Calloway County,
would be a tremendous cornerstone on which to
build additional cooperative ventures in the future
•e and we hope that the city council's action on this
.1 issue will not tear down what has already been built
••• toward this end.

1

Bible Thought For Today
But this man (Christ) after he had offered one
sacrifice for sins forever, sat down on the right hand
of God.—Hebrews 10:12.
The sacrifice of Christ for our sins is complete and
eternal—but it must be accepted.

10 Years Ago Today
3. Dr. (Colonel) Oliver C. Hood has been presented
, the United States Air Force outstanding unit award
« for services while in Wiesbaden, Germany. He is the
son of Mrs. Mary L. Hood of Murray and the late R.
Hall Hood.
Deaths reported are Standford Stubblefield, age
65, and Mrs. Edith Oliver, age 94.
The Calloway County High School Debaters—Mike
4: Smith, Mark Lassiter, Cincly Greenfield, Bobby
'Dodd, Joan Heidbrink, Billy Steele, Joanne Bennett,
; and Roger Mitchell—participated in the Debate
Tournament held at Paducah Tilghman. Mrs. Reba
Miller is debate coach.
Mrs. F.E. Crawford, Misses Frances Sexton, Ruth
Sexton. Carole Outland, and Melissa Henry gave an
informal discussion of their travels in Europe at the
meeting of the Delta Department of the Murray
Woman's Club.

f

Seen&Heard
Around
Murray

Senator
Dee Huddleston
REPORTS TO THE

PEOPLE OF

By James C

MEETING WITH DR. KISSINGER

Mexico City. Beautiful city.
Drove 25 miles north of the city
to see the ancient pyramids. We
were enthralled by this sight.
Who build them? The Mayas?
The
Toltecs?
Enormous
pyramids made of individual
stones held together with
mortar. It went up in levels and
stones stuck out at intervals
over the face of the pyramid.
These stones held a stucco in
place which covered the entire
pyramid. A smooth surface
which was colored red. This
stucco has been weathered
away now but you can still see it
in places. The pyramid area is a
huge complex of temples
around which their worship
centered.

•

This week the new Ad Hoc Subcommittee on Government Procurement, of whieh I am a member, began
hearings on proposed legislation to create an Office of
Federal Procurement Policy. These hearings will also
provide an extensive and needed review of government
procurement activities.
The work in which this Subcommittee will be involved
is part of an unprecedented move to protect the tax monies
of the American people. Federal procurement activities
total about $60 billion a year -- almost one-fourth of the
total federal budget. They involve everything from the
purchase of pencils to missile systems and high-powered
aircraft. They cover the services of architectural and
engineering firms, of research departments and the purchase, maintenance and repair of billions of dollars worth
of real property.
The Department of Defense is, of course, the major
procurer in the Federal Government, accounting for
almost two-thirds of all procurement costs in 1972. 'Many
spin-offs of this principal procuring position are wellknwon. We are all pretty familiar by now with the socalled "permanent defense industry" and of the more
widely heralded cases of cost over-runs. These are, indeed,
problems to which we must address ourselves, but they are
only part of the problems in the procurement process.
Rather than discuss specific problems at this time,
however, suffice it to say that in view of the sizeable
amount of the taxpayers' dollars which go into procurement and the economic and social repercussions the
process can have on areas and individuals, we should
demand that this money be spent in the most effective,
efficient and economical manner possible.
Furthermore, we owe it to those who are called upon
to participate in the process -- government contractors in all
types of operations - to provide clear and viable guidance
for procurement needs. Unless such guidance is available
we cannot expect that procurement will be carried out
in the best way possible.

MONTROSE,CALIF.,LEDGER:"There are a lot
of sincere people worrying because there soon might
not be a national bird—an inspirational symbol of
our country. And there are some who are worrying
that there soon might not be a nation for the national
bird. Look at the eagle on the Eisenhower dollar (a
base metal :indwich). and check the claws They
are all clasping the olive branch of peace. The older
dollar—the real one that was mostly silver—
depicted the national bird with one foot holding the
olive branch. and the other a bunch of arrows—to be
ased. just in case...."
ELK POINT, S.D., LEADER-COURIER: "Most
countries of the world use the metric system for
measurements. The notable exception is the United
States and it probably won't be many years until this
country does. It is actually a much simpler method
than ours and it will be a great advantage especially
with companies who engage in foreign trade. There
are many other advantages as well. The bad feature
about it is that we will all have to educate ourselves
to a new system of measurement."
ST. LOUIS, MO., LABOR TRIBUNE:
"The.. battle of the budget waged between the
Congress and the Administration should draw public
attention to the urgency of establishing coordinated
planning and control of federal spending. The nation
can no longer afford a congressional appropriative
process that resembles a gang of criminally inclined
youths racing through a jewelry store. If both
Congress and the Administration fail to live up to
their fiscal responsibilities, national bankruptcy
seems to be the ultimate ,alternative. And that
usually requires a dictatorship and would end our
freedom under representative government."

Cobblestone road goes around
the entire temple area which is
all fenced in now to prevent
vandalism.

k NIPPON CALLING
RED CHINA DETENTE

Japan is pushing trade
Secretary of State Henry Kis-

singer's plans for another visit to
Peking reminds us that the Soviet
Union is not the only Communist
country trying to reap benefits
from a new policy of detente toward the free world. The Chinese
Communists, too, are managing
to improve their agricultural and
industrial prospects through new
avenues of trade and cooperation
with the non-Communist world —
particularly with Japan.
Although it was President Nixon who managed to open a door to
mainland China last year, the
Japanese have been rushing
through that door in far greater
numbers than Americans. About
3,000 U.S. citizens have received
visas to visit Red China. More
than 8,000 Japanese citizens,
businessmen, have
mostly
traveled the same route.
Asian detente has stimulated
Red China's trade with Japan to a
much greater degree than it has
affected trade with the United
States. Japan has found the Chinese mainland to be a promising
source of raw materials. Peking
has agreed Up sell petroleum to
fuel-hungry Japan as a "symbol
of friendship." In return, entire
industrial plants are moving from
Japan to mainland ports.
We would expect the businessminded Japanese to exploit these
trade opportunities. What is surprising is that Japan is managing
to do it without compromising its
considerable trade and investment on Taiwan. Although Tokyo
broke off diplomatic relations
with Taipei a year ago to satisfy
Peking, Japanese trade and investment with Nationalist China
has actually increased since then.
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Peking is willing to wink at the
fact that Japan is following a "two
China" policy in economic terms
while stating in diplomatic terms,
that there is only one China and
the Peking government represents it. In fact, Peking is winking
at its own Communist ideology in
order to make trade deals with
Japan. While mainland Chinese
are taught that borrowing is a
capitalist sin which good Communists forgo, Peking is borrowing
millions at 6 per cent from Ja-

pan's Export-Import Bank to pay
for industrial equipment and
other goods needed on the mainland.
The Japanese were miffed when
President Nixon's trip to Peking
caught them off balance. They appear to have recovered their balance nicely. Secure under our nuclear umbrella, they have left the
United States of America to worry
about the impact of Communist
China's emergence on Far Eastern security and to wrestle with
the issue of the future of Taiwan.
While the United States has
made this a Year of Europe in its
diplomacy, it has been very much
a Year of China for the Japanese.
The year has taught us that detente between the Soviet Union
and the West may not mean as
much as we hoped in terms of security and relaxation of tension in
Europe. It is an opportune time
for Dr. Kissinger to review what
Asian detente is meaning to the
Far East — both in terms of U.S
interests in that part of the world,
and in terms of the new links being forged between the mainland
and an economically powerful Japan.

Four or five days in Mexico
then on to Guadalajara. We
figured that we would make it in
about six hours, but we failed to
realize that there was a 10,030
foot mountain between us and
Guadalajara which took us six
hours to get over. Fantastic
views similar to Switzerland.
The terrain changed greatly
and where we had seen desert,
we now saw a huge forest filled
with pine trees 100 feet high,
deep chasms,lofty peaks. At the
top of this ridge of the Sierra
Madras there is a place where
you stop and look out over the
valley of a "thousand peaks."
Breathtakingly beautiful.
Stopped for the night at
Morelia at a villa on the
mountainside. It cost $24 dollars
for the night but this included
the meals which were delicious.
Morelia gets its water from a
acquaduct which brings In
water to the city from the
mountain. Very unique since
the acquaduct dominates the
city.
We leave the next morning for
Guadalajara where they have
an excellent Holiday Inn. Here
we meet Joe Hal Spann who had
flown in the day before. We
were a day late getting there
since nobody told us about this
mountain that we had to cross.
By this time we were hungry
to see some home folks and
although it is nice to see Joe Hal
any time, we were particularly
glad to see him there.
By the way we called home
from Mexico City and the call
went through in less than a
minute and the cost was less
than four bucks for three
minutes.
Temperature in Guadalajara
stays at 75 degrees, the year
round.

Moon Trips Aren't Enough

NEW YORK (AP) — If man
can go to the moon, why can't
HARTWELL, GA., SUN: "The 'do-more-for-the- we —
Catch a cab on a rainy day
poor' politicans don't seem to have thought about
Spread snowfalls throughout
what they will 'do more' with after they get the year so the kids can build a
everybody's taxes up over 100 percent of income snowman on the Fourth of
Actually, the 'do more' disease is double-barrelled July?
Fix children's jaws so their
Politicans who catch it have a compulsion to (a) do
don't have to be straightteeth
do
(b)
and
more
for
poor,
the
more for
themselves ened by an expensive orthoSo they spend like a man with an inexhaustible dontist after the second set
golden-egg-laying goose that can't find a stopper comes in.
But the taxpaying goose may tighten up when the 'do
Make all husbands dependable.
demanding
starts
more
gang
more'
than la,
Make all wives interesting
produces."
conversationalists.
Find a system that will beat
the races and the roulette
The Murray High School Tigers continued their
wheels at Ls Vegas.
PUBLISHED BY MURRAY NEWSPAPERS, inc. 103 N
Pass a law giving the death
' win streak last night by beating Princeton 14 to 0 in a
Murray, Kentucky 42071, Phone 753 1916_
to any storekeeper who
penalty
; football game. Joe Pat Phillips racked up both
Walter L Apperson, President and Publisher
up Christmas decorations
puts
touchdowns.
Gene McCutcheon, News Editor and Production
Manager
before the twilight of ThanksWe reserve the right to reject any Advertising, Letters to the
• Gene Mathis hit for 21 points for 'the New Concord
giving Day.
Editor
or Public Voice items which, in our opinion, are not tor
the best ir
High School Redbirds as • they beat the Almo
Invent a radio that can walk
Nicest of our readers.
National Representativisa: Wallace Witmer' Co., 1509 Madison
the streets holding a
around
0 Warriors 54 to 47 in a basketball game last night.
Ave
teenager to its aar
portable
r
)h iATdIv-t414t44klq.
roif,is
74,
Jarei. SSthier
'kiMe
Yarli"N'Y'44t.Ph.""e'esd\l'Subscription Rates: In areas serviced
by carriers. 52 per morlth,
Give the children of China all
Suiters5th 7
be home of his
dayatite in advance. By mail elsewhere in canoway and adioining
oatmeal that American kids
the
$10
per year, other destinations $23 per year Ali rnI
grade class at Murray 'counties
MrildmG"d.
missttye
subscriptions plus 5 per cent state tax.
refuse to eat.
Training School has organized the 1953-54 Orchestra. asEntered dairy at the Post Office, Murray, Kentucky, for tranSmission
Come up with a machine that
Second Class Matter
will cause all boring television
Josiag Darnall, supervisor of music at the school,
The outstanding civic Asset of a Community
commercials to self-destruct
will direct the orchestra.
.5 the Integrity of its Newspaper
after they have been given 100

20 Years Ago Today

Willipms

Still more. Folks you may as
well relax because we're going
to educate you on Mexico, the
easy way.

This past week I was privileged to attend ,:lassilied
briefing on foreign affairs with Secretar) ot Slate Henr‘
Kissinger. I attended at the invitation of Senator William
Fulbright of Arkansas, Chairman of the Foreign Relations
Committee.
While I am not a member of that committee, I have
always had a strong interest in foreign relations and'
briefings- hire the one with Dr. Kissinger. Senator Fulbright
has been very generous by way of including me in such
sessions and I hope to continue my interest in this area
in the future.
•
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times.
Fire all the world's atomic
bombs at some far off star —
and never build any more ever.
Discover a tasty anticalorie.
It would make all present diets
obsolete, as the more you ate,
the leaner you'd grow.
Cross-breed crabgrass with
roses so suburbanites wpuld
love to have the weed in their
lawns.
Quit knocking mothers-in-law
and honor them with a national
mothers-in-law day?
Build a 50-lane highway to
nowhere for Sunday drivers
who don't want to go anywhere
in particular.
Solve the problem of annoy
ing bubble gum poppers by selling a bubble gum mixed with a
quick-setting dental cement.
Force slum landlords to live
during the winter months in
one of the apartment buildings
they rent.
Note in a. government Abet,.
would declare a tax-free year
at least once every 10 years.
Find a way to change man's
personality genes so that he'd
get as much emotional pleasure
out of peace as he does thrills
out of violence and wars.

Next time you see
someone polluting,
point it out.
It's a spewing smokestack. It's litter
in the streets. It's a river where fish
can't live.
You know what pollution is. ,
nut vver7orkelloev.
•— •
So the next time you see pollution,
don't close your eyes to it.
Write a letter. Make a call. Point it
out to someone who can do something
about it.
People start pollution. People can stop it.
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* * U.S. CHOICE * *

Glum.' Gold glassware is artfully crafted, its contemporary
styling is designed fur tudays living yet
aptures tne friendly charm of early colonial days. Each
piece ProvicleS a warm Complement to any
table setting or beverage service. Colonial Gold is sturdy enough to
everyday use while providing
elegance for araCaous •nterraininq. Now Colomat Gold is made
available by ICA
at extraordinary savings. Each well, we will ba featuring
a different PieCe a
START YOUR SET TODAY.
A beautiful array of complementary Pieces is On display and available at
,,trtstancling prices.
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Jim Adams Policy
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-- No Stamps
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MAGIC
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$219

4-lb. Can
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'Middlescence' A Period
Calling for Understanding
By JOHN CUNNIFF
AP Business Analyst
NEW YORK ( AP) — Middiescence, it is claimed, is a
crisis period that calls for special understanding by employers. It is a traumatic, somastimes debilitating change of We
that hits men between agas 35

Speaking

By Thomas 0. Harris

Almost every day we hear
more about the nation's
growing energy shortage. The
Kentucky Department for
Natural Resources and Environmental Protection is
looking for ways to meet our
energy needs.
Kentucky is a leading coal
producer and must assume
responsibility for meeting the
nation's energy needs—but in a
way that does not damage our
environment.
This department is exploring
coal gasification as a possible
means of providing clean
energy.
Coal gasification removes all
the ash and 99 percent of the
sulfur produced by burning coal
and converts the coal into a
clean gas.
The process prevents air
pollution caused by burning raw
coal and is more effective than
the conventional and often
costly air pollution control
methods.
Kentucky recently donated
fifty tons of high-sulfur content,

Drucker in -The Age of Discontinuity," they are the pension plans, stock options, delayed compensation schemes,
etc. that bind a man to the
company, that make it impossible for him to leave.

It Helps To Know What
Doing When Mailing

Western Kentucky coal to Rockwell International in California
to be used in a pilot plant test of
the newly developed molten salt
process for coal gasification.
The experiment will determine
how well the state's coal performs in gasification projects.
The coal was donated to the
state by the Kentucky Coal
Association in an effort to
enable Kentucky to move ahead
in the field of coal reserach.
With the continued assistance
of groups such as the Kentucky
Coal Association and the Institute for Mines and Minerals
at the University of Kentucky,
we feel that Kentucky will
emerge as a leader in coal
research.

anV5the corporation *NW
know how to deal with wiskInscence, says the Americas WINIa• V u a 9
1.1%1 I
agement Associations.It ad*
find itself "drained if etyma
bemenagerie1 resonreas.
recipient pick it tip on the other
By G. DAVID WALLACE
cause the middlesced is a trouend. Express mail costs $1.50
Associated Press Writer
bled man.
WASHD:GTOIti(AP) — Mail- for normal letters and $2.25 for
Add the word to the vocabu- ing a letter or package, like parcels up to two pounds. It's
- lacy that describes oorporate Moosing new car options or ice available at 38 selected post ofmanagement, a group so thor- CrelLM flavers, has become fices--usually the larger ones—
' oughly studied, analyzed and more complicated. It helps to across the country.
labeled that one wonders how know whet you're doing
Since the Postal Service aims
WHO'S WHO—John Mark Jenkins, a Murray State University
further studies can do more
The Postal Service now offers for overnight delivery of air
than create more labeLs and seven different combinations of mail posted by 4 p.m. in special senior, has been selected for inclusion in the 1973-74 Who's Who
Among Students in American Unis ersities and Colleges. A biology
phrases.
methods for getting your mes- boxes or post offices, under
Once the middle management sage or parcels to where you normal circumstances express (pre-med) major, he is the son of Mrs. Dorothy L. Jenkins of 601
men who are prone to middles- want them to go. If you live in mail isn't any faster than air Olive Street, Murray. Jenkins is vice-president of Beta Beta Beta
cence were called bureaucrats. Washington or New York, make mail within 600 miles or to se- biological honor society and is a member of the Pre-Med club and
Alpha Chi honor society.
Now they are likely to be called that eight.
lected cities.
technocrats.
But with air mail, you get no
In the face of this array of
A technocrat is the product of services, individuals, by Postal guarantee your letter will artechnology and specialization, Services officials' own admis- rive the day you hope it will.
and he is a member of the sion, often get shortchanged. But the Postal Service refunds
technocracy, the amalgam of Efforts to apprise users of the your money if they don't delivspecialists, scientists, engineers varieties of service available er express mail the next day.
and technicians found in most are directed mainly at big-volAnd because of time zones,
large corporations.
ume mailers. "That's where some west-to-east air mail—
No one technocrat can move our bread and butter is," says such as Los Angeles to New
a corporation; it takes the William A. Rissell, customer York—isn't even targeted for
merged energies of many of services manager for the Post- next day delivery. Express
them to produce a decision or al
mail is guaranteed even westService.
other result. The individual is , "There is very good postal to-east, however.
subordinated, which is frustra- service if people know how and
Express mail, under some
ting enough.
where to get it," said Rissell. circumstances, can also be
The disease of micidlescence, "We probably have been recheaper than another new opif it actually exists, probably miss in not getting information
tion, mailgrams.
has its origins way back when to
individuals."
To send a mailgram, you
the young man joins the comAnd how you mail can make have to go to a Western Union
pany, full of hope and ambition.
a difference. A one-pound book office to file your message. The
He impresses management.
mailed 500 miles, for example, message is delivered by wire to
and soon he is on a fast track.
can cost $1, 70 cents or 16 the appropriate post office and
Remember that phrahe -fast
cents. The $1 buys priority then is delivered on the next
track." All young men want to mail,
also called air parcel day's normal carrier routes.
get on it, because it means they
post, and is programmed to get
Mailgrams cost $2 for the
quick
for
out
marked
.have been
the book there the next day. first hundred words and $1 for
ascendancy through middle
Seventy cents buys parcel post, each additional 100 words.
,management. Dr. Eugene Jenwhich should get the book there Western Union night letters, by
nings described it in "The Moin three days. Sixteen cents comparison, cost $6 delivered
'bile Manager."
buys the special book rate, for the first hundred words.
The fast track rider enjoys which
you won't get if the clerk
But since first class, air mail,
life thoroughly for a while, and
doesn't know the package is a express mail and mailgrams
,probably a long time. But he
book. The book rate, like parcel move at night, they're no help'
,sometimes get derailed, dispost, is designed to get the to people who have something
:pusioned,dispirited. By middle
package there in three days.
ready to move early in the
;age he might not look ahead
Special delivery is another morning and want to get it deanymore but, instead, reflect
item which can be a bargain or livered before the end of the
wisefully on life
a waste of money It costs 60 day.
we
man,
Such a frustrated
cents extra for up to two
For mailing parcels, what the
.are told by Auren Uris, author
pounds of first class and air Postal Service calls priority
:of "The Frustrated Titan," submail or 80 cents extra for any mail can be a bargain in terms
titled "The Emasculation of the
other class the same weight.
of time saved. Priority mail
PASSINGilt TIM GUARANTEE.
;.Executive," may become a seNormally the special delivery moves in the same bags with
xecutive, or one who dissipates
routes leave metropolitan post air mail.
fin extra-technocratical ways.
offices every four hours until
Generally, parcels up to two
• Gansoaral.....
No.•...roans
closing time or no later than 9 pounds in weight and traveling
ono, ppowl
S
4
no. .
•....•
p.m. Special delivery also func- long distances cost only pennies
tions on Sundays and holidays. more for priority mail, yet the
Otherwise, special delivery is time saving can be substantial.
handled like any other mail.
A one-pound package sent
Thus special delivery on an parcel post from New York to
air mail letter posted early in Los Angeles would cost $1.05
• 2 Hefty high tensile belts reduce tread squirm, increase mileage
the afternoon and headed for a and take eight days by Postal
Lose ugly excess weight with the
• Polyester cord body for V•Ivitt smooth rid•
sensible NEW FAT-GO diet
city within 600 miles would im- Service standards. Priority
plan. Nothing sensational lust
• Doubl• Chlorobutyl liner protects against Hots
prove delivery by no more than
mail would cost $1 and could
steady weight loss for those that
• Scientifically angled tread Kerfs provide positiv• action traction
a few hours, since the letter is get there overnight.
really want to lose.
targeted for next day delivehy,
A full 12 day supply only $2.50.
That price is a freak created
REG EXCH
F E T.
SALE PRICE
The price of two cups of coffee.
TIRE SIZE
anyway. But special delivery by postal
PRICE
rate schedules, but it
Ask HOLLAND DRUG STORE
on a letter posted just before a
illustrates the savings in time
about the FAT-GO reducing plan
1.8,1
21.95
16.88
three-day holiday can save up and money
A78 x 13
available to people
7 and start losing weight this week.
:
to
two days in delivery time.
completewho
as diligently at the
Money back in full if not
2.50
26.95
21.88
F78 x 14
One of the options so new post shot
.ly satisfied with weight loss from
office as at the food store.
that it's still considered ex; the very flret package.
One
persistent
question
2.67
28.95
23.88
G78 x 14
perimental is express mail. aimed often
; DON'T DELAY
at the Postal Serv• gat FAT-CO today. Basic express mail entails tak- ice: "Is there any difference
2.73
29 95
23.88
G78 X 15
ing the letter or parcel to the
.‘• only 22.50 at Holland Drug Co
between first class and airmail
.st•s
All pnces plus FE T and rf• on your car WHITEWALLS ST 00 mar* .•
post office and having the letters?"
.5
Both air mail and first class
travel by air on long distance
hauls, but officials aver that
WHEEL BALANCING 1.50
priorities in sorting at the delivery point guarantee better
service for air mail.
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Prof. Mihael Keaton, director of the Institute for Teaching Methods and Curriculum
•Regearehlt Moxeow-lant mitt'
pounced that English is to be
taught as a first priority foreign language to all Russian
schoolchildren
Soviet education leaders
also plan to advance compulsory education by one year
from the age of 7 to 6. — CNS
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SWISS TO PEKING
Switzerland will hold a big
industrial exhibition in Peking next August with about
180 firms taking part, it was
announced recently. — CNS

SAFER ALL-WEATHER TRACTION

Air mail standards call for
next day delivery for letters deposited in white-topped air mail
boxes by 4 p.m., traveling 600
miles or less or destined for
one of several hundred designated cities. All air mail is due
for delivery no later than the
second day.
First class is targeted for
overnight delivery if it reaches
pickup routes by 5 p.m. and is
going to an address within the
same metropolitan area. First
class is targeted to reach cities
within 600 miles by the second
day and anywhere in the country by the third day.

Cc

October 25, 1973
ADULTS 107
NURSERY 8
NO NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Wanda Faye Phillips,
Route 8 Murray, Miss Donna Jo
Raspberry Route 2, Hazel, Mrs.
Sandra Faye Morton, Route 1,
Hardin, Master Stevie Lee
Bradley, 1607 Ryan, Murray,
Mrs. Gloria Ann McLaughlin,
800 W. 79th, Merrillville, Ind.,
Mrs. Lavinia Jo Page, 500 North
7th, Murray, Mrs. Nina Frances
Taylor and Baby Boy, 1618
Parklane, Murray, Gilbert
Lavern Kahn, Route 5, Benton,
Mrs. Lydia Ann Phillips, Route
6, Murray.

BRUNSWICK
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Touch To Recipes
Alone and unadorned, coffee
is one of the world's favorite and
most social beverages, but
coffee also lends itself to an
exciting variety of recipes.
Coffee has had a place in
goods ever since early African
tribes" made patties of ground
coffee and fat. That early snack,
which the hunters carried to
help sustain them on their
journeys, was hardly gourmet
fare. But it does show how
versatile coffee really is.
These delicious recipes here
are much more appetizing. You
probably won't taste the coffee
as such, but you will notice that
the flavor of the meats and other
ingredients is enhanced by it.
Any of these wonderful dishes
will add much to your dining
table menu.

Got a question or a comment about bomemaldng? Address
It to "The Asket Basket," in care of Mrs.Sally DuFord, P.O.
Box 1203, Paris.

CHICKEN PAPRIKA
1 frying chicken, 2/
1
4 lbs.
1 small onion
/
1
4 C. parsley sprigs
2 tsp, salt

Judging from the recipes for Red Velvet Cake which were
sent in, it must be quite a popular cake in this area. I hope
you can all bake one during the coming holidays, it is
delicous. Next week we will print two variations which you
may like to try.

k4 tap. pepper

1 bayleal
/
1
4 C. chopped onions
• 4 Tbs. fat divided
flour
I tsp. paprika, divided
/
1
4 C. cream
% C. strong coffee
11
/
4 C. sour cream
Place giblets in saucepan with
2 cups water, onion, parsley, 1
tsp. salt, pepper and bay leaf.
Cover and sunnier 1 hour.
Cook chopped onion in 2 The.
fat until soft, but not brown.
Remove onion, leaving fat in
skillet. Combine flour (except 2
Tbs.), 1 tsp. salt and 2 tsp.
paprika in a bag. Shake pieces
of chicken until coated. Brown
well in fat. Add 2 Tbs. giblet
broth. Cook chicken, covered,
slowly for 40 minutes or until
tender. In a sauce pan, melt 2
Tbs. fat. Blend in 2 Tbs. flour.
Add 1 cup giblet broth, cream,
coffee and 4 tsp. paprika. Stir
over low heat until smooth and
thickened. Return onion to pan.
Add sour cream gradually. Pour
sauce over chicken in skillet;
cook over low heat 3 minutes,
turning chicken and stirring
sauce. Serves 4.
COFFEE TAPIOCA PARFAIT
I egg, separated
6 Tbs. sugar
2 C. coffee
3 Tbs. minute tapicoa
v. tsp. salt
/
1
4 tsp. vanilla
chocoble syrup
Beat egg white until foamy.
Add 2 Tbs. sugar, one at a time,
beating until mixture forms
soft peaks. Set aside. Combine
egg yolk with /
1
4 cup coffee in a
saucepan. Add tapicoa, salt,
remaining coffee and sugar Stir
over medium heat until mixture
comes to full boll. Remove from
heat, pow a small amount on
egg white mixture and blend
well. Quickly stir in remaining
tapioca mixture. Add vanilla.
Cool; stir once after 15 minutes.
Chill. Spoon alternating layirs
of tapioca mixture, whipped
topping and chocolate into
parfait glasses. Top with
whipped topping and chopped
nuts or a cherry. Serves 6 to 8
COFFEE BREAD PUDDING
I C. strong coffee
1 C. light cream
C. milk
•slices buttered raisin bread (or
plain bread plus raisins)
2 eggs
/
1
2 C. sugar
% tsp. salt
1 tsp. vanilla
/
1
4 tsp. nutmeg
Combine coffee, cream, and
milk. Bring to scalding point.
Cut bread in Vs inch cubes and
add to coffee mixture. Beat eggs
slightly. Add sugar and sIdt. Mix
well. Add bread mixture and
/
2 qt.
vanilla. Pour into 11
with
casserole. Sprinkle
nutmeg. Set casserole in pan of
warm water. Bake in a ns
degrees oven for 1 hour and 15
minutes. Or until a knife
inserted near the rim of the
casserole comes out clean.
Serve with cream. Serves 8.
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RED VELVET CAKE
Vs C. butter, margarine or shortening
11
/
4 C. sugar
2 eggs
2 oz. or /
11
4 C. red food coloring
1 tsp. yearns
2 to 3 Tbs. cocoa
2/
1
2 C. cake flour
1 tsp. salt
1 C. buttermilk
1 Tbs. vinegar
I tsp. soda
1 tsp. butter flavor, optional
Cream butter, sugar and vanilla. Add eggs one at a time
beating well after each addition. Make a paste of the food
coloring and cocoa. Add to creamed mixture. Sift flour and
salt, add alternately with the buttermilk. Beat well. Combine
vinegar and soda a-1 add to mixture, blend well. Pour batter
into greased pans either three 8 inch or two 9 inch pans.
Bake at 350 degrees for 30minutes or until done. For a 4 layer
cake split the 9 inch layer in half. Cool. Frost with the
following icing.
RED VELVET ICING
3 Tbs. flour )some called for 5 Tbs.)
1 C. milk
I C. butter, margarine or shortening
I C. sugar (granulated or confectioner's)
1 tsp. vanilla
Vs tsp. butter flavor, optional.
Cook milk, and flour until thick, stirring constantly. Let
cool. Cream butter and sugar very well, add vanilla. Combine with first mixture and beat well.
Sent in by. Mrs. Jimmy Pennington, Paris; Mrs. Sylvester
Killebrew, McKenzie; Mrs. Roman Boehm, Springville,
Tenn. And from Murray, Ky., Mrs. Doris Rose, Mrs. Ralph
Morris, Mrs. Tax Rogers and Mrs Troy Vance.
SPICED MOCHA MUGS
3 lbs. ground beef
/
1
4 tsp. cinnamon
44 C. grated onion
/
1
4 tsp. ground cloves
1,02 C. soft bread crumbs
44 tsp. allspice
/
3
4 C. strong coffee
whipped topping or ice milk
2 tsp. salt
sugar or artificial sweetener
1 Th. pmeared mustard
Stir together coffee and i_Tb. Worcestershire mace
spices. Allow
rounded S dist imbed poleises
1
teaspoon coffee mixture for
each cup serving. Fill cup
Combine beef, aisign;Iliresil_
almost full with boiling water.
Sweeten to taste. Top with ice crumbs, coffee and seasonings.
milk or whipped topping, Blend well. Pack lightly into a
depending on how many calories greased 10 inch ring mold. Bake
you wish. This is good enough at 350 degrees for 40 minutes.
for a diet dessert. Makes about 4 Drain off liquid. Turn out on a
serving plate. Quickly frost with
servings.
mashed potatoes. Brown under
FROSTED MEAT LOAF
broiler. Serves 6 to 8.

LEXINGTON, Ky. — "I'm as
proud of that as you are," irks.
Sue Sims, adult basic edu
teacher with the Fayette County
Schools, told Kenneth Relaford
as he was awarded his high
school equivalency'diploma.
Relafcird, a native of Barbourville, is the first resident of
the Kentucky Department for
Human Resources' Alcoholism
Demonstration Project to earn
a General Education Diploma
(GED).
Mrs. Sims tutored Relaford
after he volunteered to try the
30-day study program the
project offers in conjunction
with the Fayette County Schools
NEW ORLEANS COFFEE and the state's adult education
and vocation rehabilitation
ANGEL
A taste tempter from French programs in the Department of
Pastry shoppes. This easy recipe Education.
"We've had several people
will make a cake to rival any
who've earned certificates of
shop in New Orleans.
achievement for work they did
I Raked angeffood cake
/4 regular size marshamanows here," says Clifton Howard,
Vs C. strong hot coffee
director of the Lexington ADP
1 10 oz. bowl frozen whipped facility, which is located on the
topping
grounds of Eastern State
2 Tbs. chocolate syrup
Hospital. "Some of them went
four
into
crosswise
Cut cake
on to earn the GED after they
.layers.
butNeri's tbe first to finish
Melt marshmallovra intoffee
during his stay here."
over low heat, stirring often.
Charles Black, adult basic
Chill until partially !set. Fold in
consultant with the
education
Spread
topping.
whipped
between cake layers, then frost Fayette County Schools,
the sides and top. Drizzle presented Relaford and Daniel
chocolate syrup over top of the Patrick of Gypsy, with cercake. Chill well before serving. tificates of achievement for
"successful completion of an

SWEETHEART—Vicki Stayton, a Murray State University
senior, has been chosen Sweetheart of Tau Kappa Epsilon social
fraternity for 1973-74. An elementary and special education
major, she is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Royce F. Stayton of
Route 1, Melber. She is also a member of Alpha Sigma Alpha
social sorority and Alpha Chi honorary society for scholarship.
i Photo by Wilson Woolley)

He quit eating long enough to
lose 90 pounds from his 6-foot-3
frame. "I have energy I never
had before. I feel great."
He married a 5-foot-3 Japanese beauty named Elaine.
Marrying Elaine six years
ago wasn't part of the master
plan to convert Wayne Newton
from what he called personality
into person, but he said it
served notice he meant to be
"the Wayne Newton I really

by a reviewer as "a hurricane,
a performer who bursts on
stage with enough energy to
launch a rocket. He plays more
weeks a year in Vegas than
any other performer and in one
seven-week period appeared before 99,000 people.
Newton, who began his career in Vegas in 1959, likes to
work.
"I'm in my 15th week without
a night off," he said. "It becomes a way of life ... when I
work, I work. I don't mix work
with play."

"I knew I would probably
lose some fans in the transition," he said. "But I figured
the ones it took away, I probHe plays on a 22-acre ranch
ably wouldn't need anyway."
He let his hair grow and put surrounded by an eight-foot
together a nightclub act to block fence. The ranch is his
showcase his versatility. He "show place," with tennis
courts, a swimming pool and
sings country, pop, country-pop
and easy listening. He's a co- peacocks roaming on the
median, an actor and a bit of a grounds.
dancer. He plays nine inHe also has a 218-acre spread
struments.
where he raises Arabian
Newton has been described horses.

YOUR OTASCO MAN SAYS:

101AStO

NO EXTRA CHARGE FOR LAYAWAY.- BIG SELECTION

ROAD RACE "OPERATION"
SPECIAL
PURCHASE

A GAME
OF SKILL

ore Than 100 Pieces

Witum
FOOTBALL
WITH PUMP & TEE

Cards determine type of operation and the fee.
Players are all doctors operating on a patient.
(Batteries not incl.) 72.51$

DOLL HOUSE
COMPLETE WITH FURNITURE
Official size ond
weight. Double lined
to withstand rough play. 43 314

recite your own championship
$30 VALUE te,
iftg, Exciting Super -100- has 4

For Only

fastback shells, 2 chassis assemblies
with new Dyna Mite motors Set Eight living areas
comes with over 22 feet of trbck,
2 Pistol-Grip Rheostats with Speed- . Plus the family.
All metal, colorometers. 77 se
fully decorated
with a covered
sundeck. 'ii,'

BALL BEARING

ROLLER
SKATES

LAYAWAY NOW!

USE OTASCO CREDIT!!
AS SEEN
ON

TV
AS SEEN

on

ITV

25.00 Value

Groot new horse race game.
Realistic action, tingling finishline tension. Four horses, four
players. (Botteries riot iliL) 77 559

Steer' em, Twist 'em.
Set includes driver,
bike, and jump romp
Choice of 3 models.
(Batteries not incl.) 72.7117

Wide toe clomp
fits all type shoes
Rubber cushioned
ankle strop for comfort

"YEAR ROUND"

r

Intensive period of study in
adult education programs."
Black said it's unusual for
someone at the demonstration
project to prepare for and pass
all five computational and
communication skill tests
required to earn the GED in 30
days.
However, ADP residents
often have "high native
ability." Generally, those who
volunteer to take education
courses display a greater
learning abthty than do a
majority of others enrolled in
adult basic education classes in
Lexington, Black says.
The Lexington Alcoholism
Demonstration Project is
sponsored by the Department
for Human Resources' Bureau
for Health Services and is
funded through part of a
National Institute of Alcohol
Abuse grant. A similar facility
is operated in Louisville. Others
are being planned, some to be
operated by local comprehensive care centers.
Approximately 30 men and
women are accornmodsted in
the Leitingtcri - project bowie.
They stay for 30 days to learn to
face their problems and stop
drinking. The residents are
usually referred to ADP
through
hospitals, comprehensive care centers or by
word-of-mouth.

MEMPHIS, Tenn. (AP) —
"It's difficult to be a kid at 31,"
said Wayne Newton, explaining
why a few years ago he began
revising the first edition of himself.
"The old Wayne Newton conjures up an image of a heavier,
shorter guy who was almost a
character I was doing, it was
an act I had done so long," he
said by telephone from Las
Vegas, where he has become a
fixture at hotels like The Sands'.
Wayne Newton No. 1 was a
chubby, short-haired, baby
faced, all American-boy who
sang in a high-pitched voice
that undermined his size. He directed his considerable talents
into schmaltzy songs like
"Danke Shane" and "Red
Roses for a Blue Lady."
Then, Newton said, "I decided I was going to grow up,
stop being so naive."
But a change of image also
Involved work.

"SCORPION"

Yoto/ dotot

BOYS or GIRLS
Sale
Price

• Easy Riding Banana Saddle
• 3-Bar Cantilever Frame
• Studded Rear Tire on Boys Model
• Chrome Saddle Supports

WE
TRADE

• Reflective Safety Package
• White Stripe Tires
• Chrome Fenders and Rims
• Bay's Model Flamboyant Green
• Girl's Model Flamboyant Magenta
55 WI 4. 131

THESE PRICES GOOD AT ALL OTASCO STORES

Two.quart-size vacuum hotties, sandwich/food box,
vinyl carrying case. Sc 712 9

1 YEAR
REPL A CE/AENT
GUARANTEE
AGAINST LOSS

Handmade. 2-blade; fine honed stainless
tee 12Iodes,,Stagion handles. 59 7.7,

P.V.F ?-1

TIIF 1.1.1)(iFK & TIMES — MURRAY, KENTUCKY

Prices Good
Nov. 7-Nov. 13

WEDNESDAY—NOVEMBER 7, 1973
In

DIXIE FRESH

EGGS
2
Doz.

We Reserve The Right To Limit

TREASURE
CHEST
$10000

excluding tobacco and dairy products.

Win

Shirley Stalls,
Murray, Ky.

last Week's $600.00 Winner

Cut-Up

Big 16-0z.

Member

This
Week

Limit 2 dozen with '7.50 additional purchase.

Be) Air
Shopping Center

Dear A
Women'
Editorial
Sports
Comics,
Classifi
Horosc
Seen &
Deaths

* * U.S CHOICE * *

Fryers
Bacon

3
8
'
PEPSI
68.
S
a
u
s
a
g
e
ft
$
1
"
$
PEAS 5
WIENERS
Pork Chops 89;th.
POT PIES
-Ham
89t.
$138b.
Nestea
79; pATTIE Mix
BABY FOOD 9c
18.
Hominy
';
6=89Purex
1-Bone Steak
Bleach
49; Club Steak
Tissue
39;
BEEF
$129 SHORT RIBS
POTATOES 19c Coffee
Family Pack

Lb

Morrell Econ Bulk

8-Bot. Ctn.

Plus Deposit

79

SIRRILBOISNTESATKEAK

End Cut

ROUND STEAK
SWISS STEAK SHOULDER ROAST
Boneless

Boneless

POT ROAST

STEW MEAT

Field's Old Fashion Pork - 2-lb. Roll

GLEN VALLEY

YORKSHIRE

1/4

Loin

Morton

BEEF CHICKEN

w * U.S. CHOICE w w
Center Cut

TURKEY

SIRLOIN STEAK
Boneless ROUN
D STEAK
Boneless COUNTRY FRY STEAK
CHOPPED SIRLOIN GR. CHUCK

Shank Portion

4

FROSTY MORN or KREY

For
88
C

Instant

Ca
Mr.
for his
plaque,
said in
flrefig
Co.
Emeri
had re

Ki
Ac
BY
Kissing
EKYIA
comp
leaders

3-0L Jar

GERBER

GROUND BEEF

St°kleY

* * U.S.CHOICE * *

Gal

Cottonelle

GR. BEEF

Family Pack

4-Roll Pkg,

88C

lb.

Nescafe

SWEET

on the
Saudi
day in
war
East
emerg
mier
and
ime
sesai
bring

Fin
Re
Sky
CAP
(AP)
nicia
defect
Skyla
to 8V

delay

12-0z. Jar

Lb,

Folger's

Texas Sweet

COFFEE
29

ORANGES

School Day

GR. BEANS

5
COUPON
Limit 1 per Faintly

Folger's

COFFEE

/5°L 100
Cans

10-0z. Jar

limit

COUPON
1 Per Family

Folger's

--COFFEE

COUPON
limit 1 Per Family

Family Sc It

TISSUE

10-0i

COUPON
Limit 1 Per Famil

Viva

TOWELS
Ow roll

$111
F:xpiri... 11-13-73
Good Oril Al Storey.%

Doz

(With Coupon Below)

Expires 11-1343
Coed Only At Storey's

Expires 11-1341
Good Only At StOrry's

3P?
Expires 11-13-73
Good Only At Storey's

Coupon No. 74390
limit 1 Per Family

Gold

-57(64—%
baL-

99C
F.pire Iii;
Good Only it 4,t„,-,

DONUTS

Coupon No. 743117
Limit 1 Per Family

ANGEL
1.000 MIX
16-m55c
box
Expires 11-13-73
Good Only At Storey's

Coupon No. 01031
limit 1 Per Family

79c

Lunch Box

'1"

Dinner Box

$139

Chicken

COUPON
limit 1 Per FamilN

GINGERBREAD COFFEE RICH
MIX
14-oi ba-A

F:xpir. 11-13-73
Good Only At Storeys
1101011100muomml

813c DoL

Snack Box

Whole

Betty Crocker

2/69c

Fresh pally

FRIED CHICKEN

29;

Betty Crocker
MedalFLOUR

FROM OUR DELI . . .

2149c

Expires 11-13-73
Good Only At Storey's

COUPON
limit 1 Per Family

Law
nauts
day
cials
ly w
rosion
The
work
of co
start
Sat
But
Willi
want
cha
defini
able
15th,

lott

$269
COUPON
Limit 1 Per Family

Scott

G.GI
with
now
miles
a
man'
the

TISSUE AEROWAX
1000 sheet roll

37

.4:an
$109

Expires 11-13-73
Expires 11-13-73
Good Onl At Storey's Good Only At Storey's

day,
day

